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Summary

The recognition of the adverse environmental impact of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), mainly used as 

refrigerants, has lead to look for environmentally acceptable CFC replacements. Main environmental 

concern CFCs face is their ability to deplete the stratospheric ozone layer, quantified by the ozone 

depletion potential (ODP). Some of the first replacements mooted were hydrochlorofluorocarbons 

(HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), which contribute to the global warming, quantified by the 

global warming potential (GWP). ODP and GWP are related to the atmospheric lifetime (ALT), a 

third indicator. Hence, the environmental impact of a refrigerant may be characterised by a triple of 

ODP, GWP and ALT values. In this respect, an acceptable refrigerant is a chemical with low ODP, 

GWP and ALT values. 

One of the first steps to assess the environmental acceptability of refrigerants is to classify them in 

order to find classes of substances sharing common features. In this respect, a supervised and 

unsupervised classification was performed over 40 refrigerants used in the past, presently used and 

some proposed substitutes. First one was a classification based upon elemental composition and 

functional groups present in refrigerant molecules which leads to different substance families: CFCs, 

HCFCs, HFCs, hydrocarbons (HCs), hydrofluoro ethers (HFEs), chloromethanes (CMs) and single 

refrigerants like carbon dioxide, trifluoroiodomethane, dimethyl ether and ammonia. The unsupervised 

classification was performed using hierarchical cluster analysis. In this case, refrigerants were 

characterised according to three kinds of descriptors: Environmental properties (ODP, GWP, ALT), 

thermodynamic features related to their refrigeration performance and molecular descriptors derived 

from their molecular structure. Eight clustering methodologies were applied to each kind of refrigerant 

descriptors. In order to assess the stability of these classifications, the cluster index, a method for 

quantifying the resemblance between pairs of classifications was developed and further applied to 

refrigerant classifications. Results showed that the environmental descriptors are the only case in 

which refrigerant classes formed are stable when varying the classification method. 

The chemotopological procedure, a method for studying similarity relationships, was applied to the 

environmental classification of refrigerants. It was found that CFCs are similar to themselves and also 

to 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane, a HFC. The most similar substances to all CFCs considered were 

trichlorofluoromethane and 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane. The other refrigerant families were 

found to be similar to many other substances, therefore there is no clear affiliation of refrigerants of 

one family to one certain class. 
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It was found a disagreement between the supervised classification leading to refrigerant families and 

the three unsupervised classifications (environmental, thermodynamic and molecular ones). Therefore, 

refrigerant classification into families does not imply same classification based upon environmental 

properties, thermodynamic features and molecular descriptors of the refrigerants considered. 

A different refrigerant classification was performed, namely the one based upon order relationships of 

refrigerant environmental properties. In this case the Hasse diagram technique, a method based on 

partial order theory, was applied to the 40 refrigerants characterised by environmental properties. A 

parameter free procedure for ordering classes based upon order relationships of their elements was 

developed. For that purpose, the dominance and separability degrees were introduced, first one 

indicates the extent to which members of one class hold higher descriptor values than the members of 

another class; while separability degree quantifies the lack of order relationships between two classes. 

Dominance and separability degrees were related by a theorem. By the application of dominance and 

separability degrees to refrigerant families three main classes were detected: problematic substances, 

gathering CFCs, octafluorocyclobutane and bromochlorodifluoromethane; least problematic ones, 

collecting HCs, CMs, carbon dioxide, trifluoroiodomethane, dimethyl ether and ammonia; and 

moderately problematic refrigerants, made from HCFCs, HFCs and HFEs. It was found that some 

HFEs are not dominated by CFCs, which raises the question on the applicability of these substances as 

environmentally acceptable replacements. 

METEOR (Method of evaluation by order theory), a procedure for prioritising descriptors and 

studying its effect on the order relationships of the objects considered was discussed. When applied to 

the refrigerants, the effect of prioritising ODP, GWP and ALT in the order relationships of these 

substances was studied. It was found that pentafluorodimethyl ether, a HFE, is one of the most 

problematic refrigerants under a large range of priorities of the environmental properties considered. 

Due to the mathematical generality of the methods here introduced, they are not restricted to the 

analysis of refrigerants but can be used to the study of different sets whose elements are characterised 

by various attributes. 
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Zusammenfassung

Die wissenschaftliche Aufdeckung der umweltschädlichen Einflüsse der Fluorchlorkohlenwasserstoffe 

(CFC*), die vornehmlich als Kältemittel Verwendung fanden, führte dazu dass nach 

umweltverträglichen CFC-Ersatzstoffen gesucht wurde. Das größte Umweltproblem der CFC ist deren 

Fähigkeit, die stratosphärische Ozonschicht zu zerstören. Die Stärke eines Stoffes zur 

Ozonschichtschädigung wird durch das Ozonzerstörungspotential (ODP) quantifiziert. Einige der 

ersten Ersatzstoffe waren die teilhalogenierten Fluorchlorkohlenwasserstoffe (HCFC) und die 

teilfluorierten Kohlenwasserstoffe (HFC), die jedoch zum Treibhauseffekt beisteuern. Der Beitrag 

zum Treibhauseffekt wird durch das Treibhauspotential (GWP) beschrieben. ODP und GWP sind mit 

der atmosphärischen Lebensdauer (ALT), einem dritten Indikator, verbunden. Das Umweltverhalten 

eines Kältemittels kann durch die drei Indikatoren ODP, GWP und ALT charakterisiert werden. Ein 

umweltfreundliches Kältemittel ist ein Stoff mit niedrigen ODP, GWP und ALT Werten. 

Einer der ersten Schritte, um die Umweltverträglichkeit von Kältemitteln abzuschätzen, ist deren 

Klassifizierung, um Klassen von Substanzen zu finden, die gemeinsame Merkmale aufweisen. 

Diesbezüglich wurde eine überwachte und nicht überwachte Klassifizierung an 40 Kältemitteln 

durchgeführt. Die Gruppe von 40 Kältemitteln besteht aus Kältemitteln, die in der Vergangenheit 

eingesetzt wurden, die derzeit verwendet werden und solche, die als Ersatzstoffe vorgeschlagen 

werden. Die erste Klassifizierung war eine Klassifizierung, die auf der elementaren Zusammensetzung 

und den funktionellen Gruppen innerhalb der molekularen Struktur der Stoffe beruht und zu 

unterschiedlichen Familien von Stoffen führt: CFC, HCFC, HFC, Kohlenwasserstoffe (HC), 

teilfluorierte Ether (HFE), Chlormethane (CM) und einzelne Kältemittel wie Kohlenstoffdioxid, 

Trifluorjodmethan, Dimethylether und Ammoniak. Bei der nicht überwachten Klassifizierung wurde 

die hierarchische Clusteranalyse eingesetzt. Hierbei wurden die Kältemittel anhand von drei 

Kategorien von Deskriptoren charakterisiert: Umwelteigenschaften (ODP, GWP, ALT), 

thermodynamischen Eigenschaften bezüglich ihres Kühlverhaltens und molekulare Deskriptoren, die 

sich aus ihrer Molekülstruktur ergeben. Acht Cluster-Methoden wurden auf jede Gruppe von 

Kältemittel-Deskriptoren angewendet. Zur Bewertung der Stabilität dieser Klassifikationen wurde der 

Cluster Index, eine Methode zur Quantifizierung der Ähnlichkeit von Klassifikationspaaren, 

entwickelt und auf die Klassifikation von Kältemitteln angewendet. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass 

lediglich bei der Verwendung der Deskriptoren der Umwelteigenschaften die Kältemittel Klassen 

bilden, die stabil gegenüber der Variation der Klassifikationsmethode sind.  

Das chemotopologische Verfahren, eine Methode zur Untersuchung von Ähnlichkeitsbeziehungen, 

wurde auf die Klassifizierung der Umwelteigenschaften der Kältemittel angewendet. Die Ergebnisse 
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zeigen, dass die Moleküle der CFC-Klasse zu sich selber und auch zu 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluorpropan, 

einem HFC, ähnlich sind. Die Substanzen Trichlorfluormethan und 1,1,2-Trichlor-1,2,2-trifluorethan 

weisen die größte Ähnlichkeit zu allen in der Studie betrachteten CFC auf. Die anderen 

Kältemittelfamilien zeigten eine Ähnlichkeit zu vielen anderen Substanzen. Demzufolge ist eine 

eindeutige Zuordnung der Kältemittel einer Familie zu einer bestimmten Klasse nicht möglich. 

Es ergab sich ein Widerspruch zwischen der überwachten Klassifikation, die zu Kältemittelfamilien 

führt, und den drei nicht überwachten Klassifikationen (Umwelteigenschaften, thermodynamische 

Eigenschaften und Molekularstrukturen). Demzufolge, impliziert eine Klassifikation in Familien nicht 

automatisch die gleiche Klassifikation, wenn diese auf Umwelteigenschaften, thermodynamischen 

Eigenschaften und molekularen Deskriptoren der untersuchten Kältemittel beruht. 

Eine weitere Kältemittelklassifikation wurde durchgeführt, die auf Ordnungsbeziehungen der 

Umwelteigenschaften der Kältemittel beruht. Hierbei wurde die Hasse Diagramm Technik, eine 

Methode die auf der Theorie partiell geordneter Mengen beruht, auf die 40 Kältemittel angewendet, 

die durch ihre Umwelteigenschaften charakterisiert wurden. Ein parameterfreies Verfahren zur 

Ordnung der Klassen basierend auf den Ordnungsbeziehungen ihrer Elemente wurde entwickelt: 

Hierzu wurden Dominanz- und Trennbarkeitsgrade eingeführt. Der Dominanzgrad quantifiziert den 

Umfang, in dem die Elemente der einen Klasse diejenigen der anderen dominieren. Der 

Trennungsgrad hingegen quantifiziert den Mangel an Ordnungsbeziehungen zwischen zwei Klassen. 

Dominanz- und Trennungsgrade wurden anhand eines Theorems in Beziehung zueinander gesetzt. Bei 

der Anwendung des Dominanz- und Trennungsgrades auf die Kältemittelfamilien konnten drei 

Hauptklassen ausfindig gemacht werden: problematische Stoffe, die CFC, Oktafluorcyclobutan, und 

Bromchlordifluormethan einschließen, wenig problematische Stoffe, wie HC, CM, Kohlenstoffdioxid, 

Trifluorjodmethan, Dimethylether und Ammoniak, und mäßig problematische Kältemittel, wie HCFC, 

HFC und HFE. Es zeigte sich dass einige HFE nicht durch CFC dominiert werden, was die Frage 

hinsichtlich ihrer Akzeptanz als umweltverträgliche Ersatzstoffe aufwirft. 

METEOR, ein Verfahren für die Priorisierung von Deskriptoren und die Untersuchung ihrer 

Auswirkung auf die Ordnungsbeziehung der untersuchten Objekte wurde diskutiert. Auf die 

Kältemittel angewendet, wurde die Auswirkung der Priorisierung von ODP, GWP und ALT auf die 

Ordnungsbeziehung dieser Stoffe untersucht. Es zeigte sich, dass Pentafluordimethylether, ein HFE, 

innerhalb einer breiten Prioritätsspanne der betrachteten Umwelteigenschaften eines der 

problematischsten Kältemittel ist.  
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Aufgrund der mathematischen Allgemeingültigkeit der hier eingeführten Methoden sind diese nicht 

auf die Bewertung von Kältemittel beschränkt, sondern können zur Untersuchung verschiedener 

multivariat charakterisierter Objekte eingesetzt werden. 

*) In der deutschen Zusammenfassung werden die englischen Abkürzungen verwendet. 
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Chapter 1: Refrigeration and refrigerants 

1.1 Refrigeration 

Refrigeration technology has changed with time; from early icehouses [1] to modern mechanical 

refrigerators [2]. Nowadays, the most widespread refrigeration method used in dwellings and 

automobiles is based upon the vapour-compression procedure, conceived by Cullen in 1748 [3] and 

further improved along the history. A brief description of the processes involved is given in the 

following.

1.1.1 Vapour-compression system 

Four fundamental processes are included in this procedure, namely vaporisation, compression, 

condensation and expansion [2], in which a working fluid, called refrigerant, alternatively absorbs and 

releases energy experiencing changes in its pressure, temperature and/or phase. The sequence of these 

processes is depicted in Figure 1.1. 

Compressor

Expansion
valve

Evaporator Condenser

Refrigerated
Compartment

l + v l

vv

Figure 1.1. Scheme of a vapour-compression system; v and l stand for vapour and liquid, respectively. 

Evaporator. It is a heat transfer coil that allows heat to be conducted from the compartment to be 

cooled to the refrigerant, which initially enters the evaporator as a liquid/vapour mixture with 

relatively low pressure and low temperature. During its transit through the evaporator, the absorption 

of latent heat from the thermal energy of the air in the refrigerated space turns the liquid refrigerant 

into vapour and causes a decrease of air temperature in the refrigerated compartment, that is the 

desired refrigeration effect. 
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Compressor. It is an electromechanical device used to develop and maintain the flow of the 

refrigerant vapour through the refrigeration system. In this compartment refrigerant’s pressure is raised 

through a kinetic energy transfer that also raises vapour temperature to a level that further permits 

condensation at normal ambient temperatures. 

Condenser. It is another heat transfer coil used to conduct heat from the hot refrigerant vapours 

leaving the compressor to the ambient surrounding the coil. This process allows the vapours to 

condense into their liquid phase delivering the latent heat of vaporisation absorbed in the evaporator 

and also the additional energy taken in the compressor. 

Expansion valve. This device reduces the pressure of the liquid refrigerant causing the adiabatic 

evaporation of part of the liquid refrigerant, which drops the refrigerant temperature making it colder 

than the space to be refrigerated during its transit in the evaporator. 

1.1.2 Thermodynamic refrigerant requirements

A substance must meet the following thermodynamic features in order to be considered as a refrigerant 

fluid in a vapour-compression system: 

High latent heat of vaporisation, which means that the substance must be able to absorb high 

amounts of energy during its change of phase from liquid to vapour. 

Low vapour specific volume, meaning that determined mass of refrigerant must occupy a reduced 

space.

Low refrigerant specific heat in its liquid phase, whereas high values in its vapour phase. 

First two conditions permit that the substance absorbs high amounts of energy without expanding to a 

big extent, therefore the energy used in the compression is low making the process energy efficient as 

well as reducing the size of the compressor. 

First requirement of third condition guarantees that the refrigerant needs low amounts of energy to 

increase its temperature, which favours its vaporisation. Second requirement implies that the vapour 

needs large amounts of energy to rise its temperature, which makes the vapour condensation before 

approaching the compressor and the condenser more unlikely. These constraints on refrigerant specific 

heat favour the refrigeration effect and the efficiency of the process. 
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The form in which molecules arrange is a determining factor in the volume reached by a given amount 

of substance. In this situation the molecular shape is a feature determining this molecular packing. The 

heat of vaporisation and the specific heat are related to the energy involved to separate molecules, 

which is determined by the electrostatic forces between them. This situation is rather determined by 

the electronic density distribution on the molecules. 

1.1.3 Technical, safe and environmental refrigerant requirements

Besides the physical properties mentioned before a refrigerant must fulfil the following conditions 

related to its technical use, environmental effects and end user security [2]. 

Non-toxicity neither in its pure state nor when mixed with air. It must not contaminate products 

stored in the refrigerated compartment. 

Non-flammability neither in its pure state nor when mixed with air. It must also be non-explosive. 

Non-reactivity neither with the lubricating oil in the system nor with any material used in the 

equipment. 

Non-reactivity with the moisture present to some degree in all refrigerant systems. 

Economically suitable for its large scale production and environmentally safe, neither depleting 

stratospheric ozone layer nor increasing earth’s temperature. Furthermore, its atmospheric reaction 

products must meet same environmental and toxicological requirements. 

1.2 Refrigerants 

1.2.1 Chlorofluorocarbons, sunrise and sunset

Prior to the 1930s, refrigerants commonly used were ammonia, chloromethane, carbon tetrachloride, 

isobutane and propane [4, 5]. Because of concerns about their toxicity and flammability, particularly 

in the home environment, Midgley and co-workers at General Motors started investigations to identify 

suitable replacement materials [6-8]. The requirements for volatility, low toxicity, stability and non-

flammability led the research to concentrate on new substances based on some elements of groups 14-

17 of the periodic table, namely C, N, O, F, S, Cl, Br and also H [6]. Further considerations on 
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flammability and toxicity permitted to anticipate the importance of fluorine for the desired substance. 

Hence, in 1930 Midgley’s team came up with dichlorodifluoromethane [9, 10], the first of a series of 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) which found, between 1930s and 1990s, not only applications as 

refrigerants but also as blowing agents for making foam, as cleaning fluids and as propellants [7, 8]. 

Their production and releases remained comparatively low until the 1950s, then they increased rapidly 

with refrigeration spreading in the developed world and as a consequence of their new applications. 

There are several reasons for CFC applicability; some of them [7] present high vapour specific heats, 

high latent heats of vaporisation and low liquid specific heats which make them quite appropriate for 

refrigeration in thermodynamic terms. Some others hold low thermal conductivities and low 

permeation rates [11] making them suitable for insulating foam. Other CFCs [7] have low surface 

tension and low viscosity, ideal properties for cleaning agents because they can wet even tiny spaces 

easily; their high vapour densities guarantee no significant losses of the cleaning agent through 

evaporation. Because CFCs are non-toxic and non-flammable, they are safe to use in consumer 

applications. Additionally, CFCs can be easily produced on a large scale [12] in high purity. 

Unfortunately, one of their advantages, i.e. CFCs are extremely stable, has disastrous atmospheric 

consequences [13], which are treated in the ensuing discussion. 

In the beginning of the 1970s, Lovelock and co-workers demonstrated that CFCs were trace 

constituents in the atmosphere [14-16]. By 1972, Dupont initiated a series of meetings with CFC 

manufacturers to discuss the environmental fate of these substances. McCarthy summarised the 

conclusions of that meeting in this way: “Fluorocarbons are intentionally or accidentally vented to the 

atmosphere world-wide at a rate approaching one billion pounds per year. These compounds may be 

either accumulating in the atmosphere or returning to the surface, land or sea, in pure form or as 

decomposition products. Under any of these alternatives it is prudent that we investigate any effects 

which the compounds may produce on plants or animals now or in the future” [8]. 

Lovelock’s observations brought Molina and Rowland to determine the ultimate atmospheric fate of 

CFCs and in 1974 they argued that these substances could destroy stratospheric ozone [17, 18]. Their 

arguments were based on the inexistence of tropospheric sinks, their poor dissolution and oxidation in 

raindrops whereby they concluded that the only significant sink was solar ultraviolet photolysis in the 

stratosphere, producing chlorine atoms as one of the reaction products. They also explored the fate of 

these chlorine atoms and concluded that they react with ozone yielding oxygen and more chlorinated 

atoms as final products of a series of reactions through chlorine oxides. Hence, Molina and Rowland 

pointed out the threat to the ozone layer caused for these widespread substances. 
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After confirming these results, each CFC manufacturer initiated its own research programme to look 

for CFC replacements which keep the advantages of CFCs and could be used in the current equipment. 

Replacements were sought having properties close to CFC ones, which included non-flammability, 

non-toxicity, miscibility with acceptable lubricants, thermodynamic properties as close to CFC 

original refrigerants and environmentally acceptable properties [8]. 

Simultaneously, several countries unilaterally banned the use of CFCs in most aerosols but they were 

still used in applications such as cooling systems. In 1984 Farman and co-workers discovered a 

remarkable and totally unusual phenomenon, the so-called “ozone hole” [19] making CFCs the prime 

suspect. After several meetings and discussions, 24 countries negotiated the Montreal Protocol on 

Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer in September 1987 [20], which originally mandated a 50% 

reduction in CFC production and consumption by 1 July 1999. Subsequently, it has been modified as 

the result of additional scientific investigations and nowadays is ratified by 165 countries [21]. 

Around 1990, global warming resulting from the release of anthropogenic gases became a major 

environmental concern. Although one of the largest contributors was and still is carbon dioxide from 

the burning of fossil fuels, it was estimated that CFCs accounted for 15% of global warming in the 

early 1980s [22, 23]. 

Considering all these aspects, Midgley’s pool of elements was reduced [6]. Bromine is excluded on 

environmental grounds because of the high potential to deplete the ozone layer associated to its 

compounds; chlorine, although less problematic in this respect, can be problematic if its compounds 

remain long time in the atmosphere; sulphur substances are likely to hold high toxicities, so the set 

shrinks to H, C, N, O and F. Remarkably, these elements allow ammonia and hydrocarbons (HCs) as 

possible CFCs replacements, which were the toxic and flammable substances Midgley wanted to 

replace initially. During the 1980s, industry proposed as potential CFC alternatives a group of 

compounds from C, H, F and Cl, which reach a compromise among all replacement requirements; 

thus, hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) showed up. 

1.2.2 Developing atmospheric environmental indicators

Concerns about the potential of anthropogenic chemicals to alter the earth’s global atmospheric 

environment led to the development of measures for comparing and quantifying the lifetimes of 

various compounds in the atmosphere as well as their effects on the stratospheric ozone layer and on 

the radiative balance of the atmosphere. In the ensuing discussion a brief description is given of these 

measures, which are amply described in references 24 and 25. 
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Atmospheric lifetime (ALT). The global atmospheric lifetime ( global
RH ) of a gas RH characterises the 

time required to turn over the global atmospheric burden [26]. The lifetime depends on the chemistry 

and dynamics of the atmosphere, therefore it may depend on the location of the sources [25, 27]. For 

gases in steady state, global
RH  is calculated as follows 

global global
global RH RH
RH global global

RH RH

C C
L P

    1.1 

where global
RHC  is the RH global atmospheric burden and global

RHL  and global
RHP  are the burden loss and 

production terms, respectively. Normally, production rates do not depend on the RH concentration in 

the atmosphere. In contrast, loss rates do depend on it and this relationship can even be proportional to 

the n-th power of the concentration, with n  1 [25]. However, general lifetime calculations do not 

consider those cases and the RH losses associated to different atmospheric j removal processes of an 

atmospheric i region are regarded as first-order removal processes [24, 25]. Hence, the RH losses of a 

region i, i
RHL , are described by 

i i i
RH j RHj

L k C      1.2 

where i
jk  represents the removal process j within the region i and i

RHC  the RH burden in i. Therefore, 

the RH lifetime in the global atmosphere can be calculated as 

j

j
RHglobal

RH

j
RHj

global
RH C

dxdydzzyxCzyxk
11 :

),,(),,(
 1.3 

where j
RH  is the RH lifetime caused by its removal through the j process calculated for the global 

atmosphere. 

In general, for well-mixed RH gases, 1( )global
RH  can be calculated through 

1 1 1( ) ( ) ( )global trop strat
RH RH RH     1.4 

This equation is an example of the resistance approach, in which a total kinetic process is considered 

as an electrical network in which each one of the single subprocesses has associated a resistance [27]. 
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Ozone depletion potential (ODP). The ozone depletion potential (ODPRH) of a gas RH is the relative 

amount of degradation to the ozone layer RH can cause, with trichlorofluoromethane (R11) used as 

reference whose ODP is set to 1.0. Hence, ODPRH is calculated as follows [29-31]. 

R11ofmassunitaofemissionforO
RHofmassunitaofemissionforO

3

3
RHODP   1.5 

This kind of calculation assumes that RH reacts in the stratosphere, as does trichlorofluoromethane 

(R11) and the CFCs, therefore it is suitable for ODP calculations of CFCs or stratospheric reactive 

gases. However, it has been applied to ODP calculations of gases that also react through the 

atmosphere and not uniquely in the stratosphere. 

Another problem with the (steady-state) ODP definition in Eq. 1.5 stems from the fact that the relative 

effect of a gas emission on stratospheric ozone changes with time, which occurs because chemicals 

with different lifetimes accumulate at different rates in the atmosphere. This has required the definition 

of specific time horizons for model calculations of ODPs [30, 32]. Time dependent ODPs can be used 

to provide an indication of the effect on the ozone layer of a mix of compounds with different 

lifetimes; they are calculated using 

global
Rs

global
RHs

global
R

global
RHRH

RH

R

R

RH
RH tt

ttn
M
M

F
FODP

1111

11

11 /][exp1
/][exp1

3
  1.6 

where FRH / FR11 is the measured fraction of RH injected into the stratosphere that has been dissociated 

relative to that of R11 [33]; global
RH , 11

global
CFC , RHM  and 11CFCM  are the atmospheric lifetimes and 

molecular weights of RH and R11, respectively; RHn  is the number of chlorine or bromine atoms in a 

RH molecule; ts is the time required to transport a RH molecule from the troposphere to the 

stratosphere region under consideration; and  is a factor required for RH containing bromine in 

order to account for the higher efficiency of this atom to catalyze ozone loss compared to chlorine. 

Global warming potential (GWP). The global warming potential (GWPRH) of a gas RH is the ratio of 

the time-integrated radiative forcing from the instantaneous release of 1 kg of RH relative to that of 

CO2 [34, 35], and it is given by 
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RHCORH
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)]([
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  1.7 

where TH is the time horizon over which the calculation is performed, RHa  and 
2COa  are the radiative 

forcings per unit mass of RH and CO2, respectively; their units are (W m-2 kg-1). RHM ,
2COM ,

[ ]( )RH t  and 2[ ]( )CO t  are the molecular weights and abundance time-dependent decays after pulsed 

emissions of RH and CO2, respectively. 

Importance and relationships of ALT, ODP and GWP. Two additional comments are important 

regarding ALT, ODP and GWP. First one is related to their relevance in designing new refrigerants. 

An environmentally acceptable refrigerant must fulfil the thermodynamic and economic constrains 

required for its use but to avoid CFC problems; it is mandatory it holds low ALT, ODP and GWP 

values. Otherwise, its use could bring even worse results that those brought by CFC use. 

Second comment concerns the relationship between ALT and both ODP and GWP. This can be seen 

in Eqs. 1.6 and 1.7 which predict that an ozone depleting substance with high ALT will persist in the 

atmosphere increasing its probability of degradate the ozone layer. Similarly, a chemical with high 

radiative forcing and high ALT will remain long time in the atmosphere increasing its potential to 

absorb infrared radiation and therefore significantly contribute to the global warming. 

In the next sections some possible CFC replacements are discussed based upon these environmental 

indicators as well as some other technical and environmental aspects.

1.2.3 CFC replacements

Hydrofluorocarbons (HCFCs). One of the justifications for using HCFCs is that, in spite of 

containing chlorine, the presence of hydrogen makes them suitable for hydroxyl reactions in the 

troposphere [23]. Therefore, their potential to react with stratospheric ozone is reduced in comparison 

with that of CFCs. Some of the HCFCs reaction products are hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride 

but according to estimations on HCFCs production the environmental impact of these acids is not 

likely to have any significance [34]. In contrast, HCFCs reaction product trifluoroacetic acid 

constitutes a major environmental problem. This substance, a strong carboxylic acid, can irritate tissue 

and skin and its concentration, ranging from 30 to 40,000 ng L-1 in rivers and lakes from around the 

world [37-41], already exceeds those estimated for 2010 having taken into account all anthropogenic 
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sources [42]. This suggests that a ‘‘natural’’ source of trifluoroacetate exists [43]. Harnisch and co-

workers [44] have speculated that it could have a geological origin but clear evidence is still missing. 

Although HCFCs are degraded in the troposphere, a small fraction of them can reach the stratosphere 

whereby they are still a problem taking into account the cascade of ozone reactions a single chlorine 

atom can produce. For this reason HCFCs were included in the Montreal Protocol and their phase-out 

is scheduled by 2020 [45]. Additionally, it has been shown that HCFCs contribute to the global 

warming [36]. 

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). Since the early 1990s, HFCs have been used as acceptable alternatives 

to CFCs and also to HCFCs because HFCs hold several favourable characteristics [46] including near-

zero ODPs [47], similar physical properties as CFCs and HCFCs. Beyond this, HFCs have short 

atmospheric lifetimes, are less- or non-flammable and their industrial production is not expensive [48]. 

Because of this, problematic HCFCs will be replaced by HFC-blends in refrigeration equipment before 

2010 [49]. However, HFCs pose some environmental hazards and health risks. Their high volatility 

and very low solubility in water [46] make them mainly reside in the atmosphere where they 

photolytically react forming hydrogen fluoride and trifluoroacetic acid among other substances. 

Because HFCs have relatively high GWPs [50, 51] they were included in the Kyoto Treaty (nowadays 

Kyoto Protocol) together with carbon dioxide, methane, perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulphur 

hexafluoride and nitrous oxide [52]. Countries signing this treaty committed to achieve a specific level 

of total global warming gas emissions in 2010 based on their emissions in 1992. These environmental 

problems made that new alternatives were mooted in the late 1980s and early 1990s [8]; some of the 

proposed substances were fluorinated ethers [53-56]. 

Hydrofluoroethers (HFEs). By the late 1980s, the US Environmental Protection Agency promoted 

investigations to synthesize fluorinated dimethyl ether derivatives and assess their properties [8]. 

Because of the attractive properties of several HFEs, particularly high volatility and hydrophobicity 

compared to similar chemicals such as saturated fluorocarbons and ethers, they began to be 

successfully developed in the mid of 1990s [56]. According to these properties the atmosphere is the 

most likely place for their emissions and one of their main degradation products is carbonyl fluoride 

(COF2), an irritating gas which is easily hydrolysed to - for humans only moderately toxic – hydrogen 

fluoride [57]. The main concern regarding HFEs is related to the high GWP of some of them currently 

used as CFC replacements. Further research is conducted on these substances and it is expected that 

new HFEs may replace the problematic HFEs presently used. 

Why not “natural” refrigerants? It is thought that the so-called ‘‘natural’’ refrigerants such as 

hydrocarbons (HCs), carbon dioxide and ammonia might be appropriate refrigerants for current 
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necessities [8]. According to Powell, a ‘‘natural’’ substance is one whose presence in the environment 

is the result of biological or geological processes; however, their commercial use for refrigeration 

implies their extraction from non-renewable sources: HCs from oil cracking; ammonia and carbon 

dioxide from natural gas. Furthermore, peak oil [58, 59] and the nearness of a peak in natural gas 

production [59] make this option intractable. It is remarkable that all these refrigerants were 

extensively used until the rapid growth of CFCs and HCFCs after 1945 and some of them are still used 

[8], for example ammonia has remained as the preferred refrigerant in large-scale food freezing plants, 

as well as some hydrocarbons. 

If natural refrigerants are still in use and without considerable problems, then it is still possible to keep 

asking for the lack of their widespread application after the recognition of CFCs environmental 

problems. Powell [8] answers this question pointing out that the use of these “natural” refrigerants 

concerns mainly refrigerator/freezer systems, which surprisingly only account for 4% of the total use 

of refrigerants. The largest refrigerant application is automobile air-conditioning and the introduction 

of natural refrigerants in those systems is under discussion [8]. Carbon dioxide is being considered by 

some auto-manufacturers in Germany, although the very high pressures associated to its use require a 

radical engineering redesign [8]. Various hydrocarbon compositions have been offered both as retrofit 

replacements for CFCs used in vehicles, but some tests have shown that if these fluids escaped into the 

passenger compartment during an accident and ignited, the resulting explosion would cause serious 

injury [8]. This is the reason why in USA and in some Australian states HCs are banned from mobile 

air-conditioning units. 

Carbon dioxide could be used in vehicles but some tests suggest that it is not energy efficient as some 

HFCs at high ambient temperatures wherein the air conditioning system is mainly needed; 

additionally, if the gas reached the cabin it would cause physiological effects that could be worse than 

those of most used HFC, e.g. CF3CH2F (R134a). On the other hand, regulations normally require that 

refrigeration systems, in direct contact with the general public, must not contain hazardous refrigerants 

[8]. 

A possible solution to this shortcoming can be the installation of secondary circuits containing glycol 

or calcium chloride brine to transport the ‘‘coolth’’ from the refrigeration plant to the building or 

display unit. At the end, this generates more CO2 with serious global warming consequences [60]. In 

short, the simple replacement of current refrigerants by natural ones would bring little impact or in 

some cases could increase global warming [8]. 
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1.3 Research purpose 

As shown in the previous sections, the selection of appropriate replacements is not a simple issue since 

various factors need to be considered to make a decision. In the present dissertation these factors are 

analysed using elements of partial order theory, whose application to chemistry and environmental 

sciences is grounded on the comparison of the attributes characterising the objects to study, in the 

current case, refrigerant features. As Brüggemann has stated, partial order theory in its application 

aspects is the science of comparisons. This dissertation deals with comparison of refrigerant features 

as a mathematical tool supporting the environmental assessment of refrigerants. In this respect the 

current dissertation works on possible solutions to the question: which refrigerant is better, or which 

one is worse than the others? 

Since chemical knowledge, as well as chemical substances, can be classified according to several 

criteria, the former question can be extended to: which class of refrigerants is better, or which one is 

worse than the others? To answer this question, different refrigerant classifications are introduced and 

studied with partial order theory. 

Finally, it is shown a methodology to include priorities of the different features characterising the 

refrigerants studied. The method determines the needed priorities to ensure that a refrigerant is better 

than another one and it also yields the probability of that event. 

In the following chapters each one of these procedures is introduced and further explained. However, a 

deep discussion is given in the manuscripts attached to this dissertation, which have been the result of 

this research. 
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Chapter 2: Unsupervised and supervised refrigerant 

classifications

Any classification equips a set with classes, which can be formed according to features of the elements 

in the set or created and imposed by the researcher; the former classifications are called unsupervised 

and the latter supervised ones [61]. In the particular case of refrigerants, one may classify them 

according to the similarity of their properties or the classes may be created based upon previous 

knowledge, for example the common classification according to the molecular structure into CFCs, 

HCFCs, HFCs. In this chapter unsupervised classifications are performed and their matching with 

supervised refrigerant classifications is studied. 

When the environmental problems of CFC were recognised, first possible replacements were HCFCs 

and HFCs [8]. The chemical idea behind this solution was the searching for substances similar to 

CFCs, in fact the researchers proposing HCFCs and HFCs dealt with the issue of chemical similarity, 

which was rather the same done by Midgley when looking for ammonia and hydrocarbon substitutes 

in the 1930s [6]. 

Chemical similarity searching is a well established subject in chemical information studies [62]; it 

makes use of mathematical tools to look for classes of similar chemical objects, e.g. compounds, 

molecular fragments, etc. In the refrigerants’ case these similarities were understood as close 

properties among CFCs and the possible replacements, for example non-flammability, non-toxicity, 

miscibility with lubricants, and thermodynamic features. 

In general terms, any classification divides the set into different subsets, which may be disjoint or 

overlapped depending on the methodology used to find classes; for instance fuzzy cluster analysis [63] 

may yield overlapped classes whereas hierarchical cluster analysis disjoint ones [64]. Classification in 

chemistry is of special importance because it helps to save resources when the amount of data is too 

large, as often occurs in the current chemical investigations. For example, through classification it is 

possible to select a representative substance of each class for further study instead of analysing all 

substances within the class, whereby analysis and time spent on it are reduced. 

2.1 Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) 

In this dissertation hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) was used as unsupervised classification 

technique; its first step is the characterisation of the objects to study by selecting various of their 
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attributes, e.g. thermodynamic properties or descriptors derived from molecular representations when 

the objects are substances. Afterwards, a similarity function is applied to calculate the nearness of 

objects’ properties and finally the classes are formed by applying a grouping methodology [62]. 

Normally, HCA results are depicted in a tree called dendrogram whose branches represent clusters of 

similar objects. An exemplary dendrogram is depicted in Figure 2.1, where the most similar object to a

is b; c is similar to a and b; additionally d is similar to e.

a

b

c

d

e

Similarity

Figure 2.1. A dendrogram depicting similarity relationships among the objects a, b, c, d and e.

Cluster analysis permits to look for similarities to such an extent that they can be found even if the 

compounds actually are not similar. To solve this “similarity over-estimation” it is suggested to apply 

different clustering algorithms to assess whether the classes fluctuate or are stable under algorithm 

changes [65]. Therefore, if different classes result then no real similarities among chemicals hold; 

otherwise the classes actually exist and are not algorithmic dependent. Based on this idea, the cluster 

index was developed (Appendix A), a method to assess the similarity between classifications by 

contrasting their clusters. 

2.2 Characterising substances 

Currently, besides substances’ experimental properties, more than 2000 features can be derived from 

their molecular representations [66]. These features are called molecular descriptors and started to be 

developed since the late 1940s when elements of discrete mathematics applied to chemistry began to 

be further studied [67-69]. Molecular descriptors can be classified into arithmetic, geometrical and 

topological ones. First of them count the presence of a particular feature within a molecule, e.g. 

chlorine atoms and bonds, and also calculate some values based upon those features, e.g. molecular 

weight. Geometrical descriptors represent information concerning three-dimensional features of 

molecules and are calculated from a molecular conformation of low energy [70], e.g. momenta of 

inertia, molecular volume and surface area. Topological descriptors are used to characterise the 
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constitution and configuration of a molecule by a single number [71]. To calculate them, molecules are 

regarded as graphs which can be analytically represented by matrices from which topological 

descriptors may be derived [72]. Examples of these descriptors include indices encoding size, shape, 

and branching of a molecule [73].  

Molecular descriptors are used in Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) and 

Quantitative Structure-Property Relationship (QSPR) studies, in which a target property is related to 

different molecular descriptors in such a way that unknown target property values can be predicted 

from those descriptors. Some other applications appear in chemical retrieval information, where 

substances are classified according to their degree of descriptors’ similarities [74-75]. Molecular 

descriptors can be efficiently calculated with various computer programmes; in the current dissertation 

MOLGEN-QSPR [76-79], software that combines structure generation with calculation of molecular 

descriptors and statistical treatment was used to characterise several refrigerants. Before describing 

some representative molecular descriptors for refrigerants, some fundamental terms are introduced. 

In a molecular graph atoms are represented by points (vertices) and bonds by segments (edges) 

between vertices. This graph depicts the connectivity of atoms in a molecule irrespective of parameters 

representing the molecular geometry, e.g. interatomic distances, bond and torsion angles. In a H-

suppressed molecular graph all hydrogen atoms are excluded. In the following some descriptors are 

described in more detail, which turned out to be most relevant due to the KIF-procedure, which is 

explained in section 2.5.2. 

2.2.1 Arithmetic descriptors

Average atomic weight ( AW ). It is given by 

A
MWAW   2.1 

here MW is the molecular weight of the studied substance and A is the number of atoms excluding 

hydrogens [66]. 

Relative number of X atoms (Rel. NX). It is calculated according to 

).( HinclA
NNRel. X

X   2.2 
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where NX and A(incl. H) is the number of X atoms, e.g. C, H, O, F, Cl, etc., and the total number of 

atoms in the molecule [66]. 

Number of methyl groups (Tm). It represents the number of methyl groups in the non H-suppressed 

molecular graph [66]. 

2.2.2 Geometrical descriptors

Steric energy. It corresponds to a stable spatial distribution of the atoms in a molecule. It is calculated 

using molecular mechanics, which considers a molecule as an ensemble of spheres (atoms) connected 

by springs (bonds). This calculation takes into account the ability of bonds to stretch, bend, and twist. 

It also accounts for interaction of non-bonded atoms through calculation of electrostatic forces [66]. 

Shadow indices. Before introducing these indices, principal moments of inertia are defined. The 

moment of inertia of a molecule is given by 

).(

1

2
HinclA

i
ii rwI   2.3 

where ri is the perpendicular distance of atom i with atomic weight wi from a given axis. A molecule 

has three moments of inertia corresponding to its three axes in the three-dimensional space. This 

coordinate system can be transformed into another one based on three principal moments of inertia IA,

IB and IC, such that their origin is located at the molecular mass-centre. IA is defined as the smallest 

moment, IB as the intermediate one and IC as the greatest moment; they define the principal inertia 

axes of the molecule, whose axes are aligned along their three principal inertia coordinates. 

Shadow indices consider a molecule in a principal inertia system of coordinates; atoms are regarded as 

spheres of van der Waals radii, i.e. the atomic radii is calculated based upon the distance at which the 

attractive and repulsive forces between two non-bonded atoms are balanced [66]. Afterwards, the 

molecular surface is projected onto three mutually perpendicular planes XY, XZ and YZ, from which 

shadow descriptors are derived. 

SHDW1: Area of molecular shadow in the XY plane. 

SHDW2: Area of molecular shadow in the XZ plane. 

SHDW3: Area of molecular shadow in the YZ plane. 
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YX LL
SHDWSHDW 14

ZX LL
SHDWSHDW 25

ZY LL
SHDWSHDW 36       2.4-2.6 

where YX LL  represent the area of the rectangle embedding the molecular XY-shadow. For {SHDW1,

SHDW2, SHDW3}, SHDWI is the largest value, SHDWII the second largest one and SHDWIII the 

smallest value. 

ssSHDW1 = SHDWI ssSHDW2 = SHDWII ssSHDW3 = SHDWIII 2.7-2.9 

YX LL
SHDWIssSHDW 4

ZX LL
SHDWIIssSHDW 5

ZY LL
SHDWIIIssSHDW 6    2.10-2.12 

In these six last descriptors, ss stands for size-sorted. 

2.2.3 Topological descriptors

Hosoya index. It is given by 

2

0

A

k
kaZ , with 

AA
AA

A
oddfor2/)1(

evenfor2/
2/   2.13 

where ak indicates the number of ways k edges may be selected from all B edges of the H-suppressed 

graph such that no two of them are adjacent. For any graph a0 = 1 and a1 = B (number of bonds in the 

H-suppressed graph) [66, 80]. 

Connectivity indices. These descriptors are based upon m-th order subgraphs of a H-suppressed 

molecular graph and vertex degrees. A molecular subgraph is a subset of atoms and related bonds, it 

usually represents a molecular fragment; its order (m) is given by the number of edges within it. There 

are four types of molecular subgraphs: chain or ring (ch), cluster (c), path (p) and path-cluster (pc)

(Figure 2.2). The type of molecular subgraph is determined as follows: 

1. If the subgraph contains a cycle it is ch, for 3m ; otherwise 

2. if every vertex degree is equal to one or greater than two, the subgraph is c, for 3m ; otherwise 

3. if every vertex degree is equal to one or two, the subgraph is p, for 2m ; otherwise 

4. the subgraph is pc, for 4m .
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The vertex degree of any vertex in a molecular subgraph is the number of neighbours the vertex has 

(Figure 2.2). 

1

3

22

1

3

22

3m 4m 4m

chains/rings

3m 4m 5m

clusters

3m 4m 5m

paths path-clusters

4m 6m 6m3m 4m 5m

paths path-clusters

4m 6m 6m

Figure 2.2. Examples of types of m-molecular subgraphs. Vertex degrees ( ) are shown for a 4-

chain.

The connectivity indices of order m for graphs whose subgraphs are of type q, i.e. ch, c, p and pc, are 

calculated by 

),(

1

2/1

1

qmK

k k

n

i
iq

m   2.14 

where k runs over all the m-th order subgraphs constituted by n atoms; K is the total number of m-th 

order subgraphs in the molecular graph. The product is performed over the simple vertex degrees i

of all vertices involved in each subgraph [66]. 

Perturbation connectivity index. These descriptors are calculated according to 

),(

1

2/1

1

qmK

k k

n

i
iq

m ,
1ii

ii
i ZZ

hZ
  2.15-2.16 

where i  is the valence vertex degree of atom i in a H-suppressed molecular graph, iZ  is the atomic 

number of atom i, iZ  is the number of valence electrons of atom i and hi is the number of H atoms 

attached to atom i [66]. 
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During 1993 and 1996 Randi , taking into account the large number of molecular descriptors 

developed and their mutual relationships, proposed the following requirements for claiming the 

existence of a new descriptor [81-83]: 

The descriptor must have a direct structural interpretation, 

must involve structural features that existing descriptors do not cover, and 

must have a high correlation with a substance or molecular property. 

The elucidation of the molecular features related to the molecular descriptors is of utmost importance; 

however it is not always a reachable target because of the high diversity of features and properties the 

32 799 436 known substances hold [84]. In order to assist and standardise the search for chemical 

meaning of molecular descriptors, the International Academy of Mathematical Chemistry recently 

suggested the use of benchmark data sets [85] for calculating descriptor values and relating them with 

specific molecular features of the molecules gathered in each data set. To cope with the comparison of 

descriptors, the same institution calculated the correlations of 735 molecular descriptors derived from 

221 860 molecules from the National Cancer Institute dataset. 

In general, it has been found that topological descriptors are related to some physico-chemical 

properties, e.g. melting point, boiling point, refractive index, molar volume and density. If the aim is 

the estimation of biological activities based upon molecular descriptors, topological and geometrical 

ones have resulted to be related to these properties [70]. 

2.3 Contrasting classifications: Cluster index 

This methodology permits to measure the resemblance between classifications (dendrograms); a brief 

description of it is given in the following. Given two dendrograms Di and Dj defined on a set P of n

objects, their clusters are collected in CDi and CDj, respectively. The number of different clusters 

between Di and Dj is calculated by the cardinality of the symmetric difference of CDi and CDj, |C(Di,

Dj)|, which is given by 

||2||||

|||||),(|

jiji

jijiji

CDCDCDCD
CDCDCDCDDDC

 2.17 

The number of clusters of a dendrogram is 2n – 1 (Appendix A), therefore |CDi| = |CDj| = 2n – 1. Any 

two dendrograms have always all their n single clusters in common and also the cluster gathering the n
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objects; these n + 1 clusters are called trivial clusters. Hence, if the trivial clusters are removed from 

the clusters of each dendrogram, then |CDi| = |CDj| = 2n – 1 – (n + 1) = n – 2, which yields 

| ( , ) | 2( 2) 2 | |i j i jC D D n CD CD  2.18 

If c represents the number of common clusters between both dendrograms, then |C(Di, Dj)| = 2(n – 2 – 

c). As c takes values in the following interval 0 c n – 2, then |C(Di, Dj)| can be normalised 

yielding CI(Di, Dj), the cluster index. 

( , ) 1
2i j

cCI D D
n

    2.19 

When CI(Di, Dj) = 0, the contrasted dendrograms have all their clusters in common. If CI(Di, Dj) = 1, 

all clusters are different. Details on cluster index, its mathematical properties and its comparison with 

some other methods to contrast dendrograms are found in Appendix A. As an example of application, 

cluster index for the dendrograms depicted in Figure 2.1 (D1) and 2.3 (D2) is calculated. 

a

b

c

d

e

Similarity

Figure 2.3. A dendrogram of five objects. 

In this case, CD1 = {{a, b}, {d, e}, {a, b, c}} and CD2 = {{a, b}, {d, e}, {c, d, e}}. By contrasting CD1

and CD2 it is concluded that c = 2, that is, there are two common clusters to D1 and D2, namely {a, b}

and {d, e}. Hence, CI(D1, D2) = 1/3, which means that D1 and D2 are 33 % dissimilar (66 % similar). 

2.4 Chemotopology 

The investigation of objects within a class is one of the most important aims of cluster analysis, many 

text books conclude its application by interpreting clusters [64]. Nevertheless, the collection of classes 

as a whole contains important information on the objects studied and their relationships. These 
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relationships are the starting point of chemotopology [86, 87], a mathematical procedure in which the 

collection of classes found by a classification process, e.g. HCA, becomes a topological basis. This 

mathematical view of the collection of clusters enables topological studies of different subsets 

belonging to the set under study [88]. Its application to a set P endowed with a dendrogram can be 

summarised as follows: 

Selection of clusters from the dendrogram, which are gathered in a topological basis (B).

Selection of a subset A of P for studying its topological properties; some of them are closure ( A ), 

boundary [b(A)] and interior [int(A)]. 

The closure of A contains the elements of P which are similar to A; the elements of P which are similar 

to A and simultaneously to elements not included in A constitute the boundary of A. The interior of A

contains the elements of P which are completely similar to A and constitute the core of A. A further 

mathematical discussion on the topological properties and on their chemical meaning is given in 

references [88, 89]. An important aspect of the chemotopological approach is the generalised concept 

of similarity that can be derived by its application. Chemotopology permits to reach a deep 

understanding of the similarity relationships among members of a set, it permits to find elements of a 

class which are strongly related to the main features of the class, i.e. class representatives; additionally 

it is possible to find elements which share features of different classes and therefore are transition 

elements between different classes. Chemotopology has been applied to different chemical sets [86-

91] and particularly to chemical elements [86, 89, 90] where it has permitted to make a step forward 

on the mathematisation of well-known relationships among these substances such as the concept of 

metallicity, non-metallicity and semi-metallicity. 

2.5 HCA of refrigerants 

In order to assess the similarity relationships among different refrigerants three classifications were 

performed, two based on experimental properties and another one on molecular descriptors. The 40 

chemicals studied* are shown in Table 2.1, they constitute a diverse group of refrigerants used in the 

past, used presently, and some proposed substitutes (Appendix H). Because of the different scales of 

the features selected to characterise substances, each feature is normalised as follows [86]: 

ii

ii
i qq

qxqxq
minmax

min)()(    2.20 

* Although some substances may have different isomers, it is known the specific isomer for which the properties 
shown in Table 2.1 are determined. A list of the molecular structures for the 40 refrigerants appears in Figure S.1 
of appendix H. 
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where )(xqi  is the value of feature i for chemical x, and iqmin  and iqmax  are the minimum and 

maximum values of feature i, respectively. 

Table 2.1. Refrigerants included in this study, their labels, chemical families, molecular formulae, 

chemical and non-proprietory names. 

Label Subset 
Molecular

formula
Chemical name 

Non-proprietory

name

1 CFC CCl3F Trichlorofluoromethane R11 

2 CFC CCl2F2 Dichlorodifluoromethane R12 

3 HCFC CHClF2 Chlorodifluoromethane R22 

4 HCFC C2HCl2F3 2,2-Dichloro-1,1,1-trifluoroethane R123 

5 HCFC C2HClF4 2-Chloro-1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane R124 

6 HCFC C2H3Cl2F 1,1-Dichloro-1-fluoroethane R141b 

7 HCFC C2H3ClF2 1-Chloro-1,1-difluoroethane R142b 

8 HFC CHF3 Trifluoromethane R23 

9 HFC CH2F2 Difluoromethane R32 

10 HFC C2HF5 Pentafluoroethane R125 

11 HFC C2H2F4 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane R134a 

12 HFC C2H3F3 1,1,1-Trifluoroethane R143a 

13 HFC C2H4F2 1,1-Difluoroethane R152a 

14* HFC C3H3F5 1,1,1,3,3-Pentafluoropropane R245fa 

15* HFC C3H2F6 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoropropane R236fa 

16 HC C3H8 n-Propane R290 

17 HC C4H10 n-Butane R600 

18 HC C4H10 Isobutane R600a 

19 HC C5H12 n-Pentane R601 

20 HC C3H6 Propene R1270 

21* CO2 CO2 Carbon dioxide R744 

22 BCF CBrClF2 Bromochlorodifluoromethane R12B1 

23 PFC C4F8 Octafluorocyclobutane RC318 

24* HFC C3HF7 1,1,1,2,3,3,3-Heptafluoropropane R227ea 

25 AFAE C4H3F7O Heptafluoropropyl methyl ether HFE-7000 

26 AFAE C5H3F9O Methyl nonafluorobutyl ether HFE-7100 

27 AFAE C6H5F9O Ethyl nonafluorobutyl ether HFE-7200 
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HFE-569mccc 

28 AFAE C9H5F15O Ethyl pentadecafluoroheptyl ether HFE-7500 

29* DFAE C2HF5O Pentafluorodimethyl ether HFE-125 

30* DFAE C2H2F4O 1,1,1',1'-Tetrafluorodimethyl ether HFE-134 

31 CM CH2Cl2 Methylene chloride R30 

32 CM CH3Cl Methyl chloride R40 

33 CFC C2Cl3F3 1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoro-ethane R113 

34 HCFC CHCl2F Dichlorofluoromethane R21 

35 CFC C2Cl2F4 1,2-Dichloro-1,1,2,2-tetrafluoro-ethane R114 

36* FIM CF3I Trifluoroiodomethane R13I1 

37 DME C2H6O Dimethyl ether - 

38 NH3 NH3 Ammonia R717 

39* AFAE C2H3F3O Methyl trifluoromethyl ether HFE-143 

40* AFAE C3H3F5O Methyl pentafluoroethyl ether HFE-245 

* Not considered refrigerants in the thermodynamic classification. 

2.5.1 Classification based upon experimental properties

Each refrigerant was characterised by its ozone depletion potential (ODP), global warming potential 

(GWP) and atmospheric lifetime (ALT); these values appear in Table 1 of Appendix H. Two similarity 

functions were applied, Hamming (H) and Euclidean (E) distance, both particular cases of 

Minkowski’s metric families [86, 92]. 
ppn

i
iip yqxqyxd

/1

1
)()(),( p = 1 Hamming, p = 2 Euclidean distances 2.21 

Four grouping methodologies were used (Table 2.2), which are special cases of the Lance and 

Williams’ formula [93]. 

|),(),(|),(),(),(),( iBfiAfBAfiBfiAfiLf BA   2.22 

where L is formed by merging clusters A and B and f(L, i), f(A, i), f(B, i) and f(A, B) are the nearness 

between clusters L and i, A and i, B and i and A and B, respectively. 
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Table 2.2. Grouping methodologies. 

Methodology A B

Single linkage 

(sing)

0.5 0.5 0 -0.5 

Complete linkage 

(comp) 
0.5 0.5 0 0.5 

Unweighted

average linkage 

(unav)
)(

*

BA

A

nn
n

)( BA

B

nn
n

0 0 

Ward’s method 

(Ward) iBA

iA

nnn
nn

)(
)(

iBA

iB

nnn
nn

)( iBA

i

nnn
n

0

   *nj is the number of elements in the j group 

Because each combination of similarity function and grouping methodology lead to a dendrogram, 

eight of them were obtained: E-sing, E-comp, E-unav, E-Ward; H-sing, H-comp, H-unav, and H-

Ward. In order to study the resemblance of these classifications the cluster index was applied to each 

pair of dendrograms (Table 2.3). For each dendrogram Di, an average cluster index ( iCI ) was 

calculated according to: 

t

DDCI
CI

t

j
ji

i
1

),(
  2.23 

where CI(Di, Dj) is the cluster index between dendrograms Di and Dj and t is the number of 

dendrograms contrasted with Di. These values show that the classifications are not so different which 

implies that the clusters found using environmental properties are stable under algorithmic variations. 

In average, the most similar dendrogram to the other ones is E-unav (Figure 2.4). 
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Table 2.3. Cluster index and average cluster index values for the contrast of dendrograms obtained 

using environmental properties. 

 E-sing E-comp E-unav E-Ward H-sing H-comp H-unav H-Ward 

E-sing 0 0.342 0.289 0.447 0.105 0.342 0.289 0.447 

E-comp 0.342 0 0.184 0.211 0.316 0.211 0.211 0.289 

E-unav 0.289 0.184 0 0.316 0.342 0.289 0.184 0.263 

E-Ward 0.447 0.211 0.316 0 0.447 0.342 0.263 0.158 

H-sing 0.105 0.316 0.342 0.447 0 0.289 0.316 0.447 

H-comp 0.342 0.211 0.289 0.342 0.289 0 0.289 0.342 

H-unav 0.289 0.211 0.184 0.263 0.316 0.289 0 0.289 

H-Ward 0.447 0.289 0.263 0.158 0.447 0.342 0.289 0 

iCI 0.417 0.293 0.267 0.380 0.703 0.549 0.523 0.620 
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Figure 2.4. Dendrogram of 40 refrigerants based upon environmental properties and calculated with 

the Euclidean distance and the unweighted average linkage. A cluster selection level of 80 % of 

similarity is remarked. 

Refrigerants are commonly classified into different families, namely CFCs, HCFCs and HFCs to name 

but a few [8]. This supervised classification is mainly based on the chemical composition and 

functional groups present in the molecules. By imposing this classification to the 40 refrigerants 

shown in Table 2.1, they are split into 13 families, labelled: CFC, HFC, HCFC, hydrocarbons (HC), 
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di(fluoroalkyl)ethers (DFAE), alkylfluoroalkylethers (AFAE), chloromethanes (CM), and the single-

compound families trifluoroiodomethane (FIM), octafluorocyclobutane (PFC), carbon dioxide (CO2), 

bromochlorodifluorobutane (BCF), dimethyl ether (DME) and ammonia (NH3) (Table 2.1). None of 

these families appear as a complete cluster obtained by HCA of environmental properties. However, 

some of them belong to some clusters. In table 2.4 the frequency of appearance of each refrigerant 

family into the 141 different clusters obtained with the eight HCA methods is shown. Note that 

refrigerant families with only one chemical are not considered because they constitute trivial clusters, 

i.e. they appear in each dendrogram as single elements before any aggregation with another 

refrigerant. It is also shown (Table 2.4) the percentage of clusters in which a family appears. 

Table 2.4. Frequency of appearance of refrigerant families into clusters obtained from environmental 

properties and from thermodynamic ones. Percentages of clusters containing a given family of 

refrigerants.

 Environmental properties Thermodynamic properties 

Family Frequency Percentage (%) Frequency Percentage (%) 

CFC 0/141 0 0/51 0 

HCFC 0/141 0 0/51 0 

HFC 0/141 0 4/51 8 

HC 27/141 19 5/51 10 

AFAE 0/141 0 2/51 4 

DFAE 4/141 3 - - 

CM 24/141 17 4/51 8 

These results show that although refrigerants form stable clusters when grouped using environmental 

properties, these clusters do not match with the common classification of refrigerants into different 

families, e.g. CFCs, HCFCs, etc. This implies that the environmental classification does not follow a 

one-to-one relation with the common partition of refrigerants into families. 

In order to explore the relationship between refrigerants’ families and their thermodynamic 

classification, heat of vaporisation, boiling point and heat capacity were considered as new refrigerant 

descriptors. Heat of vaporisation was selected because of their importance for the refrigeration process 

as mentioned in section 1.1.2. Boiling points and heat capacities were also selected for their 

relationship with heat of vaporisation and specific heat [94]. Specific volumes and specific heats, 

important properties for the refrigeration performance as mentioned in section 1.1.2, were not included 

due to the lack of information for the refrigerants studied. In fact, data for the three thermodynamic 

properties included were found only for 31 of the original 40 refrigerants. The labels of refrigerants 
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which were not studied in this thermodynamic classification are marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 

2.1.

After performing the classifications with these new properties, the families of refrigerants were looked 

for into the clusters obtained (Table 2.4). It can be seen that the percentage of appearance of HFC and 

AFAE families increases from 0 % to 8 %, and from 0 % to 4 %, respectively, when thermodynamic 

properties are considered. However, this percentage decreases for HC and CM, from 19 % to 10 % and 

from 17 % to 8 %, respectively. Thereby, the matching of refrigerant families and clusters found by 

HCA is not improved when the classification is only performed considering thermodynamic 

properties. This result shows the lack of a one-to-one relation between the thermodynamic 

classification and the common refrigerant classification into different families. Hence, for instance, it 

is not possible to expect that all HCFCs hold similar thermodynamic properties just because they 

belong to HCFC family. 

2.5.2 Classification based upon molecular descriptors

The pool of 708 molecular descriptors included in the software package MOLGEN-QSPR [76-79] was 

applied to the 40 refrigerants shown in Table 2.1. Several descriptors require a minimum molecular 

size to be calculated. Because of the small size of the molecules representing some refrigerants, 388 

molecular descriptors could effectively be computed. There are several methods for selecting the most 

representative and independent descriptors [77, 95-98]. In the current dissertation, the information 

content of each descriptor was calculated [96-98] in order to select the most informative ones. 

Afterwards, the K inflation factor technique (KIF) was used to find the most representative descriptors 

[98]. This procedure finds and eliminates those descriptors with the highest multivariate correlation. 

KIF is based upon the K multivariate correlation index [97,98], given by 

p
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1   2.24 

where p is the number of descriptors and m the eigenvalues obtained by the diagonalisation of the 

descriptors’ correlation matrix. In the KIF method, the multivariate correlation index Kp/j is calculated 

by removing the j-th descriptor from the original p ones. Therefore, Kp/j is calculated on a correlation 

matrix obtained with n chemicals and p – 1 descriptors. The key of the algorithm is to look for and 
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eliminate the q descriptor with the highest multivariate correlation with those remaining. Hence, when 

q is excluded the remaining multivariate correlation derived from the remaining p – 1 descriptors is 

maximally decreased. Upon q is eliminated, the whole procedure is recursively repeated on the 

remaining p – 1 descriptors. The KIFj value of the j-th descriptor is an inflation factor obtained by 

considering the total correlation Kp and the correlation Kp/j, scaled according to the different number of 

descriptors p and p – 1, respectively. KIFj values range from 0 to 1, KIFj = 0 when the eliminated j

descriptor is uncorrelated with the remaining ones and its is 1 when the j-th descriptor is correlated 

with the remaining descriptors. For this reason, those descriptors with KIFj < 0.5 or < 0.6 are normally 

kept, while the others are removed [98]. 

After applying the KIF methodology to the 388 molecular descriptors, they were reduced to 15 

informative and uncorrelated ones whose KIF and mean correlation values are shown in Table 2.5. 

This result is understandable since most of the descriptors were highly correlated because of the small 

size of the majority of molecules considered. 

Table 2.5. Relevant informative molecular descriptors for the 40 refrigerants shown in Table 2.1. 

Descriptor KIF value 
Mean correlation 

value

Steric energy 0 0.126 

Rel. NCl 0 0.214 

ssSHDW5 0.026 0.157 

ssSHDW6 0.063 0.259 

Z 0.082 0.658 

Rel. NO 0.157 0.051 

Rel. NC 0.204 0.345 

SHDW4 0.279 0.453 

c
m 0.268 0.616 

ssSHDW1/SHDW2 0.308 0.314 

Tm 0.299 0.103 

c
m 0.343 0.492 

ssSHDW1/SHDW3 0.396 0.246 

AW 0.461 0.162 

Rel. NF 0.506 0.383 
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Consequently, the 40 refrigerants are characterised by six geometrical descriptors, six arithmetic and 

three topological ones. The eight HCA methodologies mentioned in section 2.5.1 were applied to these 

descriptors; cluster index results are shown in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6. Cluster index and average cluster index values for the contrast of dendrograms obtained 

using molecular descriptors. 

 E-sing E-comp E-unav E-Ward H-sing H-comp H-unav H-Ward 

E-sing 0 0.658 0.526 0.711 0.526 0.684 0.605 0.711 

E-comp 0.658 0 0.474 0.316 0.737 0.658 0.605 0.684 

E-unav 0.526 0.474 0 0.579 0.632 0.658 0.5 0.684 

E-Ward 0.711 0.316 0.579 0 0.763 0.658 0.711 0.684 

H-sing 0.526 0.737 0.632 0.763 0 0.658 0.579 0.658 

H-comp 0.684 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0.553 0.526 

H-unav 0.605 0.605 0.5 0.711 0.579 0.553 0 0.553 

H-Ward 0.711 0.684 0.684 0.684 0.658 0.526 0.553 0 

iCI 0.632 0.590 0.579 0.632 0.650 0.628 0.586 0.643 

These values show that these classifications are rather different, holding average cluster index greater 

than 0.5, which contrasts with the results obtained for classifications based on environmental 

properties. In the current case, clusters found depend on the clustering algorithm applied, therefore 

these clusters cannot be considered as neighbourhoods of compounds sharing actual similarities. In 

general, the similarities among refrigerants are more stable with respect to their environmental 

properties than with respect to their molecular structures. In the present classification based upon 

molecular descriptors, the dendrogram obtained with the Euclidean similarity function and the 

unweighted average linkage grouping methodology is the most similar to the other dendrograms 

(Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5. Dendrogram of 40 refrigerants based upon molecular descriptors and calculated with the 

Euclidean distance and the unweighted average linkage. 

Refrigerant families discussed in section 2.5.1 were looked for into the clusters found using molecular 

descriptors. None of these families appears as a complete cluster. Afterwards, the presence of each 

family into the 155 different clusters obtained with the eight HCA was analysed. Table 2.7 condenses 

these results and it also shows the percentage of clusters in which a family appears are shown. 

Table 2.7. Frequency of appearance of refrigerant families into clusters obtained from molecular 

descriptors. Percentages of clusters containing a given family of refrigerants. 

 Molecular descriptors 

Family Frequency Percentage (%) 

CFC 0/155 0 

HCFC 0/155 0 

HFC 3/155 2 

HC 11/155 7 

AFAE 0/155 0 

DFAE 57/155 37 

CM 37/155 24 

These results suggest that the classification based upon molecular descriptors, as well as the one 

performed with environmental properties, does not match with the common classification of 
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refrigerants into different families; implying that the classification based upon refrigerant molecular 

structures does not follow a one-to-one relation with the partition of refrigerants into families. From 

the refrigerant families considered, namely CFC, HCFC, HFC, HC, AFAE, DFAE and CM, it can be 

said that HC, DFAE and CM are the only cases where, in the three classifications performed, they 

appear as part of the obtained clusters. However, these families do not appear as isolated clusters but 

being part of large clusters and combined with other refrigerants from other families. 

2.6 Chemotopology of refrigerants 

In this section the chemotopological procedure is applied to a representative dendrogram of those 

obtained with environmental properties since these clusters are the most stable under clustering 

algorithmic variations. By selecting a similarity level of 80 %, the clusters found from the dendrogram 

depicted in Figure 2.4 were collected in the topological basis B80.
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For the sake of simplicity, we call 

G = 
4039,38,37,36,34,32,31,28,27,26,25,
21,20,19,18,17,16,14,13,11,9,7,6,5,4,3,

Then B80 = {{1, 33}, {2, 15, 35}, {8, 29}, {10, 12, 24, 30}, {22}, {23}, G}.

The topological results for the subsets CFC, HCFC, HFC, HC, CO2, BCF, PFC, AFAE, DFAE, CM,

FIM, DME and NH3 are shown in the following. Note that these subsets are written in italics to remark 

their mathematical character. 

CFC = {1, 2, 33, 35}  HCFC = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 34} 

CFC  = {1, 2, 15, 33, 35} HCFC  = G

b(CFC) = {2, 35, 15}  b(HCFC) = G

int(CFC) = {1, 33}  int(HCFC) = 

HFC = {8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 24} 

HFC  = {2, 8, 10, 12, 15, 24, 29, 30, 35, G}
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b(HFC) = {2, 8, 10, 12, 15, 24, 29, 30, 35, G}

int(HFC) = 

Same HCFC topological properties were found for HC, CO2, AFAE, CM, FIM, DME and NH3.

Regarding CFC it can be stated that these substances are similar to themselves and also to 15, a HFC 

(Table 2.1). CFC’s boundary and interior show that refrigerants 1 and 33 constitute the core of CFCs, 

while 2, 35 and 15 are chemicals with similarities to the other CFCs and also to some other 

refrigerants different to CFCs. 

The topological properties of HCFC, HC, CO2, AFAE, CM, FIM, DME and NH3 show that each 

family of refrigerants is similar to many other substances, in fact to those chemicals gathered in G,

which contains HCFCs, AFAEs, HCs, FIM, DME, NH3, CMs and CO2. Thereby, there is no clear 

distinction of families for these classes of refrigerants. Similar conclusions can be drawn for HFC,

whose chemicals are similar to G and to other substances like 2, 29, 30 and 35. The fact of finding an 

empty boundary for these subsets stresses the lack of identity of these refrigerant families, implying 

the impossibility of selecting a representative of these families. These results stress the lack of 

matching between the environmental refrigerant’s classification and the common classification into 

refrigerant families. If there were an agreement between families and refrigerant clusters obtained 

from environmental properties, then the topological properties of these families would show empty 

boundaries and cores make from all chemicals in each particular family. 
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Chapter 3: Refrigerant classifications based upon order 

Chemicals can hold different relationships, in chapter 2 it was shown that substances can be related by 

their similarities, which in mathematical terms is understood as the presence of a tolerance relation 

between chemicals of a set [99]. Once chemicals are endowed with a relation they can be further 

classified based upon such relation. It was shown in chapter 2 how a similarity relation can be used to 

this end. However, chemicals not only share similarities, they can also be endowed with some other 

relations. In this chapter the order relationships in refrigerants are explored and these substances are 

classified according to this mathematical relation. 

3.1 Order relationships in chemistry 

3.1.1 Order relation

Two elements x, y, characterised by their properties q1(x), q2(x),..., qn(x) and q1(y), q2(y),..., qn(y),

respectively, are said to be comparable, if qi(x) qi(y) or qi(y) qi(x), for all i = 1, 2,.., n; in this case 

it is written x y or y x, respectively. If qi(x) qi(y) not for all i, which implies the existence of at 

least one property j with qj(x) > qj(y) and one property k with qk(x) < qk(y), then x and y are said to be 

incomparable and it is written x || y. Sets endowed with an order relation are called partially ordered 

sets (posets), a particular poset is a totally ordered set, whose elements are comparable to each other 

[100]. 

3.1.2 Applications in chemistry

The order relation is rather usual in chemistry [101], for example in the ordering of substances 

according to their boiling points, or aromaticities; or in the different order relations one finds in the 

periodic table [102]. An order relation underlies several environmental policies, for example the total 

order behind the Hazard Ranking System developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency to 

prioritise hazardous waste sites in the USA [103]. 

Particularly in environmental sciences and policy making, a big effort is done to obtain total orders 

which are introduced through different ranking procedures such as the Utility Function [104], 

PROMETHEE [105], Concordance Analysis [106], and many others described in reference 107. In 

general, these ranking methodologies perform mathematical operations on the chemical descriptors in 
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such a way that their different kinds of information are finally condensed into a number or ranking 

score. These mathematical changes hide the meaning and contribution of each descriptor to the final 

result. In addition, the mathematical functions employed to combine descriptors, also called 

aggregation functions, are often adjusted by the researcher implying a bias in the process. 

3.2 Hasse Diagram Technique (HDT) 

A different approach to endow a set with an order relation but without hiding descriptor effects is the 

Hasse diagram technique (HDT) [108, 109] which assigns to any pair of elements in the set either the 

relation  or ||, introduced in section 3.1.1. Since this methodology is extensively applied in the 

present research, its application is illustrated using an example. Let us consider P = {a, b, c, d, e, f}

where each element is characterised by the descriptors q1, q2 and q3 (Table 3.1); as a methodological 

precondition, all descriptors need to be consistently orientated in such a way that low descriptor values 

indicate, for example, low ranking and high values the contrary [103]; that is the convention adopted 

in the present dissertation. Order relations among elements in P may be represented by the graph G(P,

E) (Figure 3.1A), where each element in P is represented by a vertex in the graph and E is the set of 

edges (arrows) between any two x, y P such that x y; by convention, the arrow points to y. These 

arrows can be replaced by lines if for each pair x y (comparable elements), y is located higher than x

in the drawing plane (Figure 3.1B). Hence, the graph depicted in Figure 3.1B is a graph of comparable 

pairs and is called a comparability graph. Normally, G(P, E) contains unnecessarily many edges from 

which several ones can be omitted because the order relations they show are implied by some other 

edges; for example, the edge corresponding to a e can be dropped because this relation is already 

shown by the pairs a c and c e. This edge reduction is called a “transitive reduction” and the 

resulting graph is called a Hasse diagram (HD) (Figure 3.1C) if it fulfils the following requirements 

[110]: 

1) Each element x P is represented by a labelled circle. 

2) For all x < y, y is located at the top and x at the bottom of the drawing plane and they are connected 

by a line, taking into regard the transitive reduction. 

3) Given x, y P, if qi(x) = qi(y) for all i, then x and y are equivalent (x ~ y) and are represented by a 

double circle labelled either for x or for y.

4) For all x || y their circles are either no connected or connected through a sequence of lines in the 

upward-downward direction or downward-upward direction. 
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5) Circles are arranged into levels (numbers 1 to 4 in Figure 3.1C). 

6) When possible, a circle is located at the highest position of the drawing plane as a convention. 

In the HD depicted in Figure 3.1C e and f are ranked higher because their three descriptors are higher 

than those of the other chemicals (Table 3.1). An example of incomparable elements is the case of a

and d, where q1(a) < q1(d), q2(d) < q2(a) and q3(a) = q3(d) (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1C). In this case a is 

connected with d through a sequence of lines of the sort upward-downward direction. 

Table 3.1. Properties q1, q2 and q3 of the elements a, b, c, d, e and f.

q1 q2 q3

a 0 5 1 

b 1 1 1 

c 3 6 4 

d 2 4 1 

e 4 9 7 

f 5 7 7 

e

f

c

d
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b
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f
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d
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Figure 3.1. A) Graph G(P, E), B) comparability graph and C) Hasse diagram of the elements in Table 

3.1; the numbers in C represent the levels of the Hasse diagram; P1, P2 and P3 are subsets (see text). 

As can be seen in this example, HDT makes use of all descriptors for endowing P with an order 

relation but it does not consider any mathematical function combining them, thereby they contribute 

simultaneously to the ranking process without a bias. 

The order relations depicted in a HD can be used to perform classifications based upon order in the set 

considered. For example the chemicals in Figure 3.1C can be classified into the following three 

subsets: D = {e, f}, F = {a, b} and I = {c, d}, where D, F and I contain the most problematic, least 

problematic and intermediate elements, respectively. 
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In the following the results of the application of the HDT to the set of 40 refrigerants introduced in 

chapter 2 are summarised. 

3.3 HDT applied to refrigerants 

The HD of the 40 refrigerant under consideration (Table 2.1) is depicted in Figure 3.2, from which the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 
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Figure 3.2. Hasse diagram of refrigerants shown in Table 2.1 and calculated from their ODPs, GWPs 

and ALTs. The three subsets correspond to classes obtained from refrigerant environmental properties. 

Eight problematic refrigerants with high impact with respect to ODP, GWP and ALT, and two least 

problematic substances were found. The former are CCl3F (1), CCl2F2 (2), CHF3 (8), CBrClF2 (22), 

C4F8 (23), C2HF5O (29), CHClF2 (33), and C2Cl2F4 (35); the least problematic ones are C5H12 (19) and 

C3H6 (20); the numbers in parenthesis indicate the label of each substance (Table 2.1). The most 

problematic chemicals are well-known examples of ozone depleting substances such as CCl3F (1), 

CCl2F2 (2), CBrClF2 (22), CHClF2 (33) and C2Cl2F4 (35), which include CFCs, HCFCs and the 

bromochlorofluorinated substance CBrClF2; these compounds are also characterised by high ALTs 

and relatively high GWPs. The other two environmentally problematic refrigerants are CHF3 (8) and 
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C4F8 (23), a HFC and a perfluorocarbon (PFC), respectively, which are located on the top of the HD 

because of their high GWPs and in the case of C4F8 (23) also high ALT. The fact of having C2HF5O

(29) as one of the most problematic substances is remarkable since this is a hydrofluoroether produced 

to replace the problematic CFCs, HCFCs and HFCs [57]. 

Regarding the least problematic substances, they are two HCs, namely n-pentane (19) and propene 

(20), whose ODPs, GWPs and ALTs are considerable lower than the values of the other refrigerants 

analysed in this study (Table 2.1). Further discussion on these results is found in Appendix H. 

The moderately problematic refrigerants appear located in the central part of the HD (Figure 3.2) and 

they are characterised by their connections to problematic and least problematic refrigerants. 

3.4 Order relations among refrigerant classes 

Normally, a HD is interpreted by assessing the order relationships of an object in respect to others, for 

example looking for problematic or non problematic refrigerants in Figure 3.2. However, if the set 

under study is classified, an additional structure is given to the objects depicted in the HD, that is, the 

structure given by the classes. A question arising from these classifications concerns the possibility of 

studying the order relationships among classes based upon the order relations of the objects in each 

class.

In this section the supervised classification of the 40 refrigerants into 13 families (chapter 2) is 

analysed taking advantage of the order relations depicted in Figure 3.2. The refrigerant families are the 

following, whose respective class-members appear in Table 2.1. 

CFC: chlorofluorocarbons. 

HFC: hydrofluorocarbons. 

HCFC: hydrocholorofluorocarbons. 

HC: hydrocarbons. 

DFAE: di(fluoroalkyl) ethers. 

AFAE: alkylfluoroalkyl ethers. 

CM: chloromethanes. 

FIM: trifluoroiodomethane. 

PFC: octafluorocyclobutane (a perfluorocarbon). 

CO2: carbon dioxide. 

BCF: bromochlorodifluorobutane. 

DME: dimethyl ether. 
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NH3: ammonia. 

Although the study of partially ordered sets, their features and properties are an important and active 

research field of combinatorics, to our knowledge there is little information on the study of order 

relations among supervised classes whose elements are partially ordered. Therefore, a mathematical 

procedure was developed to study these relations (Appendix E). 

3.4.1 Order relations among subsets of a poset

The procedure is based on the definition of three measurements for each pair of subsets; two of them 

are called dominance degrees and the third one separability degree. Dominance degree indicates the 

extent to which members of one subset hold higher descriptor values than the members of the other 

subset; the separability degree quantifies the number of incomparabilities among the members of two 

subsets. Their mathematical description is the following. 

Given a HD of a set P and two disjoint subsets P1, P2 P, the dominance degree between P1 and P2

is given by Dom(P1, P2) = NR / NT, where NR = |{(x, y), x P1, y P2 and y x}| and NT = 

|||| 21 PP ; | X | means the cardinality or number of elements in a finite set X. The separability degree 

between P1 and P2 is given by Sep(P1, P2) = NI / NT, where NI = |{(x, y), x P1, y P2 and y || x}|. 

Dominance and separability degrees yield real values ranging from 0 to 1; Dom(P1, P2) = 1 means that 

all elements in P1 have descriptor values higher than the ones of the elements of P2; in this case it is 

said that P1 completely dominates P2. Dom(P1, P2) = 0 means that for no element x of P1 and y of P2

the relation y x holds; in this case P1 does not dominate P2. Furthermore, Sep(P2, P1) = 1 means that 

all possible relations between P1 and P2 are incomparabilities; Sep(P1, P2) = 0 means that there are no 

incomparabilities between P1 and P2, and therefore all their relations are ruled by .

A theorem relating dominance and separability degrees in the following manner Dom(P1, P2) + 

Dom(P2, P1) + Sep(P1, P2) = 1 was introduced (Appendix E). The results of dominance and 

separability degrees can be represented in a graph that may or not be represented as a HD depending 

on the fulfilling of the transitivity axiom, which implies that if x y and y z then x z (Appendix 

E). The dominance degree was initially introduced in the papers collected in Appendices B and C, 

where it was applied to the ranking of 35 alkanes according to their fate descriptors in two river 

scenarios, namely hilly and lowland rivers. 
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The conditions for fulfilling the transitivity axiom as well as the mathematical details of the 

dominance and separability degrees, their properties and their implication on the collection of subsets 

were collected in the paper shown in Appendix E. 

As an example of application of dominance and separability degrees, their values for the three subsets 

shown in Figure 3.1 are the following: 
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The percentage of elements in a subset Pn dominating other elements (PDn) can be calculated by 

adding the number of chemicals in all subsets Pi dominated by Pn and dividing the result by the 

number of elements that might be dominated, i.e. | P | – | Pn |: 
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The subsets analysed and their dominance relationships, Dom(Pn, Pm), can be depicted in the 

“dominance diagram” according to PDn in such a way that a subset Pn is located higher than a subset 

Pm if PDn > PDm. The corresponding diagram for the subsets shown in Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure 

3.3.

P1

P2

P3

1

0

50
PDn

Figure 3.3. Dominance diagram of the classes shown in Figure 3.1. PDn indicates the percentage of 

elements in a class dominating elements of other classes. 

3.4.2 Ordering refrigerant classes

The HD of 40 refrigerants endowed with 13 chemical families is depicted in Figure 3.4. The 

dominance and separability degree results (Appendices D and H) for these families show that the 

transitivity axiom is fulfilled therefore its respective dominance diagram can be considered as a Hasse 

diagram (Figure 3.5). The four subsets DFAE, BCF, CFC and PFC appear as problematic subsets; 

whereas DME and NH3 appear as the least environmentally problematic refrigerant classes. 
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Figure 3.4. Hasse diagram of 40 refrigerants endowed with 13 chemical families. 
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Figure 3.5. Dominance diagram of 13 refrigerant classes. PDn indicate the percentage of elements 

dominated by refrigerants in a given class. The value close to each line correspond to Dom(A, B)

where A is always a subset located higher than the subset B on the drawing plane. 
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According to Figure 3.5, CFC is the class that dominates most of the other substances. CFC, PFC and 

BCF dominate each more than half of the refrigerants considered. The second generation alternatives, 

HCFC and HFC, dominate less than half of the other substances, which means that they are 

environmentally better than CFC, PFC and BCF, substances that replace HCFC and HFC. Although 

problematic HCFCs will be replaced by HFC-blends in refrigeration equipment before 2010 [111], it 

is worthy to note that HCFC does not dominate HFC; therefore the environmental suitability of these 

replacements is questionable. 

At lower PDn values (Figure 3.5) appear DFAE and AFAE, both HFEs; DFAE dominates 37 % of the 

other chemicals, which is a value close to that one found for HFC (45 %). Additionally, none of the 

classes of chemicals studied dominates DFAE, not even CFC that accounts for the largest percentage 

of dominated chemicals. In contrast, AFAE, the other group of HFEs, is dominated by problematic 

refrigerants and also by DFAE. The fact that DFAE dominates AFAE indicates a possible relationship 

between the distribution of fluorine atoms in the molecular structure of these substances and their 

environmental properties. DFAE molecules hold fluorine substituents in both alkyl branches attached 

to the oxygen, whereas AFAE molecules have fluorine substituents in just one alkyl branch. 

There are six classes of refrigerants with PDn values (Figure 3.5) lower than 8 %, they are CM, CO2,

HC, FIM, DME and NH3. They constitute the most environmentally acceptable refrigerants from the 

13 classes studied.  

A further discussion on these results was published in papers gathered in Appendices D and H. 
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Chapter 4: Classification, order and supervised structure: 

descriptor preferences 

4.1 Looking for total orders 

Normally, when comparing chemicals, a total order among them is desired because this facilitates the 

interpretation of the result. Hence, it is possible to find only one highest substance and only one lowest 

one in respect to the descriptors considered. By applying HDT incomparable objects may appear 

causing a partial order instead of a total order; this situation is caused by the presence of incomparable 

objects that arise from the presence of conflictive values among their descriptors. These conflictive 

values appear when some descriptors of an object reach high values while some others, for the same 

object, low values. Then, incomparabilities in a HD are the result of conflictive values among 

descriptors; to avoid these conflictive situations, different ranking procedures [107] opt to aggregate 

all descriptors at once, which yield the desired total order. These aggregations are often weighted-

combinations of descriptors in such a way that the researcher participation is also included through the 

weights in the aggregation. However, the weighted aggregation implies descriptor compensation, for 

example a low value in a descriptor offsets large values in other ones. In addition, the ranking 

interpretation becomes troublesome since the weighted descriptors make the result almost non-

transparent because the compensation takes place over all descriptors simultaneously. This problem is 

avoided by using METEOR (Method of evaluation by order theory) [112-114], an approach based 

upon HDT, which permits to solve the dilemma among obtaining a total order keeping the HDT 

transparency but allowing researcher participation. Contrary to some other ranking methods where the 

descriptor weighting-aggregation is carried out in one step, METEOR aggregates them in a step-by-

step procedure permitting to analyse the effects of individual descriptor weights and their 

compensations. Therefore, the effect of all possible weights on the ranking can be systematically 

studied.

4.2 METEOR 

This methodology is exemplified by its application to the data set shown in Table 3.1, whose values 

must be normalised to avoid dimensional conflicts when combining descriptors and to give all weights 

the same interval (0, 1). 
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Any incomparability x || y indicates a conflict among at least two descriptors for x and y; METEOR 

aggregates them into a new combined descriptor that is a linear aggregation function. One of the 

aggregation possibilities METEOR considers is to group similar descriptors into an aggregated one or 

to aggregate descriptors with a high degree of conflictive potential, which normally are anticorrelated 

ones. In this example conflictive descriptors are aggregated, namely q1 and q2, the least correlated ones 

according to the Spearman’s rank correlation [115]  = 0.8. When looking at the matrix (Table 3.1) it 

can be seen that the three incomparabilities a || d, e || f and a || b are due to conflictive values between 

q1 and q2 for each element. In general, if x || y, because of conflictive values on q1 and q2, then there is 

an aggregated property ( )x  for x and another ( )y  for y as follows: 

1 2( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x g q x g q x   4.1 

1 2( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )y g q y g q y   4.2 

where g and (1 – g) are the selected weights (preferences) for q1 and q2, respectively; note that the sum 

of the weights must be equal to 1. If ( )x  = ( )y  then there must exist a particular g value which is 

represented by gc and is called the “crucial value” for the pair x and y under the aggregation ; this 

value is the weight for which the order relation between x and y changes and it is given by: 

1 1

2 2

1
( ) ( )1
( ) ( )

cg q x q y
q x q y

   4.3 

with 2 2( ) ( ) 0q x q y . If the incomparability e || f is considered then the aggregation of q1 and q2

yields the following combined properties and a value of gc = 0.56; for a || d gc = 0.24 and 0.71 for a || 

b. The changes in the order relations between each one of the three incomparable pairs can be seen in 

Figure 5.1, where the diagrams are drawn using HDT, that is considering   and q3 without any 

aggregation among them. The diagrams depicted in Figure 4.1 are all of them linear orders because the 

aggregation of q1 and q2 breaks all the incomparabilities in the original HD (Figure 3.1C). Hence, the 

order of the elements regarding  is the same as the order held by q3.

A weight g < 0.24 always yields an order as depicted in Figure 4.1A; if the weight is shifted to g > 

0.24 then the diagram shown in Figure 4.1B is obtained, where the change in the order relation 

between the pair a, d can be seen after passing the crucial value gc = 0.24. In the same way, a value of 

g > 0.56 produces the diagram depicted in Figure 4.1C, where the change occurs over the pair e, f

when surpassing g = 0.56, which is the crucial value for e || f. Finally, the selection of g > 0.71 (Figure 

4.1D) induces that the relation a > b changes to b < a because it has exceeded the crucial value for b || 
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a. Note that each crucial value only affects the incomparable pair that generates it and the other pairs 

keep their mutual order relations. For example, for all g values greater than 0.24 d > a is held even if g

> 0.56 or 0.71 (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1. g-spectrum for the aggregation of q1 and q2 in the data matrix shown in Table 3.1; each 

HD represents the total order of its corresponding stability field. The arrows indicate the changes on 

the order relations. 

The distribution of gc values along 0 < g < 1 is called the “g-spectrum” and each one of the regions 

where g can take different values without changing the order relations among the elements is called a 

“stability field” (Appendix F). Hence, in Figure 4.1 there are four stability fields and each one is 

characterised by one HD. In consequence, an important aspect of this method is that it permits to have 

an upper estimate of the number of changes in the original ranking when particular priorities of the 

properties are selected. 

Often, the linear order is not reached after the first aggregation of conflictive descriptors and then a 

further aggregation can be performed and a series of stability fields arising from the previous ones 

result. This kind of situation is considered in the example shown in reference (Appendix G). Another 

aspect to take into consideration when aggregating descriptors is the fact that many gc values may 

result because of many incomparabilities among elements in the set, therefore it is not informative to 

plot the entire diagrams for each stability field. In those cases clustering the gc values is recommended 

in order to plot the diagrams between clusters of gc values. Each one of these clusters is called a “hot 

spot” (Appendix F). Then, a hot spot is a region of the g-space where many order relations change; 

these hot spots may be regarded as zones of high order-instability, while a stability field represents a 

region where any of the weights covered by it does not affect the order. 
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An important aspect of this aggregation procedure is that by aggregation of all descriptors, always a 

linear order is found, which in fact is a linear extension of the original HD (without descriptor 

priorities). Hence, the procedure ensures that all order relations present in the original HD are 

preserved in the final linear extension, therefore changes produced in the HD are only those related to 

incomparable elements. 

A mathematical discussion on METEOR and its properties appears in Appendix F. 

4.3 Looking for totally ordered refrigerants 

METEOR was applied to the set P = {1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 16, 21, 22, 23, 29, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40} of 

maximal chemicals of each refrigerants subset (Table 2.1, Figure 3.2) in order to explore the order 

relations among these problematic substances. The most anticorrelated properties were ALT and ODP 

with a Spearman’s rank correlation of – 0.1. Hence, the first aggregation for a refrigerant x was 

( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x g ALT x g ODP x     4.4 

The gc-values found were clustered using HCA and 12 stability fields resulted along the weights g.

The HD of each one of these stability fields was drawn based upon  and GWP but none of them 

corresponded to a linear order, therefore another aggregation was performed, namely the one of 

with GWP, through the following function 

( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x h x h GWP x     4.5 

The h-values associated to each stability field in the first aggregation were clustered using HCA and 

finally 109 stability fields were obtained as the result of the two aggregations. Their distribution along 

the values g and h can take is depicted in Figure 4.2, where black regions represent hot spots and the 

coloured ones stability fields. HCA was performed on these stability fields in order to look for their 

similarities, the results are also included in Figure 4.2 where stability fields equally coloured are 

similar ones. In the present work the similarity between any two stability fields is understood as the 

resemblance between their linear rankings, which can be calculated with the W-index [100, 108], a 

mathematical function quantifying the number of different order relations among the elements of two 

linear orders. 
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In total the 109 stability fields could be condensed into 27 clusters of similar stability fields. The 

average ranking for each cluster was calculated and the two average rankings associated to the two 

clusters gathering most of the stability fields are depicted (Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2. Stability fields found by the step-by-step aggregation of ALT, ODP and GWP. The two 

total orders depicted correspond to the two clusters of stability fields holding the major number of 

values that weights g and h can take. 

For these two clusters of stability fields the most problematic substance is C2HF5O (29), which is a 

hydrofluoroether and the least problematic substance is ammonia (38). Further discussion and 

additional results on the application of METEOR to the refrigerants are found in Appendix G. 
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Chapter 5: Extended summary 

5.1 On the developed methods 

5.1.1 Cluster index

In a similarity study, clusters gather information regarding the resemblance of the elements studied, 

therefore a method contrasting similarity classifications must be grounded on the concept of cluster. 

Because of the lack of such procedures, the cluster index was developed (Appendix A). It permits: 

(1) to assess the effect of element representations, that is, real number descriptors, such as topological 

indices and physicochemical properties; or fingerprints [62] representing the presence or absence of 

different attributes in the elements to classify. 

(2) to study the influence of the similarity functions on the classification results, that is, the effect of 

different such as Euclidean and Hamming distances. 

(3) to evaluate the effect of applying different grouping methodologies on the classification results, 

such as single and complete linkage. 

In order to study the statistical distribution of cluster index values, it is important to analyse its values 

for random trees defined over different sets of various cardinalities. 

5.1.2 On dominance and separability degrees

In the paper shown in Appendix E implications are discussed that particular values of dominance and 

separability degrees have over the collection of subposets of a HD. Hence, two binary relations based 

upon dominance and separability were introduced and some of their properties were studied. Special 

attention was dedicated to the lack of transitivity of the relation arising from the dominance degree and 

it was proved that, when the partial order is equipped with a collection of paths including comparable 

elements where at least one element of the sequence of subposets compared is considered, the relation 

becomes a transitive one on the collection of subsets where it is applied. This kind of transitivity 

dependent on the paths of comparable elements between the compared subposets keeps a certain 

resemblance to investigations on fuzzy transitive relations developed by De Baets [116, 117]. Hence, 

the study of the transitive relation as a fuzzy transitive one and its implications must be explored in 
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forthcoming investigations. 

Similar researches for comparing subsets of a given set P have been conducted in observational 

studies where the relations between two subsets of P are measured by their coherence [118, 119]. In 

the present work was found that the functions used for measuring coherence are in fact functions of 

dominance and separability degrees. It is considered that application of dominance and separability 

degrees to observational studies would permit to give a detailed description of the cause-effect pattern 

these studies look for. 

5.1.3 On METEOR

The aggregation procedure described therein includes nested aggregations, for example {{ALT, 

ODP}, GWP} in the refrigerant’s case. In this situation, the g-spectrum is related to the one of the 

second aggregation. Hence, g determines the values h can take and if a further aggregation were 

necessary involving a weight k, k would be related to g and h. A different approach where the 

descriptors are not nested-aggregated can be found in Appendix F where four descriptors q1, q2, q3 and 

q4 were pair-aggregated, namely {q1, q2} and {q3, q4}. Although a linear aggregation was performed in 

the current manuscript, METEOR is not restricted to this kind of combinations; in fact other 

aggregation functions must be explored and the assessment of their results on the ranking must be 

equally carried out. 

In paper shown in Appendix G the use of prioritisation trees was introduced as a graphical tool to 

explore relationships among total orders after the performance of more than three aggregations. This 

representation was mooted because a graphical representation as the one shown in Figure 4.2 only 

accounts up to three aggregations, which is the case of a three-dimensional space of aggregation-

weights. The use of prioritisation trees or graphical representations as that depicted in Figure 4.2 

allows to analyse which kinds of priorities on different aggregations permit to find common rankings. 

For METEOR applications involving equal or less than three aggregations, the graphical 

representations of the type shown in Figure 4.2 can be used to explore the similarities among stability 

fields. In this respect, the selection of different similarity levels among the stability fields allows to see 

how the similarities evolve with respect to descriptor priorities in such a way that for each similarity 

level a collection of stability field neighbourhoods can be constructed, whereby each one of these 

neighbourhoods systems becomes a topological basis permitting to study topological relationships 

among different subsets of stability fields through application of the chemotopological method. 
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It would be interesting to estimate refrigerant environmental properties by using QSPR methodologies. 

In fact, in this dissertation the molecular descriptors derived from MOLGEN-QSPR were used to 

predict ODP, GWP and ALT values but the small number of refrigerants for which these experimental 

values are available, less than 40, makes it difficult to have a statistical relevant molecular sample. 

Additionally, the high diversity of refrigerant molecular structures considered split the set of 

molecules into smaller subsets which makes it more difficult the application of QSPR methods. In 

order to perform a QSPR study it would be appropriate to consider homologous chemical series, e.g. 

floroalkanes and chloroflouoroalkanes to name but a few. However, for obtaining successful models, it 

is necessary to have accurate experimental property values for these substances, which are still lacking 

in the scientific literature. 

Another mathematical tool that can be used either to derive conclusions or to raise hypothesis about 

refrigerants and their properties is the Formal Concept Analysis [120, 121], which makes use of the 

presence/absence of different properties of the objects to study and derives a lattice of concepts, 

namely a partially ordered set. A concept is a pair (B, C) where B is a subset of objects, e.g. 

refrigerants, and C a subset of properties. By the application of this technique it is also possible to 

obtain implications relating objects and properties. A simple implication that could be derived from 

the case of refrigerants is that the presence of chlorine atoms in a refrigerant with no hydrogen atoms 

is related to a high ozone depletion potential. 

5.2 On refrigerants 

5.2.1 Classification

Environmental properties. The results of contrasting eight classification methodologies of 

refrigerants characterised according to their environmental properties show that there are rather stable 

clusters, implying stable similarity relationships among environmental properties of the studied 

substances. The most similar classification was the one obtained using the Euclidean distance as 

similarity function and the unweighted average linkage. 

None of the environmental clusters of refrigerants resulted to be a refrigerant family, i.e. CFC, HFC, 

HCFC, HC, DFAE, AFAE, CM, FIM, PFC, CO2, BCF, DME and NH3.This implies that from the 

partition of refrigerants into families is not possible to draw conclusions regarding refrigerant 

environmental properties. 
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Thermodynamic properties. Refrigerants classified based upon thermodynamic properties do not 

constitute stable clusters, therefore actual similarity relationships on their thermodynamic properties 

do not hold. None of the clusters derived from thermodynamic properties resulted to be a family of 

refrigerants; consequently, from these families cannot be derived conclusions on refrigerants’ 

thermodynamic properties. 

Molecular descriptors. Because of the high correlation among molecular descriptors caused by the 

small size of several refrigerants, the number of descriptors could be reduced from 388 to 15 

informative and uncorrelated ones. Classifications derived from these descriptors yield unstable 

clusters; none of them matches with any refrigerant family, therefore classifications from molecular 

descriptors do not lead to the refrigerant classification into chemicals families. 

Classifications derived from molecular descriptors and those yielding families of refrigerants share a 

common feature, both result from the analysis of the molecular structure of the refrigerants studied. 

Therefore, the agreement of these classifications is expected. However, results here shown disagree 

with this hypothesis. The reason lies on the different kind of information contained in the molecular 

descriptors and in the classification arguments considered to build refrigerant families. Molecular 

descriptors account for chemical composition, connectivity of atoms involved in the molecule and for 

the molecular geometry. In contrast, refrigerant families are built from the specific presence or 

absence of particular molecular structural features, namely functional groups. Hence, for example, if a 

molecule contains two alkyl or halo-alkyl groups bonded to one oxygen with hybridisation sp3, then 

the molecule is considered as an ether without regard of its molecular shape or complete atomic 

connectivity. In order to find an agreement between both classifications, different descriptors are 

needed which account for the presence/absence of particular functional groups. 

The most similar classifications among the eight considered based upon molecular descriptors was the 

one obtained with the Euclidean similarity function and the unweighted average linkage grouping 

methodology. This clustering methodology yielded also the most similar classification for 

environmental properties, which raises the question on its centrality in the mathematical space of 

classifications obtained from the set of refrigerants analysed. This study must be addressed in 

forthcoming investigations. 

5.2.2 Ordering

When applying HDT to the set of 40 refrigerants the eight most problematic substances were 

halogenated compounds belonging to problematic families such as CFCs, PFC, HCFCs and HFCs. 

The appearance of C2HF5O, an HFE, in this group of substances is a matter of concern since these 
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substances were introduced to overcome the problems presented by CFCs and some of their first 

replacements, namely HCFCs and HFCs. The main reason of the high position of C2HF5O in the total 

order is its high GWP (14,800 units), which is associated to a high ALT (165 years). Tsai [57] has 

pointed out the GWP drawbacks of some HFEs, including C2HF5O; however, not all HFEs hold as 

high ALT and GWP as C2HF5O. In fact, some other HFEs are still under study as possible CFCs, 

HCFCs and HFCs replacements because of their favourable environmental and appropriate 

thermodynamic properties [122]. In the HD depicted in Figure 3.4 can be seen that there is only one 

most problematic HFE in the DFAE subset, namely C2HF5O and that the other HFEs, included in 

DFAE and AFAE subsets, are located lower than C2HF5O on the drawing plane, which stresses the 

conclusion on their not so problematic environmental properties. In fact, the calculations of the 

dominance degree (chapter 3) show that some HFEs, particularly AFAEs are dominated by or located 

lower than CFCs, HCFCs, HFCs and PFC. 

In the study considering properties prioritisation (chapter 4), C2HF5O is the top of the linear orders for 

cases corresponding to high GWP priorities associated to any priority of ALT and ODP (Figure 4.2). 

This result remarks the effect of the problematic GWP of this HFE. It is worthy to note that the total 

orders shown in Figure 4.2 hold C2HF5O on the top of the ranking and this total orders correspond to 

the regions with highest probability of occurrence when randomly selecting g and h weights for the 

aggregations, which means that many priority combinations yield C2HF5O as a problematic 

refrigerant.

It is also important to remark the fact that DFAEs are more problematic than AFAEs, which suggests a 

relationship between the environmental properties and the distribution of fluorine atoms in the alkyl 

branches of these ethers. DFAEs possess fluorine atoms in both alkyl chains attached to the ethylic 

oxygen whereas AFAEs hold fluorine only in one of the chains. It would be important to perform an 

ordering study with more HFEs belonging to both subsets, DFAE and AFAE, in order to test this 

hypothesis. 

In general, the total orders found from prioritisation among different properties are quite similar for 

high GWP priorities, which correspond to lowest h-values in the second aggregation (chapter 4). 

Dimethyl ether (37) is the least problematic substance for high GWP priorities, associated to high ALT 

and low ODP ones. 

Ammonia (38) reaches the lowest place in the total orders for the majority of stability fields clusters 

where an intermediate GWP priority is hold which in turn is associated to any priority of ODP and 

ALT.
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Refrigerant 22 (bromochlorodifluoromethane) is maximal for low GWP priorities, high ones of ODP 

and low ones of ALT; 23 (octafluorocyclobutane) is maximal for low GWP priorities associated to 

relatively high ALT and low ODP ones. Note that bromochlorodifluoromethane and 

octafluorocyclobutane are non-hydrogenated substances with a high degree of halogenation. 

Figure 4.2 is a versatile tool to predict the effect of prioritising ALT, ODP and GWP, for example, if 

one is interested in a total order with 10 % priority for ALT, 40 % for ODP and 50 % for GWP, after 

simple algebraic manipulations of the weighting factors in Eq. 4.5, it results that g = 0.2 and h = 0.5, 

therefore it corresponds to the cluster of stability fields in Figure 4.2 where octafluorocyclobutane is 

the most problematic substance and ammonia the least one. If for example, a total order performed 

prioritising ODP is carried out, then the following priorities could be set up: ALT 5%, ODP 75% and 

GWP 20%, in such a case g = 0.0625 and h = 0.8, which corresponds to the cluster of stability fields in 

Figure 4.2 where bromochlorodifluoromethane is the most problematic refrigerant and ammonia the 

least one. 

Classifications derived from molecular descriptors and classifications yielding families of refrigerants 

share a common feature, both result from the analysis of the molecular structure of the refrigerants 

studied. In such a case, it is expected an agreement in both classifications. However, the results here 

shown disagree with this hypothesis. The reason lies on the different kind of information contained in 

the molecular descriptors and in the classification arguments considered to build refrigerant families. 

Molecular descriptors account for chemical composition, connectivity of atoms involved in the 

molecule and for the molecular geometry. In contrast, refrigerant families are built from the specific 

presence or absence of particular molecular structural features, namely functional groups. Hence, for 

example, if a molecule contains two alkyl or halo-alkyl groups bonded to one oxygen with 

hybridisation sp3, then the molecule is considered as an ether without regard of its molecular shape or 

complete atomic connectivity. In order to find an agreement between both classifications, different 

descriptors are needed which account for the presence/absence of particular functional groups. 
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We discussed three dissimilarity measures between dendrograms defined over the same set, they are triples,
partition, and cluster indices. All of them decompose the dendrograms into subsets. In the case of triples
and partition indices, these subsets correspond to binary partitions containing some clusters, while in the
cluster index, a novel dissimilarity method introduced in this paper, the subsets are exclusively clusters. In
chemical applications, the dendrograms gather clusters that contain similarity information of the data set
under study. Thereby, the cluster index is the most suitable dissimilarity measure between dendrograms
resulting from chemical investigation. An application example of the three measures is shown to remark
upon the advantages of the cluster index over the other two methods in similarity studies. Finally, the cluster
index is used to measure the differences between five dendrograms obtained when applying five common
hierarchical clustering algorithms on a database of 1000 molecules.

INTRODUCTION

Hierarchical cluster analysis,1 HCA, has become a standard
method in searching for similarities among data sets;2,3 its
applications are related to the partitioning of a set into
similarity classes4 that are represented as clusters. HCA
constitutes a method for classifying the original set with
which it is possible to study the behavior of a member of
determined class and finally generalize such knowledge to
the other members of the class. This procedure endows the
set under study with a mathematical structure,5 namely, a
topology.6-12 In general, a HCA study begins defining the
set Q of work by means of the features of its elements and
then looking for the (dis)similarities among the elements
using a (dis)similarity function, DF. Afterward, when a
grouping methodology, GM, is used, similar elements are
clustered and represented graphically in a dendrogram (rooted
acyclic-connected binary graph; Figure 1), where clusters
appear as branches of the dendrogram.

The total number of dendrograms,13 |F|, which can be
defined over Q, whose cardinality |Q| is n, grows with n
according to

When applying different DFs and GMs (different HCA
algorithms) over Q, several and different results might come
up as a consequence of some bias of clustering algorithms
toward particular cluster properties2,3 or as the effect of the
lack of “natural clusters”3 in Q. Then, a question arising from
this discussion is, how can we measure the dissimilarity

between these results (it is between the corresponding
dendrograms)? A contrary situation may occur if the similar-
ity relationships among the elements are strong enough and
almost invariant to different HCA algorithms; in this case,
even for a set of large cardinality with a large number |F|
of possible dendrograms, it is likely to find similar clusters
(natural ones) in their resultant trees. Hence, a possible
answer to the question on the contrast of HCA results can
be addressed to the contrast of their respective dendrograms
by the comparison of their clusters.

Two main mathematical methods have been proposed
since the 1960s14 for contrasting dendrograms. One of them
defines a new tree representing a consensus or area of
agreement,14 and the other method defines for any pair of
dendrograms a (dis)similarity measure indicating the extent
of (dis)agreement.14 Since this paper deals with dissimilarity
measures, we describe them in detail. A detailed discussion
on consensus techniques appears in refs 15 and 16. The
majority of methods designed to measure dissimilarity
between dendrograms have been developed for applications
to biological trees (evolutionary trees in the majority of

|F| ) (2n - 3)!

2n-2(n - 2)!

Figure 1. A dendrogram and types of nodes and links character-
izing it (numbers label internal links).
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cases), and several of these techniques are related to each
other17 because of the resemblances among structural units
of the dendrograms they assess. According to Steel and
Penny,18 there are different structural features of a tree
because: “[...] there is no “obvious” or “natural” way to
measure the distance between two trees, unlike the com-
parison of two numbers (where one subtracts the smaller
number from the larger)”. Some examples of dissimilarity
measures are partition metric19 or symmetric difference,15

quartets distance,14 triples distance,20 nearest neighborhood
interchange metric,21,22 and some others based on differences
in the lengths of the paths between pairs of elements in Q.15,23

Although none of these methods actually consider clusters
as units to contrast dendrograms, it is crucial, particularly
in chemistry, to assess the resemblance between dendrograms
using their clusters because they are the pieces of the
dendrograms containing the similarity information of Q.
When one applies HCA to a data set, the interpretation of
dendrograms is carried out on their clusters; therefore, it
would be important to contrast dendrograms on the basis of
their clusters. In this paper, we developed a new dissimilarity
method dealing exclusively with clusters. This method and
the other two discussed in this paper consider a dendrogram
as a structure (a graph) able to be decomposed into
substructures (subgraphs). A structural classification of
dendrograms23 is given in the following.

Bare Dendrograms: They only show the similarity
relationships among the elements of Q without a scale of
(dis)similarity (Figure 2A).

Ranked Dendrograms: They have internal nodes ranked
on an ordinal scale of (dis)similarity (Figure 2B).

Valued Dendrograms: They possess internal nodes which
have been assigned to a continuous (dis)similarity scale in
the real numbers with at least an interval-scale interpretation
(Figure 2C).

Bare dendrograms are topological in nature because the
relationships (or links) among the elements they cluster are
the only features of interest in such structures. Hence, it is
irrelevant if the links joining two nodes are longer or shorter.
In these kinds of dendrograms, it can only be stated either
that “a is related to b”, a and b elements being in the same
cluster, or that “a is not related to b”, otherwise. Conse-
quently, the notion of an equivalence relation can be attached
to the cluster definition, and then a cluster becomes an
equivalence class where the mathematical relation is a
similarity relationship.24,25 On the other hand, ranked and
valued dendrograms are regarded as geometrical objects
where the membership of an element to a cluster is ruled by
the presence or absence of links and by the (dis)similarity

scale. Although they have their differences, these three kinds
of dendrograms hold, besides their common graph-classifica-
tion as complete secondary trees,26 a metric relationship; all
of them are ultrametric trees because any pair (r,s) of
elements in Q is related by d(r,s), d being a function fulfilling
the metric properties27 and also the ultrametric property:23

d(r,t) e max{d(r,s),d(s,t)} with r, s, t ∈ Q. For example, for
valued dendrograms, d(r,s) may be defined as the (dis)-
similarity value of the closest internal node connecting r and
s; for ranked trees, it may correspond to the order of the
internal nodes and for bare dendrograms to the number of
external nodes connected to the internal ones.23

Dissimilarity measures between dendrograms, in general,
can be divided into two classes:23 those transforming one
dendrogram into another one and those considering a
dendrogram as a simpler structure (i.e., sets, partitions, or
incidence matrices). The disadvantage of the first ones is
that they are often very hard to compute in contrast to the
second ones, which are generally quite tractable.16,23 In the
following, we discuss three dissimilarity measures dealing
specifically with bare and ranked dendrograms. A discussion
on valued trees appears in refs 15 and 23. Two of the
analyzed methods in this paper are reported in the literature,
and the third one is a novel dissimilarity measure based on
the contrast of clusters, which makes it highly appropriate
for chemical similarity applications.

MEASURING DISSIMILARITY AMONG SETS OF
DENDROGRAMS

For the sake of clarity, we define some relevant terms; Q
is the set of objects to classify using HCA; |Q|, the cardinality
of Q, is represented by n; T is a dendrogram (tree) on Q; C
is a cluster of T; and a|bc|... is the representation of any
partition {{a},{b,c},...}. When considering T as a graph
(tree), then a cluster may be regarded as a subgraph or subtree
of T. Normally, the extraction of a cluster from T has two
viewpoints: one is to consider the dendrogram as a graph;
in that case, the dendrogram becomes a rooted acyclic-
connected binary graph (tree), and its clusters may be
regarded as its subtrees (A1); the other viewpoint comes from
the set theory, and T is considered as a subset of Q. Note
that a cluster, besides being a proper set of Q(C ⊂ Q), can
also be the same set Q(C ) Q). For that reason, in general,
we write C ⊂ Q. Then, having a subtree from T, a subset in
Q can be associated to it. In this paper, when we refer to a
cluster, it is because it has a subtree in T and also an
associated subset in Q. We show in Figure 3 three subtrees
of T and their corresponding associated subsets. Note that T
is a subtree (A1), and its associated subset is Q.

Triples Index. This method20 was designed to deal with
rooted binary trees (dendrograms), in contrast to the similar

Figure 2. Types of structural dendrograms: (A) bare, (B) ranked,
and (C) valued dendrograms.

Figure 3. Three subtrees (T and the two bold graphs) and their
associated subsets (Q and {a, b, c} and {d, e}).
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methodology, quartets distance,14 developed to treat unrooted
trees. In triples index,20 h ) {i, j, k} is defined as a triple,
where i, j, k ∈ Q. The total number of triples in Q is t )

(n3). Given a triple h, the next step of the procedure is to
look for the maximal 3-subtree (A2) containing the elements
in h. Afterward, the root node of the maximal 3-subtree is
deleted, inducing a binary partition ij|k on the triple h, which
is called triple partition TP (Figure 4). Because this dis-
similarity measure contrasts pairs of dendrograms, the
procedure described previously is carried out over the
dendrograms of interest T1 and T2. In order to contrast the
triple partition of the triple h in T1[TP(T1)] and T2[TP(T2)],
the symmetric difference (A3) given by SD ) TP(T1) ΔTP-
(T2) is calculated. SD shows the different subsets between
T1 and T2 regarding the triple h whose number is given by
|SD| ) |TP(T1)| + |TP(T2)| - 2|TP(T1) ∩ TP(T2)| (A3). In
general, if two binary partitions TP1 and TP2 are built on a
set of three elements, there exist only two possible values
|SD| can take, namely, 0 or 4; 0 corresponds to equal
partitions (TP1 ) TP2) and 4 to different partitions (TP1 ∩
TP2 ) L). Now, the indicator function Ih is defined as

Ih yields a value of 1 if the partition of the considered triple
h in T1 is different from the partition of h in T2. If those
partitions are the same, then Ih ) 0. The triples distance
between dendrograms T1 and T2 is defined as

Hence, S(T1,T2) counts how many triples are different out
of the total t. In order to restrict the values S(T1,T2) can take
to the interval [0,1] ∈ R, we normalized S (T1,T2) looking
for the maximum and minimum values it can take. Hence,
max[S(T1,T2)] ) t, which means that all t triple partitions in
T1 and T2 are different. On the other hand, min[S(T1, T2)] )
0, meaning that all the t triple partitions in T1 and T2 are the
same. Having these maximum and minimum values for
S(T1,T2), we define the triples index as

Thus, Sh(T1,T2) is a dissimilarity measure between T1 and T2.
In this method, it is considered that a dendrogram is
completely determined by the way in which its triples are
partitioned in Q. However, it might be possible to consider
other kinds of subtrees, namely, quartets, quintets, and in
general s-tets. Note that s ) 2 is not informative, since we
look for partitions of the s-tets to do contrasts; in this case,
a duo always yields the same partitions, and then they cannot
be used to look for differences between trees. A generaliza-

tion of this procedure is to look for all the (n3) s-tets in Q
and to study how they are partitioned in the two trees. We
are preparing another paper regarding this family of s indices
and their features. We show an example of the application
of this method in the next section.

Partition Index. This method19 was conceived to contrast
unrooted as well as rooted binary trees (dendrograms).
Nowadays, it has been called partition metric and is one of
the most known measures of dissimilarity between trees. In
fact, it is included in several software packages, for instance,
COMPONENT,28,29 PHYLIP,30 and PAUP.31 Its procedure
is based on the contrast of partitions generated by removing
internal links (Figure 1) of a dendrogram. It does not remove
external links (Figure 1) because the generated partitions do
not contribute to differentiate the contrasted dendrograms
(A4). The first step in this method is the deletion of an
internal link r from T, n - 2 being the total number of
internal links in a dendrogram.19 The deletion of this link
produces two subgraphs of T whose associated subsets
become a binary partition Pr of Q. Consider, for instance,
the dendrogram shown in Figure 5; if the link marked * is
removed, then two disjoint subsets are produced: {a,b} and
{c,d,e}, which are gathered in P* (Figure 5). Note that the
deletion of a link always produces a partition A|AC, where
either A or AC is a cluster (subtree) (A1). The key of this
method is the contrast of these binary partitions Pr’s, and
for that reason, it is important to know their number.
Although n - 2 internal links yield n - 2 Pr’s, this is not
the number of partitions to contrast because there is always
a redundant partition. We can explain this analyzing the Pr’s
of the dendrogram in Figure 1, which appear in Table 1
(second column), where P2(T1) ) P3(T1). In general, there
are always two equal Pr’s produced by deleting the connected
links to the root node (Figure 1). Then, the total number of
partitions to contrast is n - 2 - 1 ) n - 3. Now, PT is
defined as the collection of partitions to contrast and P(T1

T2) ) PT1 ΔPT2 as their symmetric difference (A3), where

Figure 4. Partitioning the triples {a,b,c} and {b,c,d} according to
the triples index method (in the example of application of the three
dissimilarity indices appears the complete list of triple partitions).

Figure 5. Deletion of a link in the partition index method.

Table 1. Partitions for T1 and T2 (Figures 1 and 2, Respectively) by
Deleting Their Internal Links

rth deleted link Pr (T1) Pr (T2)

1 ab|cde abc|de
2 abc|de ab|cde3

Ih ) {1 if |SD| ) 4
0 if |SD| ) 0

S(T1,T2) ) ∑h)1
t Ih

Sh(T1,T2) )
S(T1,T2)

t
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P(T1,T2) yields the different partitions between T1 and T2.
The partition metric is defined as the cardinality of P(T1,T2),19

which is given by |P(T1,T2) | ) 2(n - 3) - 2 |PT1 ∩ PT2|
because of A3 and |PT1| ) |PT2| ) n - 3. If m is assumed
as the number of common partitions to T1 and T2, then
|P(T1,T2)| ) 2(n - 3 - m). In order to obtain a dissimilarity
index for two dendrograms ranging between 0 and 1, we
normalized |P(T1,T2)|, which depends on m because n is a
fixed value for T1 and T2. Hence, the normalization factor
of |P(T1,T2)| depends on the minimum and maximum values
m can take. max(m) is reached when all partitions are equal
for both trees, then max(m) ) n - 3, and min(m) occurs
when T1 and T2 have the minimum number of common
partitions between them; it is min(m) ) 0. Now, min(m) and
max(m) determine the maximum and minimum values of
|P(T1,T2)|, respectively. Thus, 0 e | P(T1,T2) | e 2(n - 3) is
obtained, from which |P(T1,T2)| is normalized to the partition
index PI(T1,T2) given by

When the partition index takes a value of zero, the contrasted
dendrograms have all their partitions in common; if PI(T1,T2)
) 1, it is because there are no common partitions to T1 and
T2. In appendix A5, we prove that partition index results are
the same if the link deletion includes either all the links in
T or only the internal ones. We show an example of the
application of this method in the next section.

Remarks on the Concept of Cluster. Penny et al.19 justify
the use of partitions as objects to contrast in the partition
metric following the results of Waterman and Smith,22 to
whom a tree is represented by the binary partitions produced
in the partition metric method. In general, any method
extracting structural units from a dendrogram can be
considered as a relation R between T and the power set of
Q. However, there is not a unique R; moreover, it can be
possible to have several relations between T and different
aggregations of the 2n - 1 nonempty subsets in Q. Then, in
principle, it can be possible to find several subsets or
structural units representing T. Nevertheless, if the interest
in the definition of T is not concerned exclusively with its
representation but also with the similarities shown by T, then
the most appropriate units for reaching this goal are the
clusters of T. In the following, we show how the concept of
a cluster can be regarded, first, as a structural unit describing
and reconstructing T and, second, as an equivalence class
containing similarity information.

Gusfield32 has noted that a dendrogram is represented by
its clusters, a statement that can be formalized through the
concept of intersection graphs33 as follows: let J be a
collection of sets; the intersection graph of J is the graph
obtained by assigning to each set in J a distinct vertex. A
line is drawn between two vertices if the intersection between
the two sets associated with each vertex is nonempty. Hence,
the dendrogram shown in Figure 1 can be considered as the
intersection graph (Figure 6) of the subsets A to I shown in
Figure 6. Additionally, according to hypergraph theory,34 the
clusters can be regarded as the vertices of the hypergraph
(dendrogram) and the hyperedges as the intersection between
any two different clusters.

Although the reconstruction of a graph from the collection
of its one-vertex-deleted subgraphs is still an open question

in graph theory (reconstruction35,36 or Ulam’s conjecture),37

its particularization to the case of trees38 and some other
special graphs has been proved.37 Since a dendrogram is a
tree (complete secondary tree)26 and it can be defined as an
intersection graph or as a hypergraph of its clusters, it can
therefore be reconstructed from its clusters, which are also
obtained from the one-vertex-deleted subgraphs.

The second, and most relevant, viewpoint of a cluster is
its ability to show similarities between the elements in Q,
which is the main reason why cluster analysis is broadly
used in drug discovery processes and molecular diversity
studies.2 Restrepo and Brüggemann39 recently showed that,
if the similarity between the elements in Q is regarded as an
equivalence relation R, then the elements in a cluster
constitute an equivalence class, R being a similarity relation.
In that case, the set of all the clusters in Q becomes the
quotient of Q by R (Q/R). In summary, clusters determine
similarity classes or similarity neighborhoods in Q,6,10 and
also they contain structural information of the dendrogram;
for these reasons, they can be used to characterize a
dendrogram and also to characterize the similarity relation-
ships in the set Q, which is one of the targets of HCA in
chemistry. In the following, we propose a new method for
measuring the dissimilarity between two dendrograms on the
basis of the contrast of their clusters.

Cluster Index. We understand the question about the
dissimilarity between two dendrograms as “how dissimilar
are their clusters”, because, as we have remarked, the
applications of HCA in chemistry are related to the notion
of similarity, expressed in the clusters. The cluster index,
here described, follows the counting ideas shown in the
previous methods using symmetric difference, but it considers
as raw material the clusters of the contrasted dendrograms.
The total number of clusters in a dendrogram is 2n - 1, as
we show in the following proposition.

Proposition. Let Q be a finite set, T a dendrogram over
Q, and RT the collection of clusters of T; then, the number
of clusters in T is given by |RT| ) 2n - 1.

Proof. Let us use induction over |Q|. If Q ) {x1}, then
there exists only one dendrogram with a unique cluster {x1}.
In this case, |RT| ) 1 ) 2(1) - 1 ) 2|Q| - 1. Suppose |Q|
) k with k e n, then for any dendrogram T, the number of
its clusters is given by |RT| ) 2k - 1 ) 2|Q| - 1. Let Q be
a set such that |Q| ) n + 1 and T be a dendrogram. Every
T has a root node (Figure 1) splitting T into subtrees (clusters)
T1 and T2, where T1 is a dendrogram over a set A ⊂ Q and
T2 a dendrogram over AC. Since |RT| is the number of
clusters in T, then |RT| ) |RT1| + |RT2| + 1. |RT| counts
the clusters in T1 and T2 given by |RT1| and |RT2| respectively
and also the largest cluster corresponding to the complete
dendrogram T that is counted by the addition of 1 in |RT|.

PI(T1,T2) ) 1 - m
n - 3

Figure 6. A dendrogram as an intersection graph of the subsets A
to I and as a hypergraph of the subsets A to I and their intersections.
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On the other hand, |A| < |Q| ) n + 1 and |AC| < |Q| ) n
+ 1; then, |A| e n and |AC| e n. Using the hypothesis of
induction, we have that |RT1| ) 2|A| - 1 and |RT2| ) 2|AC|
- 1. Note that |A| + |AC| ) |Q| because A and AC are
disjoint; then, |RT| ) 2|A| - 1 + 2|AC| - 1 + 1 ) 2|Q| -
1. Now, since Q is made from n + 1 elements, then |Q| )
n + 1 and |RT| ) 2(n + 1) - 1.

When contrasting the set of clusters of T1 with the ones
of T2, there are always n + 1 common trivial clusters, which
are the n single clusters {x}, x ∈ Q, and the complete set Q.
For this reason, if the goal is to measure the difference
between two dendrograms, then these trivial clusters must
not be considered, and the total number of clusters to contrast
becomes n - 2. We call CT1 and CT2 the clusters to contrast
for T1 and T2, respectively, and their contrast is carried out
by the symmetric difference C(T1,T2) ) CT1 ΔCT2, which
yields the different clusters between T1 and T2. Now, we call
the cluster metric the cardinality of C(T1,T2) (A3), given by
|C(T1,T2)| ) 2(n - 2) - 2|CT1 ∩ CT2|. If we assume c as
the number of clusters common to CT1 and CT2, then
|C(T1,T2)| ) 2(n - 2 - c), which depends on c because n is
a fixed value for T1 and T2. For that reason, we studied the
maximum and minimum values c can reach. max(c) ) n -
2, meaning that all the possible clusters in T1 are present in
T2 and min(c) ) 0. These maximum and minimum values
of c determine the minimum and maximum values of
|C(T1,T2)|, respectively, yielding 0 e |C(T1,T2)| e 2(n - 2).
Now, we call the cluster index, CI(T1,T2), the rank normal-
ization of |C(T1,T2)|, which is given by

When the cluster index reaches a value of zero, it is because
the contrasted dendrograms have all their clusters in com-
mon; if that value is 1, all of their contrasted clusters are
different. One question arising from the CI(T1,T2) expression
is whether or not it changes when considering one, two, or
in general k trivial clusters. We show in A6 that CI(T1,T2)
yields the same result, when adding k trivial clusters to the
clusters to contrast.

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF THE THREE
DISSIMILARITY INDICES

In order to show the way in which the three dissimilarity
measures here discussed work, we propose the following
example. Suppose the dendrograms shown in Figures 1 and
2 defined over Q ) {a,b,c,d,e}; since methods here-described
treat bared and ranked trees, then whatever dendrogram,
either Figure 2A or B, can be considered in this example.

Triples Index. In this case t ) 10; then, Q has 10 possible
triples, which are listed in Table 2. Partitions TPh for T1 and
T2 are shown in the third and fourth columns in Table 2,
respectively. In addition, TP(T1) and TP(T2) are the sets
gathering the cells in the third and fourth columns of Table
2, respectively.

The column labeled Ih shows the indicator function values
for the symmetric difference between each hth couple of
partitions. Thus, it is clear that there are four triples out of
10 for which the partitions are different. Hence, Sh(T1,T2) )
4/10 ) 0.4, which means that the dendrograms in Figures 1
and 2 are 40% dissimilar.

Partition Index. In this case, n - 3 ) 2; then, each tree
T1 and T2 has two possible nonredundant partitions of Q by
removing their internal links. These partitions Pr are shown
in Table 1.

Thus, PT1 ) {ab|cde, abc|de} and PT2 ) {abc|de,
ab|cde}, and according to Table 1, we conclude that m ) 2,
and then PI(T1,T2) ) 0. It means that the two partitions are
common to the dendrogram in Figures 1 and 2. In other
words, they are 0% dissimilar (100% similar). We give
further details about the interpretation of this result in the
next section.

Cluster Index. The collections of nontrivial clusters for
T1 and T2 are CT1 ) {{ab},{de},{abc}} and CT2 ) {{ab},-
{de},{cde}}. From CT1 and CT2, we conclude that c ) 2
since {a,b} and {d,e} are common clusters to CT1 and CT2.
Finally, CI(T1,T2) ) 1/3 ) 0.3h. In other words, dendrograms
in Figures 1 and 2 are about 33% dissimilar.

In summary, the results of the application of the three meth-
ods here described are Sh(T1,T2) ) 0.4, PI(T1,T2) ) 0, and
CI(T1,T2) ) 0.3h, which show that these methods assess
different aspects of the structure of a dendrogram, as we have
remarked above.

It is surprising to have a value of PI(T1,T2) ) 0 for the
above example because T1 and T2 are topologically different
and one expects PI(T1,T2) > 0. That is, nodes in T1 and T2

have different connectivities. Nevertheless, it is important to
state that all the methods here-described assess the dissimi-
larity between dendrograms, decomposing each tree into sub-
sets and then contrasting those subsets. For that reason
PI(T1,T2) ) 0 does not necessarily mean T1 ) T2; what it
really means is PT1 ) PT2. That is, the binary partitions of
T1 are the same as the ones of T2. In general, each dissimi-
larity measure here-discussed can be regarded as a function
d(T1,T2), assessing a particular structural aspect of T1 and T2;
then, d(T1,T2) ) 0 is reached if the “contrasted units” (not the
dendrograms as they are) are exactly the same for T1 and T2.
Dendrograms are mathematically represented by subsets, and
a complete match of these subsets ought to be interpreted
only in terms of the subsets. It is not correct to state that two
dendrograms are the “same” because one particular dissimi-
larity measure yields d(T1,T2) ) 0. Perhaps, if the idea of a
holistic dissimilarity measure is searched, that is, if we want
to consider several structural aspects of the dendrogram, then
a first attempt for having such a measure is the combination
of f specific dissimilarity measures in this way:

CI(T1,T2) ) 1 - c
n - 2

Table 2. Triples, Their Partitions and Indicator Function Values for
Dendrograms of Figures 1 and 2

h triples TPh (T1) TPh (T2) Ih

1 abc ab|c ab|c 0
2 abd ab|d ab|d 0
3 abe ab|e ab|e 0
4 bcd bc|d cd|b 1
5 bce bc|e ce|b 1
6 cde de|c de|c 0
7 cda ac|d cd|a 1
8 edb ed|b ed|b 0
9 ace ac|e ce|a 1

10 ade de|a de|a 0

D(T1,T2) )
∑i)1

f widi(T1,T2)

∑i)1
f wi
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where di(T1,T2) is a dissimilarity measure and wi is a weight
factor sizing the priority or the importance of the ith
dissimilarity measure (note that D(T1,T2) is based on the
general similarity coefficient suggested by Gower).40

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES AMONG THE
THREE METHODS

It is possible to study the relationships between the three
dissimilarity methods, analyzing their procedures. We sum-
marize in Scheme 1 the three methodologies, showing how
each one works on a dendrogram T. The triples index
contrasts dendrograms, studying their triples binary partitions
A|B, where A is always a single cluster (Scheme 1) and the
other part, B, is not a cluster. The partition index also
contrasts binary partitions C|CC of Q, and C is always a
cluster. Thus, both, partition and triples indices, always
contrast partitions including at least one cluster. Nevertheless,
the whole contrast is not based exclusively on clusters but
on a mixture of 50% clusters and 50% nonclusters. In other
words, 50% of the raw material of triples and partition indices
contains similarity information, and the other 50% does not.
For this reason, their results cannot be interpreted in terms
of similarities between the elements in Q. On the other hand,
according to Scheme 1, partition and cluster indices can be
regarded as similar in the initial step. If we consider the
process of looking for clusters as a link deletion, then both
methods remove links on the dendrogram and produce
partitions C|CC where C is a cluster and CC is not. The
difference between these two methods begins when the
partition index considers, as units to contrast two dendro-
grams, the complete partition C|CC; thereby, it is attached
to the similarity information, expressed as C, nonsimilarity
information, given by CC. On the contrary, the cluster index
only takes clusters C as units to contrast, discarding CC, that
is, discarding the nonsimilarity information of Q. We
mentioned above some remarks on the concept of cluster
and its importance in expressing neighborhood and similarity
relationships among its elements. Accordingly, if we want
to build a method looking for dissimilarity between dendro-
grams on the basis of their clusters, then the most appropriate
of the three methods here discussed is the cluster index

because it is the only one completely based on the contrast
of clusters, without adding other kinds of mathematical
objects which “contaminate” the similarity expressed in the
clusters. In few words, the cluster index is created to interpret
a dendrogram as a collection of clusters, and it always
contrasts exclusively clusters.

By the analysis of dendrograms T1 and T2 shown in Figures
1 and 2, respectively, we can see that CT1 ) {ab,de,abc}
and CT2 ) {ab,de,cde}. Hence, these dendrograms are
differentiated by the clusters abc and cde. However, if we
attach to the clusters in CT1 and CT2 their complements,
then we obtain PT1 and PT2 in the partition metric, which
are the sets including the binary partitions of the first and
second columns of Table 1, respectively. Then, the discrimi-
natory power of abc and cde is lost since abc (in the cluster
metric) becomes abc|de (in the partition metric) and cde
becomes cde|ab. The ability to differentiate disappears
because abc|de ) P2(T1) (Table 1) is also present in T2[P1-
(T2)] (Table 1). Similarly, P1(T1) ) ab|cde (Table 1) becomes
P2(T2) in T2 (Table 1). Thus, the discriminatory power
embedded in the clusters is lost when attaching their
complements to them. In contrast to the partition index, the
cluster index keeps the discriminatory power of the clusters.

In summary, all three methods work with clusters, the
triples index with single clusters and the partition and cluster
indices with the same clusters; however, triples and partition
indices join to their clusters some other subsets not corre-
sponding to clusters. On the other hand, although cluster and
partition indices use the same clusters, the attachment of
nonclusters to the clusters, in the case of the partition index,
makes the results and their meaning change. Thus, the
advantage of contrasting trees using the similarity sense of
clusters is lost when applying triples and partition indices,
and it is kept in cluster index.

CHEMICAL APPLICATION OF THE CLUSTER INDEX

In the previous discussion the argument arose that, in HCA
chemical applications, any contrast of dendrograms must deal
with the contrast of their clusters because the clusters are
the entities gathering the similarity chemical information.
In this section, we calculate the dissimilarity of different
HCA algorithms over a chemical database; since triples and
partition indices do not operate entirely on the clusters of
the HCA results, then these methods are not considered in
this example.

A set of 1000 molecules was randomly selected from the
National Cancer Institute, NCI, database,41 and they were
represented by 1024-bit Barnard Chemical Information, BCI,
fingerprints;42-44 their similarities were calculated using the
Tanimoto coefficient.4 Five different GMs were applied to
the Tanimoto similarity matrix yielding five dendrograms,
which, because of their large size, cannot be displayed in
this manuscript; however, their electronic ASCII files can
be requested from G. Restrepo. The GMs employed were9

single (sing), complete (comp), centroid (cent), and un-
weighted average (unav) linkages and Ward’s method, all
of them members of the sequential agglomerative hierarchical
nonoverlapping methods.45 The cluster index values for the
contrast of the 10 pairs of dendrograms appear in Table 3.

There are 1999 clusters in each dendrogram, 1001 of which
are trivial ones, and 998 are considered in the calculations

Scheme 1. Relationships between Triples, Partition, and Cluster Indices
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of the cluster dissimilarity index. From Table 3, it can be
seen that the five HCA results yield rather different outcomes
since their dissimilarities are grater than 0.5, which means
that more than 50% of the clusters in each dendrogram are
different from those in the other four trees. In other words,
more than 499 clusters are different in any contrast of
dendrograms. Keeping in mind these differences, the lowest
difference occurs for the couple unav-Ward (51% dis-
similarity), with 488 common clusters, while the largest
difference results for the couple unav-sing (79% dissimilar-
ity), with 209 common clusters. According to Table 3, the
ranges of dissimilarities are Ward, [0.511, 0.787]; sing,
[0.765, 0.791]; comp, [0.537, 0.765]; unav, [0.511, 0.791];
and cent, [0.618, 0.769]. Their standard deviations are sing,
0.011; cent, 0.054; comp, 0.091; Ward, 0.110; and unav,
0.111. Hence, the most spread dissimilarities are those of
unweighted average linkage, and the least ones are those
corresponding to a single linkage. The following order of
the dissimilarity spread can be set up: sing < cent < comp
< Ward < unav. Although sing is the GM with the least
spread dissimilarities, it is, in general, the most dissimilar
GM when combined with the Tanimoto coefficient because
of its high cluster index dissimilarity values (Table 3).

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOK

We described three different methods (triples, partition,
and cluster indices) for calculating dissimilarities between
trees; each one assesses the dissimilarity between two
dendrograms by the analysis of different structural aspects
of a tree. In general, the triples index looks for all the possible
sets of three members (triples) contained in Q, and it contrasts
the structural connections of them (maximal 3-subtrees)
through the analysis of their binary partitions. This contrast
is carried out counting the different partitions between the
dendrograms considered. The mathematical background of
this method opens the possibility of considering other kinds
of h-tets (quartets, quintets, and so on) to scan the structural
dissimilarity between two trees. Nevertheless, these dis-
similarities cannot be fully interpreted in terms of the
resemblances among the elements in Q because they are not
completely based on the contrast of clusters because some
other subsets, which are not clusters, are considered.

The second dissimilarity method was the partition index,
which builds all the possible binary partitions of a dendro-
gram by deleting its internal links, and then it contrasts those
partitions counting the different numbers of them. Hence,
its result is a measure of how many partitions are different
between the two given dendrograms.

The cluster index, a novel dissimilarity measure introduced
in this paper, was developed taking into consideration the

lack of methods based on the contrast of the clusters present
in two dendrograms. We considered it important to have such
kinds of dissimilarity measures because of the two important
aspects of the concept of the cluster, namely, the possibility
of reconstructing a dendrogram from its clusters and the
similarity information gathered in each cluster regarding the
elements contained in it. In fact, a dendrogram is mainly
used in chemistry for searching similarity classes (clusters)
in a given set Q. Hence, the cluster index is based on the
consideration that a dissimilarity measure between dendro-
grams must be addressed to the assessment of the dissimilar-
ity between their clusters.

On the other hand, through the application of a method
contrasting clusters, it is possible to evaluate the following:
(1) the effect of the chemical representations, that is,
assessing to what extent the HCA results change if the
molecules are described by dataprints,2 that is, real number
descriptors, such as topological indices and physicochemical
properties, or if they are described by fingerprints,2 that is,
binary strings representing the presence or absence of 2D
structural fragments or 3D pharmacophores; (2) the effect
of clustering a data set Q using different dissimilarity
functions and similarity coefficients,4,46 such as Hamming
and Soergel distances and Tanimoto and Dice coefficients;
(3) the effect of applying different grouping methodologies,
such as those mentioned in this paper.

Furthermore, it is possible to assess the combined effect
of points 1-3; these contrasts can be done directly measuring
the behavior of the similarity neighborhoods in a dendrogram,
that is, in their clusters.

We introduced the cluster index as a dissimilarity measure
evaluating the behavior of the clusters in two dendrograms.
In its mathematical development, it was proved that the
number of clusters to contrast between two dendrograms is
always n - 2 because the total number of clusters in a
dendrogram is 2n - 1, where n + 1 out of 2n - 1 are always
trivial clusters present in all couples of dendrograms.

By the comparison of the three methods described in this
paper, we found that, although the three methods initially
consider clusters as units to contrast dendrograms, triples
and partition indices mix them with some other mathematical
objects different than clusters, which causes them to not be
recommended for chemical applications where the final aim
is the searching of similarities in a data set, similarities that
are contained in the clusters. It was shown that the only
method dealing exclusively with clusters is the cluster index;
thereby, it is the recommended dissimilarity method to be
applied in chemical studies.

A common characteristic of the procedure followed by
the three dissimilarity measures here discussed is the use of
the operation of symmetric difference. This resemblance
underlies the fact of describing each dendrogram as a
collection of subsets, which is a constant feature of the
methods discussed here. In that case, a mathematical tool
for looking for particular differences in sets is the symmetric
difference. In fact, this operation has been used in several
structural dissimilarity measures, and it is not only restricted
to the case of dendrograms; for example, Brüggemann and
co-workers47 have defined a dissimilarity measure between
posets (partially ordered sets), describing a poset as a
collection of subsets and using the symmetric difference as
the tool for looking for differences.

Table 3. Cluster Index Results for the Contrast of Five
Dendrograms Obtained from the Combination of the Tanimoto
Coefficient and Five Grouping Methodologies

centroid
linkage

unweighted
average
linkage

complete
linkage

single
linkage

Ward’s
method

centroid linkage 0
unweighted avg

linkage
0.679 0

complete linkage 0.618 0.545 0
single linkage 0.769 0.791 0.765 0
Ward’s method 0.669 0.511 0.537 0.787 0
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We mentioned that each dissimilarity measure analyzes
different structural aspects of a dendrogram and also
discussed the possibility of having a general dissimilarity
index through the weighted linear combination of different
dissimilarity measures.

A chemical application of the cluster index was carried
out when analyzing five HCA algorithms which combine
the Tanimoto coefficient and five common grouping meth-
odologies; the database selected was a collection of 1000
molecules from the National Cancer Institute. The dissimilar-
ity values showed a high sensitivity against the change of
grouping methodology (more than 50% of the clusters in
the contrasted dendrograms were different); similar results
were obtained by Adamson and Badwen when analyzing a
data set of 36 chemicals.48,49 The high variability found for
the Tanimoto-unweighted average linkage algorithm indi-
cates that, in the space of 10 dendrograms here considered,
this dendrogram has an intermediate dissimilarity in respect
to the other nine dendrograms. The most dissimilar HCA
algorithm was the Tanimoto-single linkage, which means
it was the dendrogram with more changes in the similarity
relationships shown by its clusters.

The potential application of the cluster index was men-
tioned to assess the effect of varying the parameters defining
a HCA study, such as the chemical representation, the
dissimilarity measure, and the grouping methodology. Some
other applications of this dissimilarity index are, for instance,
the quantification of the effect of the ties in proximity in a
given chemical data set, where the high probability of having
ambiguities in the HCA results is well-known when the size
of the data set increases and the (dis)similarity function
employed has statistical bias toward particular proximity
values.50 In this particular case, the effect of a decision to
overcome a tie can be assessed directly on the effect on the
clusters, that is, how many clusters are affected for a
particular tie.

An aspect to explore, after defining the cluster index, is
the study of the distribution of its values for random trees
defined over a particular set Q. Additionally, it must be
proved that d(sTi,sTj) ) 0 if sTi ) sTj, where sTi and sTj are
structural units of Ti and Tj. This particular proof must be
developed for all the methods here discussed and also for
the suggested h-tets indices.

Finally, triples, partition, and cluster indices deal with bare
or ranked trees, that is, with dendrograms where the branch
lengths are not considered. In this case, all three methods
work on the topology of the trees to be contrasted. However,
several applications of HCA and the determination of the
number and sort of clusters extracted from a dendrogram
are based on the geometrical viewpoint of the dendrogram
(valued dendrograms). In those cases, the branch lengths in
the dendrogram are important, and it is interesting to develop
a dissimilarity measure including these structural aspects of
the contrasted dendrograms. There are only two methods15

measuring dissimilarity between trees that consider branch
lengths, but none of them deal exclusively with clusters. A
first attempt for reaching this goal is to attach to each cluster
in a dendrogram the corresponding length of its associated
subtree (the ultrametric height of the cluster). In such a case,
the contrast between two dendrograms keeps being based
on the clusters and its similarity information but now also
includes the geometrical structure of each cluster.

It was mentioned that the representation of a dendrogram
as another mathematical object, different from a graph, is
computationally more tractable. In this paper, the three
dissimilarity measures consider a dendrogram as a collection
of subsets, but it is also possible to describe it using
adjacency matrices.23 These kinds of graph representations
are well-known in mathematical chemistry and have been
widely used in molecular dissimilarity calculations.51-53

Hence, the description of a dendrogram as an adjacency
matrix or as a collection of topological invariants is an
alternative possibility for calculating dendrogram dissimilari-
ties, and it would be important to contrast its advantages
and disadvantages when compared to the methods here
described.
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APPENDIX

A1. Let C be a subgraph of the dendrogram T. It is said
that C is a subtree iff either C ) T or (1) C does not contain
the root node and (2) there is a node p in T whose degree is
different than 1 such that C corresponds to one of the
connected subgraphs obtained by subtracting p from T.

The idea of defining T as a subtree can be better
understood if we consider a tree defined over a subset of Q;
then, when that subset is Q, the subtree becomes T. T can
be considered as a subtree also under the following argument.
If a subtree (cluster) is the structural unit grouping elements
of Q, then the subtree grouping all the elements in Q is T,
which is a subtree.

A2. In order to define maximal 3-subtree, we first define
3-subtree. A 3-subtree is a subtree (A1) whose associated
set has a cardinality less than or equal to 3. A maximal
3-subtree is any 3-subtree such that it is not possible to find
another 3-subtree containing it. Two examples of maximal
3-subtrees for the dendrogram in Figure 1 appear in Figure
3 (bold graphs in the corresponding dendrogram).

A3. We define the operation of symmetric difference
between two nonempty sets A and B by the identity A ΔB )
(A ∪ B) - (A ∩ B). The cardinality of the symmetric
difference is given by |A ΔB| ) |A ∪ B| - |A ∩ B| ) |A| +
|B| - 2 |A ∩ B|.

A4. The deletion of the external link joining the element
x [external node (Figure 1)] to the dendrogram produces a
partition x|(Q - x). Because there are n elements in a
dendrogram, then there are n partitions of the form x|(Q -
x). These partitions are always common to all dendrograms
defined over Q and do not contribute to differentiate them.

A5. Proposition. Partition index PI(T1,T2) yields the same
result if either all the links in T or only the internal ones are
deleted.
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Proof. The number of external and internal links in T is n
and n - 2, respectively. Then, the total number of links in
T is 2n - 2. These links yield 2n - 2 binary partitions.
However, if we avoid the repeated binary partition produced
by deleting the internal link connected to the root node, then
the number of nonredundant binary partitions obtained by
deleting links is 2n - 3. Hence, |P(T1,T2)| ) 2(2n - 3 -
m′), m′ being the number of common partitions between T1

and T2. Now, max(m′) ) 2n - 3 and min(m′) ) n, which
means that max[|P(T1,T2)|] ) 2(n - 3) and min[|P(T1,T2)|
) 0. If we call PI′(T1,T2) the value of the partition index
when deleting all the links, then PI′(T1,T2) ) (2n - 3 -
m′)/(n - 3). But m′ ) m + n, where m represents the number
of common binary partitions by deleting internal links from
T. Then, we found that PI′(T1,T2) ) 1 - [m/(n - 3)], which
is the same result found when deleting only internal links in
T [PI(T1,T2)].

A6. T has 2n - 1 total clusters (including the n + 1 trivial
ones), but if the trivial clusters are not considered as objects
to contrast, then CTi ) n - 2 for a given Ti. We called c the
number of clusters common to T1 and T2, and we found 0 e
c e n - 2, which yields 0 e | C(T1,T2) | e 2(n - 2). Now,
if k trivial clusters are added to the clusters of Ti to contrast,
then CTi′ ) n - 2 + k, CTi′ being the set of clusters of Ti

to contrast after adding k trivial clusters. Now, if we call c′
the number of common clusters between T1 and T2, then |C′-
(T1,T2)| ) 2(n - 2 + k - c′), where |C′(T1,T2)| is the cluster
metric for this case. In this situation, we have k e c′ e n -
2 + k, and for that reason, 0 e |C′(T1,T2)| e 2(n - 2). Now,
if we call CI′(T1,T2) the cluster index when adding k trivial
clusters to the ones to contrast, then CI′(T1,T2) ) (n - 2 +
k - c′)/(n - 2). But c′ ) c + k; then, CI′(T1,T2) ) 1 - [c/(n
- 2)] ) CI(T1,T2).
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Abstract: We discuss two dissimilarity measures for quantifying the dissimilarity between dendrograms 

defined over the same set. They are: partition metric and cluster metric. The first one is a standard method 

comparing dendrograms through their partitions obtained by deleting links of the dendrogram. The cluster

metric is a novel method counting the number of common clusters between two dendrograms. We describe

the two methods in a similar mathematical background. Finally, we remark the fact that cluster metric is a

measure based on the concept of cluster that is the structural unit of a dendrogram and which contain all the

structural information of the dendrogram.
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Mathematics SubjectClassification: 05C75, 05C05 

1. Introduction

Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) has become an important method of searching for similarities. It 
is used in chemistry for the understanding and classification of the chemical information (chemical
database, substances). Normally, HCA studies begin defining the set Q of work by means of the
features of its elements and then looking for the (dis)similarities among them using a (dis)similarity
function, DF. Afterwards, the sets of similar elements are clustered using a grouping methodology, GM.
A graphical representation of these clusters is a dendrogram (rooted acyclic-connected binary graph)
(Figure 1), where the clusters of similar elements are represented as branches in the dendrogram.
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Figure 1: Two dendrograms. Types of nodes and links characterising them.

The number of dendrograms that can be defined over a set Q of cardinality |Q|=n grows with n
according to |F|=(2n-3)!/[2n-2(n-2)!] [1]. Then, a natural question is, how can we measure the
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resemblance between dendrograms defined over a set Q? Two main mathematical methods have been
proposed to answer this question. One is to define for any pair of dendrograms a measure of
(dis)similarity indicating the extent of agreement [2]. The other is to define, as a function of the number
of compared dendrograms, a new tree representing their consensus or area of agreement [2]. In this
paper we discuss the first method, particularly two of these methods: partition metric and cluster metric
indices, where the last one is a novel methodology. For the sake of clarity, a dendrogram in HCA is
considered as a rooted acyclic-connected binary graph with labelled external nodes (Figure 1). It is
important to state that the methods here discussed deal with bare and ranked dendrograms [3] that do
not consider a numerical degree of similarity among the elements of Q but binary belonging
relationships of the elements to branches (clusters) of the dendrogram.

2. Measuring the resemblance between dendrograms
We call Q the set of objects to be classified using HCA, the cardinality of the set Q is represented by
|Q|=n and T is a dendrogram (tree) on Q.

Partition metric index 
Originally [4] this procedure was based on the comparison of partitions generated by deleting internal
links (Figure 1) of a dendrogram. However, that procedure can be generalised to the comparison of
partitions produced by the deletion of all the links [5] (internal and external ones) (Figure 1). The
mathematical description of the method is as follows: A dendrogram Ti has 2n-2 links (Figure 1). Let Pr
be the partition (A1) of Q obtained by deleting the r-th link from Ti. Thus, 2n-3 is the number of
different partitions of Q, given Ti (A2). Let CPTi={Pr} the collection of different partitions of Ti. The
partition-symmetric difference, P(T1,T2), is defined as P(T1,T2)=CPT1 CPT2 (A3). Thus, P(T1,T2)
yields the different partitions between T1 and T2 by deleting 2n-2 links. Now, the partition metric is 
defined as the cardinality of P(T1,T2). Thus, |P(T1,T2)|=2(2n-3)-2|CPT1 CPT2| (A4) and if we assume
m as the number of common link partitions to T1 and T2, then |P(T1,T2)|=2(2n-3-m). max|P(T1,T2)|=4n-6
and min|P(T1,T2)|=0 are the maximum and minimum values of |P(T1,T2)|, respectively. In this way the
normalisation of |P(T1,T2)|, called partition metric index, PM(T1,T2), is PM(T1,T2)=1-[m/(2n-3)].

Cluster metric index 
Let R be a cluster [6] (A5) of Ti in such a way that R Q. Let CRTi the collection of clusters of Ti (A6).
Let C(T1,T2)= CRT1 CRT2 the cluster-symmetric difference, then C(T1,T2) yields the different clusters
between T1 and T2. Let cluster metric the cardinality of C(T1,T2), |C(T1,T2)|, as follows (A7):
|C(T1,T2)|=2(n-2)-2|CRT1 CRT2| and if we assume c as the number of common clusters to CRT1 and 
CRT2, then |C(T1,T2)|=2(2n-1-c), where max|C(T1,T2)|=4n-2 and min|C(T1,T2)|=0 are the maximum and 
minimum values of |C(T1,T2)|, respectively. Now we call cluster metric index, CM(T1,T2), the
normalisation of |C(T1,T2)|. Thus, CM(T1,T2)=1-[c/(2n-1)]. Then, when the cluster metric reaches a 
value of zero it is because the compared dendrograms have all their clusters in common. In contrast, if
the value of the cluster metric is one then the dendrograms are completely different, which occurs when
they do not have common clusters.

Normally HCA is used to show clusters of similar elements. In general, clusters are branches of the
dendrogram and also can be the dendrogram itself. But the importance of the clusters is not only related
to the similarity concept. As Gusfield [7] has noted, a dendrogram is uniquely defined by its clusters. It
means that the clusters not only determine the similarity neighbourhoods of the elements belonging to
them [8-10] but they are in fact the fundamental pieces containing the structural information of the
dendrogram. For this reason they can be used to characterise a dendrogram and also to measure the
resemblance between couples of them. Knowing the clusters of a dendrogram it is possible to compare
the common or different clusters between two dendrograms over the same set. A similar procedure is
followed by the consensus methods [11-12] which look for common clusters among trees for producing
a consensus tree.

As an example of application of the methods here discussed we calculated the dissimilarity between the
two dendrograms of Figure 1. We obtained these results: PM(T1,T2)=0 and CM(T1,T2)=0.1. From these
results it is possible to conclude that partition metric does not differentiate between isomorphic
dendrograms. In contrast, the target is reached by the cluster metric.
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Appendix

A1. Let Q be a non-empty set and P a collection of subsets of Q. P is called a partition of Q iff:
1. Q= pPp

2. If p1 and p2 P, then p1 p2 =

A2. Since 2n-2 is the number of total links from a dendrogram, then the total number of Pr is also 2n-2.
However, the total number of “different” Pr’s is not 2n-2. We can explain this statement analysing the 
Pr’s of the dendrogram T1 in Figure 1, which are: P1={a|bcde}, P2={b|acde}, P3={c|abde},
P4={d|abce}, P5={e|abcd}, P6={ab|cde}, P7={abc|de} and P8={abc|de}. We can see that there are two
equal partitions Pr (P7= P8). In general, there will always be two equal Pr’s and each one of them arises
by deleting each one of the connected links to the root node (Figure 1). Then, in order to actually have 
“different” Pr’s we must select just one of these two Pr’s related to the root node. Hence, the total
number of different partitions is 2n-2-1=2n-3.

A3. We define the operation of symmetric difference between two non-empty sets A and B by the
identity: A B=(A B)-(A B).

A4. By A3 |P(T1,T2)|=|CPT1|+|CPT2|-2|CPT1 CPT2| and having (A2) |CPTi|=2n-3, then:
|P(T1,T2)|=2(2n-3)-2|CPT1 CPT2|.

A5. Given a dendrogram T, an external node x (Figure 1) is called a descendant of a node y if the path
from x to the root node (Figure 1) passes through y [6].
We call a cluster the set of external nodes (Figure 1) that are descendant of a node v in T.

A6. If we consider the dendrogram T1 shown in Figure 1, we have
CRT1={{a},{b},{c},{d},{e},{a,b},{d,e},{a,b,c},{a,b,c,d,e}}.

A7. According to A3, |C(T1,T2)|=|CRT1|+|CRT2|-2|CRT1 CRT2|. For calculating |C(T1,T2)| we must
know |CRTi|.
Proposition.
Let Q be a finite set and T a dendrogram over Q, then |CRTi|=2n-1.
Proof.
If Q={a1}, then there exists just one dendrogram with a unique cluster {a1}. In this case |CRT|=1=2(1)-
1=2 -1. Let us suppose a k n and |Q|=k, then for every dendrogram T we have |CRTi|=2|Q|-1. Let Q be 
a set such that |Q|=n+1 and T be a dendrogram. Every T has a root node (Figure 1) splitting T into
subtrees (clusters) Tx and Ty, where Tx is a dendrogram over a set A Q and Ty a dendrogram over
AC=Q-A. Thus, |CRT|=|CRTx|+|CRTy|+1, |A|<|Q|=n+1 and |Q-A|<|Q|=n+1. Then |A| n and |Q-A| n.
Using the hypothesis of induction we have that |CRTx|=2|A|-1 and |CRTy|=2|Q-A|-1. Note that |A|+|Q-
A|=|Q| since A and Q-A are disjoint, then |CRT|=2|A|-1+2|Q-A|-1+1=2|Q|-1. Now, since Q is made from
n elements, then |Q|=n and |CRT|=2n-1.
Using the above result we obtain |C(T1,T2)|=2(n-2)-2|CRT1 CRT2|.
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Dominance degree is introduced as a mathematical procedure to quantify the order relations

between a pair of subsets contained in a partially ordered set obtained from the features of its

elements. Dominance degree summarizes the partial order relations of the members of two sub-

sets. If a member of one subset follows an order relation to a member of another subset, then

the dominance degree informs how far this relation can be transferred to all elements of the

two subsets. Dominance degree was applied to the study of 35 acyclic alkanes (from C5H12 to

C8H18) in two river-scenarios: hilly regions and lowland rivers. Each chemical was defined by

three fate descriptors estimated by applying the module EXWAT from the E4CHEM package.

It was found that CnH2n+2 dominates CmH2m+2 if n > m, which means that when considering the

fate descriptors simultaneously, those of CnH2n+2 are higher than those of CmH2m+2. Finally,

some particular results were found for the linear isomer of each subset.
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INTRODUCTION

Alkanes have been detected in several rivers around the

world1,2 and their presence is derived from natural bio-

genic, geologic and industrial sources.3–6 In fact, it was

estimated in 1991 that approximately 750,000 tons of hy-

drocarbons are annually transported by rivers to the Me-

diterranean Sea7 and a large proportion of them are al-

kanes. Furthermore, in natural aquatic systems, for instan-

ce rivers, the freely dissolved fractions of hydrophobic

organic contaminants, like alkanes, generally have the

greatest impact on aquatic organisms representing the

most ecotoxicologically relevant environmental residues.8

Hence, studies of the distribution and fate of these che-

micals in rivers are of the utmost environmental impor-

tance.

In this work, we use the module EXWAT from the

software package E4CHEM in order to assess the risk of

35 acyclic alkanes in rivers. E4CHEM (available from

the second author) consists of a system of modules de-

scribing the behaviour of chemicals in different environ-

mental targets and depending on different stages of data

availability. E4CHEM makes it possible to study the fate

of chemicals in different targets (troposphere, stratosphe-

re, plants, soil and rivers)9 by the application of single

* Dedicated to Professor Haruo Hosoya in happy celebration of his 70th birthday.

** Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. (E-mail: grestrepo@unipamplona.edu.co)
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simulation models for each target. Especially for rivers,

E4CHEM includes the model EXWAT, which in an ap-

propriate way combines environmental parameters of the

river where the chemical is present with the substance

properties. It is important to note that the use of EXWAT

is supported by the agreement obtained between EXWAT

predictions and experimental results for some other cases

of chemicals in rivers.10

We consider two different river scenarios, each de-

fined by its special features: a river in a hilly region and

a lowland river. In this way, we can obtain descriptors

for the fate of chemicals in each scenario that allow a

comparison of the behaviour of the substances involved.

This procedure may be considered as a ranking process

of the chemicals and it can be studied by applying the

concept of partially ordered sets (posets), as Brüggemann

has shown in several studies.11 The use of partial orders

as a data exploring concept is called the Hasse diagram

technique (abbreviated HDT) and here it is applied to an

environmental chemistry case. By the application of the

HDT, a Hasse diagram of a set under study is found. In

chemical applications this type of diagram show which

chemical/s is/are the most pollutant or the environment

friendliest substance/s as well as which chemicals are in-

-between these substances. We show in this paper how

some subsets of the chemicals under study can be analyz-

ed by characterization of their order relationships, which

are represented in the structure of the Hasse diagram.

Exposure Model EXWAT

A study of the fate of a substance in an environmental

target cannot be based only on substance data but must

also include environmental parameters of the media where

the chemical is present. Thus the substance properties and

environmental parameters are coupled by a deterministic

mathematical exposure model (stationary). Such a model

must be based on the differential mass balance,

dc / dt = Input (p, q) – Output(p, q). (1)

where p is the tuple of environmental parameters and q

is the tuple of chemical properties. The Input(p, q) term

includes the input due to the upstream concentration as

well as the input by human activity into the first box mo-

delling the river stretch.

However, real cases, such as a river for a particular

case of EXWAT, have different targets. For instance, a

river has two targets, sediment and water body of surface

water. In these cases, a differential equation is needed

for each target, which indeed is considered by EXWAT

(mathematical details on the particular mass balance

equations for these two targets are given in reference

10). Once the stationary concentration in the outflow of

one river segment is determined, the inputs of the down-

stream section can be calculated. As we are interested in

studying the fate of alkanes, we modelled each river sce-

nario just by one segment, consisting of a water (W) and

sediment (S) body (Figure 1) where all relevant proces-

ses are adequately described. Representation of a river

segment, according to EXWAT, is depicted in Figure 1B.

There is water inflow (a) with an upstream concen-

tration of the substance and water outflow (a) with the

resulting concentration due to different processes within

the compartment. In W, suspended material that can be

deposited or resuspended (b) is transported (c) (black

circles). It is assumed that the dissolved substance is in

equilibrium with its sorbed form on the suspended ma-

terial. By dispersive forces, the dissolved chemical enters

the interstitial water (d), which is assumed to be appro-

ximately in the order of amount of the molecular diffu-

sion coefficient. Processes of degradation (e) can be in-

cluded in the model; however, we considered the chemi-

cals as conservative, i.e., without degradation. Sediment

burial (f) and volatilization (g) are considered as sinks;

metabolites are not considered.

Once the missing physicochemical properties of the

substance have been estimated by DTEST12 (an E4CHEM

module giving a high degree of automatic estimation of

required chemical properties), the model EXWAT couples

them with environmental data and physical parameters of

the river. Some of the physicochemical properties esti-

mated by DTEST are water solubility, vaporization en-

tropy, vapour pressure and the partitioning coefficients

KOW, KOC, and KAW. Some of the river parameters of

EXWAT are the ones listed in Table I and the concen-

tration of suspended solids, temperature, pH, porosities,

water discharge, and some others. Having this informa-

tion and ignoring the temporal behaviour of the environ-

mental system, EXWAT yields chemical concentrations

in: the fluid phase (water and suspended matter), sedi-

ment, water (not including suspended matter), sediment

matrix, pore water, suspended sediments and biomass.
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Figure 1. A) Partition of a river into several segments (boxes) in
EXWAT, and B) the processes considered within each box (see text).
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These concentrations can be regarded as fate descriptors

or can be combined with flux parameters in order to yield

additional descriptors.13 Further, EXWAT, as a simple

stationary model, provides a set of linear equations in its

state variables; these equations may be mathematically

related to each other and allows additionally the deriva-

tion of descriptor-descriptor relations. However, our in-

terest in this paper is not to go into the details of those

relationships but to show how the chemical fate is relat-

ed to a posetic structure.

METHODS

A Chemical in Two River Scenarios

The river we studied was divided into two different scena-

rios: 1) river in a hilly region (H) and 2) lowland river (L).

Parameters defining each scenario are given in Table I.

We selected three fate descriptors from the EXWAT

results:

D1: Total concentration of chemicals in the fluid phase,

gw / mg L–1;

D2: Total concentration of chemicals in sediment, gs / mg L–1;

D3: Deposition flux: Concentration of sorbed chemicals on

suspended sediment, gws, times deposition velocity,

Depos. D3 = (gws * Depos.) / (mg ⋅ m) (L ⋅ d)–1.

Note that the values of gw and gs refer to different com-

partments; for example, in the hilly scenario gw refers to the

water body with a volume of 7.5 � 105 m3 whereas gs refers to

the sediment compartment with a volume of 1.5 � 104 m3.

Each descriptor was calculated by considering as the input

rate of alkanes into the river a constant value of 100 kg d–1

in order to differentiate the descriptor values of alkanes in

the river (Figure 1A). The three concentrations estimated by

EXWAT were performed in the box shown in Figure 1A.

Note that our interest concerns the fate of chemicals and its

methodological evaluation rather than the modelling of real

amounts of alkanes in rivers. Our modelled river must be

considered as a fictitious system.

General Remarks on the Hasse Diagram Technique

We introduce some definitions in order to illustrate some

basic functionalities of the Hasse diagram technique,11,14

implemented in the WHASSE software, available from the

second author. WHASSE makes it possible to draw Hasse

diagrams and to explore the influence of different parame-

ters on them.

Definition 1. – We call x a chemical and G the ground set

that is the set of chemicals.

Definition 2. – Di (x) is the numerical value of the i-th fate

descriptor of the chemical x.

According to EXWAT, we have Di (x) = f [p, q (x)],

where p is a tuple of environmental and physical parame-

ters of the river and q (x) is a tuple of properties of the che-

mical x. Then, Di (x) values characterize the fate of the che-

mical x in the river considered. In order to rank the chemi-

cals according to their Di (x), the procedure followed by the

Hasse diagram technique is to compare the fate descriptors

of all chemicals.

Definition 3. – Let x, y ∈ G, then x ≤ y if Di (x) ≤ Di (y) for

all i. This specific order relation is called a product- (or

component-wise-) order and obeys the following axioms of

order:

i) reflexivity: ∀ x ∈ G, x ≤ x (a chemical can be com-

pared with itself);

ii) antisymmetry: ∀ x, y ∈G, x ≤ y and y ≤ x ⇒ x = y (if

x is better than y, then y is worse than x);

iii) transitivity: ∀ x, y, z ∈ G, x ≤ y and y ≤ z ⇒ x ≤ z

(if x is better than y and y is better than z, then x is better

than z).

Note that in most mathematical textbooks the symbol

(G, ≤) is used for a partially ordered set.15 However, Brüg-

gemann and co-workers have introduced the notation (G, D),

where D is called the "information base" and is the set of Di

descriptors.16 The reason for writing D instead of ≤ is to

emphasize that the order relation between the chemicals de-

pends on the descriptors selected. Thus, the fact of having

certain order relations between the chemicals in one scena-

rio does not imply that those chemicals will have the same

order relations in another. The cause of this behaviour is that

Di (x) depends, besides chemical properties, on the river pa-

rameters, as mentioned above.

If Di (x) ≤ Di (y) for some indices i and Di (y) ≤ Di (x)

for one or some other indices, then x and y are "incompa-

rable", denoted as x || y. A graph P representing the order

relations found in G can be drawn,17 where the order rela-

tion ≤ is represented by an arrow going, for instance, from

the better chemical to the worse. But P contains unnecessa-

rily many edges, which can be avoided by a transitive reduc-

tion18 eliminating all edges that arise solely from the transiti-

vity axiom. After such "transitivity reduction", a more parsi-

monious graph H, called the Hasse diagram, can be drawn.
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TABLE I. Parameters input to EXWAT describing two scenarios of a
river. H and L stand for the river in a hilly region and the lowland
river, respectively.

River parameters H L

River length / km 100 100

Box length(a) / km 2 2

Volume flow / m3 s–1 500 1000

Water body depth / m 2.5 3.5

Sediment depth / m 0.05 0.05

Width / m 150 300

Wind / m s–1 5 5

Suspended matter content / g m–3 100 100

w(Organic carbon in suspended matter)(b) 0.02 0.04

w(Organic carbon in sediment matrix)(b) 0.02 0.04

Sinking velocity of suspended matter / m d–1 10 15

(a) See Figure 1A.
(b)

w = mass fraction.
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RESULTS

The set G of chemicals in this study is made from the

complete set of 35 acyclic alkanes ranging from C5H12 to

C8H18: three C5H12, five C6H14, nine C7H16 and eighteen

C8H18 isomers (Table II). The physicochemical proper-

ties of each alkane (water solubility, vapour pressure, melt-

ing point, boiling point and octanol/water partition coef-

ficient) were taken from the Chemical Properties Hand-

book19 and the Handbook of Physical Properties of Orga-

nic Chemicals;20 the missing values were estimated using

the module DTEST of E4CHEM. Having the complete

pool of physicochemical properties coming from the lite-

rature and from estimations by DTEST, we use the EXWAT

model of E4CHEM in order to generate the three fate de-

scriptors D1, D2 and D3 for each scenario.

General Dependences of the Descriptors

The alkane labels were assigned following the increasing

values of the Wiener index21 (as a measure of branching

index) of each molecule (Table II). The values of the three

fate descriptors for each alkane appear in Table III. Note

that concentrations D1(H) and D1(L) relate to the volume

of the water body while those of D2(H) and D2(L) relate

to the volume of the sediment. A simple equilibrium cal-

culation shows that, due to the small volume of the sedi-

ment, the variation of D1 can be quite low whereas that

of D2 can be rather high.

Before discussing the results obtained using the

Hasse diagram technique, we analyze separately the be-

haviour of each fate descriptor for the 35 alkanes in both,

H and L, scenarios.

We found that the trends present in H are also pre-

sent in L (Figure 2). We observed that D1 (chemical con-

centration in the fluid phase) is mainly determined by the

molecular weight of the molecules. Thus, we classified

D1 into four subsets of values corresponding to C5H12,

C6H14, C7H16 and C8H18 isomers, respectively. We found

that D1 values for both scenarios fulfil this order relation-

ship: C8H18 > C7H16 > C6H14 > C5H12. In all the cases,

the D1 values of isomers are nearly the same; however,

with the increase of the molecular weight, the linear iso-

mer of each subset increases its D1 value (Table III, Fig-

ure 2). We observed, for the case of alkanes in L, that

the linear isomer of C7H16 reached the value of D1 cor-

responding to the C8H18 isomers (Figure 2). This result
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TABLE II. Molecular graphs and labels for the 35 alkanes consi-
dered in the fate analysis.

Figure 2. Total chemical concentration in the fluid phase (D1) of 35 alkanes in hilly region (H) and in lowland (L) rivers. Some structures are
drawn (see text).
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may suggest that when considering isomers of the set

C9H20 (not studied here), perhaps the linear isomer of

C8H18 could reach the values of D1 for C9H20 isomers,

which is supported by the high D1 value of the linear

C8H18 isomer.

In order to relate D1 with some molecular structural

parameter, we calculated the complete pool of 708 mole-

cular descriptors available in the MOLGEN-QSPR soft-

ware (arithmetical, topological, electrotopological, and

geometrical descriptors).22 After these calculations, we

found a high Pearson correlation (R > 0.9) between D1

and several molecular branching indices (W, 1c, MTI, and

MTI’), which are in turn highly correlated to molecular

weight. Thus, the fate of alkanes in the fluid phase is de-

termined mainly by the molecular weight of the sub-

stances.

Regarding D2 and D3, we found a high correlation

between these fate descriptors (R > 0.9). However, in
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TABLE III. Values of the fate descriptors for the alkanes studied. Di(H) and Di(L) stand for the Di values in the hilly region (H) and lowland
river (L) scenarios, respectively

Alkanes D1(H) D2(H) D3(H) D1(L) D2(L) D3(L)

mg L–1 mg L–1 (mg ⋅ m) (L ⋅ d)–1 mg L–1 mg L–1 (mg ⋅ m) (L ⋅ d)–1

1 0.658 0.078 0.010 0.559 0.065 0.018

2 0.657 0.088 0.002 0.559 0.045 0.003

3 0.658 0.092 0.020 0.560 0.093 0.034

4 0.735 0.169 0.060 0.598 0.209 0.096

5 0.732 0.105 0.024 0.596 0.104 0.038

6 0.733 0.127 0.036 0.596 0.140 0.058

7 0.731 0.091 0.015 0.595 0.077 0.024

8 0.736 0.191 0.072 0.599 0.245 0.116

9 0.796 0.136 0.038 0.626 0.144 0.060

10 0.796 0.150 0.046 0.626 0.166 0.072

11 0.796 0.150 0.046 0.626 0.166 0.072

12 0.796 0.143 0.042 0.626 0.154 0.065

13 0.796 0.143 0.042 0.626 0.154 0.065

14 0.797 0.158 0.050 0.626 0.178 0.079

15 0.797 0.158 0.050 0.626 0.178 0.079

16 0.797 0.158 0.050 0.626 0.178 0.079

17 0.824 0.882 0.448 0.651 1.279 0.682

18 0.856 0.284 0.117 0.655 0.361 0.178

19 0.857 0.305 0.129 0.656 0.392 0.195

20 0.857 0.305 0.129 0.655 0.392 0.195

21 0.859 0.346 0.151 0.657 0.453 0.229

22 0.856 0.284 0.117 0.655 0.361 0.178

23 0.857 0.305 0.129 0.655 0.392 0.195

24 0.859 0.346 0.151 0.657 0.453 0.229

25 0.858 0.322 0.138 0.656 0.417 0.209

26 0.858 0.322 0.138 0.656 0.417 0.209

27 0.858 0.322 0.138 0.656 0.417 0.209

28 0.858 0.346 0.151 0.657 0.453 0.229

29 0.858 0.322 0.138 0.656 0.417 0.209

30 0.860 0.372 0.166 0.658 0.493 0.251

31 0.858 0.322 0.138 0.656 0.417 0.209

32 0.860 0.372 0.166 0.658 0.493 0.251

33 0.859 0.372 0.166 0.658 0.493 0.251

34 0.860 0.372 0.166 0.658 0.493 0.251

35 0.947 2.938 1.572 0.727 4.001 2.172
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contrast to D1, we found no clear distinction between

groups according to molecular weight (Figure 3). When

looking for correlations between D2 and D3 through our

pool of molecular descriptors, we did not find any rele-

vant (R > 0.8) relationship. This result suggests that D2

and D3, contrary to D1, are not related to the molecular

parameters of alkanes. The high correlation between D2

and D3 suggests a similar trend in the alkane concentra-

tions in sediments and also in suspended sediments. Note

that D3 contains the term gws, the concentration of che-

micals on suspended sediment. Despite the lack of cor-

relation between the degree of branching and D2 and D3,

it is important to note the high D2 and D3 values of al-

kanes 17 and 35, which correspond to the linear struc-

tures of C7H16 and C8H18, respectively (Figure 3). This

trend is not observed for the linear structures of the light

alkanes C5H12 and C6H14. A similar behaviour was ob-

served for the same linear alkanes when considering D1.

Having described each fate descriptor separately, we

can discuss the effect on each descriptor of changing the

river parameters from H to L. We observe that D1 de-

creases when we change from H to L (Figure 2). This

means that the concentration of alkanes in fluid phase is

lower in lowland rivers than in rivers in hilly regions. The

reason is the high dilution due to higher discharge in the

lowland river. Now, considering D2, we observe a small

increment in L compared to H. On the other hand, D3 in-

creases in L compared to H, because the deposition of

alkanes on suspended sediments is faster in L than in H.

In general, the change of scenario, from H to L, makes

D1 decrease in contrast to increasing D2 and D3. All in

all, even if we consider structurally simple alkanes, it is

difficult to oversee their fate in different environmental

scenarios. Here, the concept of partially ordered sets is

helpful and is applied in the next section.

Hasse Diagram of Alkanes in Hilly Region and

Lowland Rivers

It was mentioned in the above section that some alkanes

share some fate descriptor values; it means that two al-

kanes x, y ∈G may have Di(x) = Di(y) for i = 1, 2, 3. We

say that then x and y belong to an equivalence class K,

and we select one representative of such a class. These

selected chemicals together with the chemicals for which

Di(x) ≠ Di(y) for i’s, are gathered in the set T of repre-

sentatives. Thus, we draw the Hasse diagram over the set

T of representatives. The equivalence classes for both sce-

narios are shown in Scheme 1.

The set of representatives for scenario H is {1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19, 21, 25, 28, 30, 33,

35} and the one for L is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,

14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 30, 35}. We note four subsets

of isomers (C5H12, C6H14, C7H16 and C8H18) in each

Hasse diagram (Figure 4) and we will discuss some of

their features in the following text.
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Figure 3. Total chemical concentration in sediment (D2) and deposition flux (D3) of 35 alkanes in hilly region (H) and in lowland rivers (L).
Di(H) and Di(L) stand for the values of the log10 of Di in the H and L scenarios, respectively.
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Scheme 1. Equivalence classes in H and L and their relationships.
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General Observations

Brüggemann and co-workers have demonstrated the ver-

satility of using Hasse diagrams in ranking17,23 the che-

micals in a given environmental space defined by de-

scriptors.

In our particular case, the rank is built from fate de-

scriptors (D1, D2 and D3) and in all the cases their high

values (upper part of the diagram) may imply a hazard:

either by being transported downstream with adverse

effects on aquatic organisms or because of accumulation

in sediments (chemical time bomb effect). In contrast, if

D1, D2 and D3 have low values for an alkane, then this

substance is "better" or "less unfriendly" regarding the

environment and is located in the lower part of the dia-

gram. Hence, the diagrams shown in Figure 4 can be in-

terpreted as a rank of alkanes in the given scenario. If we

consider the H diagram, we can see that the most pollu-

tant alkanes are the C8H18 isomers. Then, going down in

the diagram, we found C7H16 isomers, then C6H14, and

finally C5H12. In summary, having classified the alkanes

into four isomer subsets, it seems possible to establish

one ranking according to their fate descriptors. In order

to do that, we introduce the concept of dominance de-

gree (Dom). Let us assume that G' ⊂ G and G'' ⊂ G with

G' ∩ G'' = ∅; if ∀x ∈ G', ∀y ∈ G'', x > y then G'

dominates G'' and we write G' � G''. In the practice of

empirical posets the condition "for all" is too hard.

Therefore we are introducing the dominance degree

Dom (G', G'') = NR / NT, where NR (N realized) = |{(x, y),

x ∈G', y ∈G'' and x > y}| and NT = |G'| ⋅ |G''|. Note that the

counting is based on the complete object set (35 objects)

rather than that on T, because different equivalence clas-

ses appear in H and L. If Dom (G', G'') > 0.5, then we

write G' � G''. We show schematically in Figure 5 the

Dom (G', G'') results for each pair of isomer groups. For

example, the calculation of Dom (C6H14, C5H12), in both

scenarios, is performed by determining NR = |{(4, 1), (4,

2), (4, 3), (5, 1), (5, 2), (5, 3), (6, 1), (6, 2), (6, 3), (7, 1), (7,

2), (8, 1), (8, 2), (8, 3)}| = 14 and NT = |C6H14| ⋅ |C5H12| =

15. Then, Dom (C6H14, C5H12) = 14 / 15 = 0.933.

An arrow � is drawn for each dominance relation;

each of these relations is characterized by its dominance

degree and, in this case:

Dom (CnH2n+2, CmH2m+2) is
> >
= <

⎧
⎨
⎩

0 5

0

. for all

for all

n m

n m
.

Note that the case n = m is not considered because

the subsets compared ought to be disjoint (by definition).

It is important to note that the same dominance diagram

holds for both scenarios. In summary, we find C8H18�

C7H16� C6H14� C5H12, which generalizes our finding

with only one descriptor (D1), as discussed above. Further

discussion on the mathematical properties of the domi-

nance degree is given in reference 24; another applica-

tion of this concept to environmental studies can be found

in reference 25.

Particular Object Related Observations

For each isomer subset, the linear alkane is the chemical

presenting simultaneously high values of its fate descrip-

tors. They are 35 for C8H18, 17 for C7H16, 8 for C6H14

and 3 for C5H12 (compare Table II). Now, from a general

analysis of the Hasse diagrams we can say that the maxi-

mal15 element is 35, which is also the greatest15 element.

There are two minimal15 elements, 1 and 2, for the H dia-

gram and only one, 2, for the L diagram, which becomes

the smallest element of this diagram. This means that the

linear C8H18 alkane is the substance from the complete

set of 35 alkanes whose fate descriptors make it the most

potentially problematic compound in environmental terms.
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Figure 4. Hasse diagrams of 35 alkanes in the river scenarios H
(hilly regions) and L (lowland). Double circles indicate equivalence
classes with more than one alkane.
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location of subsets in Figure 4 (see text).
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Similarly, the fact of having two minimal elements in H

means that there is no alkane with simultaneous fate de-

scriptors lower than 1 and 2. When considering the L

diagram, 2 becomes the least alkane.

Comparing H and L Hasse Diagrams

In the H diagram, each subset of isomers (C5H12, C6H14,

C7H16 and C8H18) appears as a chain or as belonging to a

chain,15 except for the C5H12 subset where there is no li-

near order15 between its members. When we analyze the

effect of changing the river parameters from hilly regions

to a lowland river, we found two general changes:

i) C5H12 subset becomes a linear order, a chain.

ii) There are some internal rearrangements within

C7H16 and C8H18 subsets.

The reason for i) can be explained first by mention-

ing the reason why 1 and 2 in H are incomparable and

then why it changes in L. Chemical 1 is incomparable

with chemical 2 (1 || 2) in H because D1(1) > D1(2),

D2(1) < D2(2) and D3(1) > D3(2) (Table III); hence D2 is

the cause of incomparability. The reasons are difficult to

explain because there are many competitive processes,

which, on the one side, depend on the chemical proper-

ties and, on the other side, on the environmental ones.

For example, high accumulation in the sediment need not

necessarily be implied by a high deposition velocity of

suspended matter. When we analyze the order relations

for these two alkanes in the L diagram, we find that

D1(1) > D1(2), D2(1) > D2(2) and D3(1) > D3(2), hence

1 > 2. In summary, the linear order of the C5H12 subset

in the L diagram is due to the change in the D2 order re-

lation for 1 and 2. In other words, the change in the con-

centration of alkanes 1 and 2 in sediments is the cause of

the linear order in the C5H12 subset.

The second change in Hasse diagrams, when com-

paring H and L, is caused by the redistribution of some

equivalence classes (Scheme 1), which do not alter the

order relations among the chemicals. This is due to small

numerical variations of the descriptors defining each che-

mical in each scenario. These variations normally occur

just in one descriptor while the remaining two keep their

order relations. Moreover, these variations are within the

limits of discriminatory power of the descriptors since

they occur in the last decimal position. For instance, the

relation {28} < {21, 24} is found in H and these che-

micals are rearranged to {21, 24, 28} in L. The cause of

{28} < {21, 24} in H is that D1(28) = 0.858 is lower

than D1(21) = D1(24) = 0.859 since D2(28) = D2(21) =

D2(24) and D3(28) = D3(21) = D3(24). When varying the

river conditions from H to L, then the small numerical

difference between D1(28) and D1(21) = D1(24) becomes

an equality and 28 joins 21 and 24 in an equivalence

class. In general, all the rearrangements within isomer

subsets obey these kinds of small numerical differences.

CONCLUSIONS

The combination of basic chemical fate properties with

partial ordering concepts is an interesting tool for draw-

ing general conclusions on simultaneous analysis of fate

descriptors. The dominance degree was introduced in this

paper as a mathematical tool able to quantify the simulta-

neous effect of different descriptors on the general rank-

ing of subsets of chemicals. The dominance degree is a

measure of the number of real comparabilities between

the members of two different subsets and the theoretical

number of comparabilities holding if all the members in

one subset are "greater" or "lower" than the members of

the other subset. By applying this measure to the hilly

and lowland Hasse diagrams of alkanes we found that

the isomers with highest molecular weight dominate, or

are more problematic than the rest of the isomer subsets

following this relationship: C8H18 � C7H16 � C6H14 �

C5H12, where G' � G'' means that the subset G' do-

minates the subset G''. According to our definition of

Dom (G',G'') > 0.5, the above result means that more

than 50 % of the C8H18 isomers dominate the C7H16

ones, more than 50 % of the C7H16 isomers dominate the

C6H14 ones, etc.

The order relationships found in the dominance of

heavy alkanes over the light ones suggest the possibility

of interdependence between the dominance degree and

the molecular weight of the alkanes. To test this hypo-

thesis, it would be interesting to consider more acyclic

alkanes as objects of study.

It was found that, within each isomer subset, the li-

near alkane is the most environmentally problematic sub-

stance because of its relatively high concentrations in

the water and the sediment bodies of the river scenarios

considered.

Analysis of fate descriptors allows the conclusions

that 1) the concentration of alkanes in the fluid phase of

each scenario was determined mainly by the molecular

weight, 2) the chemical concentration in sediments and

the deposition flux were not related to the molecular

weight, nor to any molecular parameter of the alkanes,

and 3) the change of the river parameters from a river in

hilly regions to a lowland scenario caused the chemical

concentration in the fluid phase to decrease while the

concentration in sediments and the deposition flux in-

creased.

A general feature of the Hasse diagram technique is

that it is based on the qualitative comparison of the de-

scriptors characterizing the objects. Hence, the fact of

having two chemicals x and y with x < y does not ne-

cessarily exclude that their actual concentrations might

be so close that an experimental determination might yield

identical values for both x and y. Then, the practical im-

portance of the posetic results such as the ones shown in

this manuscript are the relations in the graph, rather than

the geometrical ones. This enables, when assessing che-
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micals, to determine pollutant substances, or potentially

problematic ones. However, these results must not be in-

terpreted from a geometrical point of view where, for in-

stance, x < y < z means 1 ppb < 2 ppb < 3 ppb. In fact,

x < y < z might mean 1.001 ppb < 1.002 ppb < 1.003

ppb, and if the uncertainty of the measure is ± 0.002,

then x, y and z become an equivalence class. A similar

case as the one described here are the concentrations

shown in Table III, where the aqueous concentrations

are close to each other for the majority of the alkanes be-

longing to a particular isomer subset. This situation cau-

ses minor variations within the subsets for the other two

descriptors to be responsible of the comparabilities found

between isomers but it does not mean that the "higher"

chemical represents a markedly different chemical con-

centration when compared to a "lower" chemical in the

ranking.

In this research, we considered just two river scena-

rios with the aim of checking how the order relations be-

tween chemicals change from scenario to scenario. How-

ever, this methodology can be applied to new river sce-

narios, perhaps defined by local parameters pertaining to

particular rivers, particular sets of pollutants and parti-

cular input patterns. It may also be applied to chemicals

characterized by some other risk-relevant factors such as

toxicities or some other combinations of chemical attri-

butes.

Several authors14,26 have pointed out that posetic

structures are present in different fields of chemistry and

particularly Brüggemann14 has shown the advantages of

their study in environmental chemistry. The procedure

developed here to deal with the order relations between

subsets of objects may be applied to any poset and it is

interesting to go into more details of its application

when considering chemical posets like those developed

by Randi}27 and Daza and Bernal,28 among others.
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SA@ETAK

Parcijalno ure|eni skupovi u analizi sudbine alkana u rijekama

Guillermo Restrepo, Rainer Brüggemann i Kristina Voigt

Kao matemati~ku mjeru ure|aja za podskupove parcijalno ure|enog skupa uveli smo stupanj dominacije

koji se izvodi iz svojstava njihovih elemenata. U stupnju dominacije sa`ima se parcijalni ure|aj parova eleme-

nata iz dvaju podskupova. Stupanj dominacije pokazuje koliko je ure|aj izme|u neka dva elementa iz razli~itih

podskupova, svojstven svim parovima njihovih elemenata. Stupanj dominacije primijenjen je u komparativnoj

analizi sudbine 35 acikli~kih alkana (od C5H12 do C8H18) prema rije~nim scenarijima za brdska i nizinska po-

dru~ja. Svakom kemijskom spoju pridru`ena su tri deskriptora sudbine, odre|ena pomo}u modula EXWAT iz

programskog paketa E4CHEM. Utvr|eno je da CnH2n+2 dominira nad CmH2m+2 kad je n > m, {to zna~i da

deskriptori za CnH2n+2 imaju uglavnom ve}e vrijednosti od onih za CmH2m+2. Odre|eni rezultati dobiveni su za

linearne izomere iz svakog podskupa.
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Refrigerants ranked by Partial Order Theory 

Guillermo Restrepo1,2, Monika Weckert1, Rainer Brüggemann3,  
Silke Gerstmann1, Hartmut Frank1

Abstract 

Forty refrigerants used in the past, used presently, and some proposed substitutes, were studied in respect to their ozone 
depletion potential, global warming potential, and atmospheric life times. They were ranked using the Hasse diagram 
technique, a mathematical method which permits to draw diagrams representing order relations among chemicals. The 
refrigerants were divided into 13 chemical classes (subsets) of which the most prominent ones are the chlorofluoro-
carbons (CFC), hydrofluorocarbons, hydrochlorofluorocarbons and hydrofluoroethers. Order relations among these 
subsets were calculated applying dominance and separability degrees. The dominance degree is a measure indicating the 
extent to which descriptors of members of one subset are higher than those of members of other subsets; the separability 
degree is a measure for the incomparability or lack of order relations between elements of two subsets. By application of 
these measures to the 13 chemical subsets it was found that more than half of the order relations among them are com-
plete dominances; this means a high degree of comparability among subsets permitting to find the ones most problematic 
in environmental terms. This is the case for the CFC and for some of the hydrofluoroethers. 

1. Introduction 

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) have been used as refrigerants (Stemmler et al., 2004) but due to environmental 
problems, i.e. their high ozone depletion potential (ODP), their global warming potential (GWP) and their 
long atmospheric life times (ALT) (Molina and Rowland 1974, Rowland 1994, UNEP 1987, 1998, 
UNFCCC 1997) industry looked for substitutes; hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC) and hydrofluorocar-
bons (HFC) became the first-generation alternatives (Haymann and Derwent, 1997). However, the latter 
still are not fully satisfactory; therefore, the search continues (Stemmler et al., 2004; UNFCCC 1997). 
Some of the newly proposed substances are chlorine-free fluorinated ethers, hydrocarbons (HC), alcohols, 
amines, and mixtures thereof (Sekiyaa and Misaki, 2000; Swaminathan, 2005a, b; Bivens, 1998). Prior to 
commencement of large-scale production, industry and regulatory agencies assess potential substitutes in 
respect ODP, GWP, ALT, toxicity, insulating ability, flammability, physical and chemical stability, solu-
bility, cost, and other aspects of technical applicability (Sumantran et al., 1999; Swaminathan and Visco, 
2005a, b;WMO 1991, 1992, 1995). 

Normally an assessment implies that a decision is made based upon ranking of the substances under 
consideration (Lerche et al., 2002; Brüggemann, 1999); for this purpose, the Hasse diagram technique 
(HDT) (Brüggemann et al., 1993, 1994, 2001) is one of the most general and least subjective procedures 
(Lerche et al., 2002). In the present work, the HDT is applied to a set of 40 refrigerants taking ODP, GWP 
and ALT into consideration. After ranking, the refrigerants are divided into 13 subsets, and their order 
relations are studied by calculation of the two measures of comparability and incomparability, the domi-
nance and the separability degrees. 

                                                     
1 Environmental Chemistry and Ecotoxicology, University Bayreuth, Germany 
email: guillermo.restrepo@uni-bayreuth.de, Internet: www.uni-bayreuth.de/departments/umweltchemie/ 
2 Laboratorio de Química Teórica, Universidad de Pamplona, Colombia 
3 Leibniz-Institute of Freshwater Ecology and Inland Fisheries, Berlin, Germany 
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2. Hasse diagram technique, dominance and separability degrees 

2.1 Hasse Diagram Technique (HDT) 

Important concepts of the HDT are illustrated in the following example; a detailed description of the tech-
nique is found in Brüggemann et al. (1994, 2001). Let us assume set P contains 6 substances: P = {a, b, c, d, 
e, f } of which each is described by three properties: q1, q2 and q3 (Table 1). The HDT permits to compare 
any two chemicals considering simultaneously all their properties. A substance x is ranked higher than 
another y (y ≤ x) when all its properties are higher than those of y, as is the case for c ≤ e (Table 1, Figure 
1); in this case it is said that the two substances are “comparable”. If x, y and z are substances and if x ≤ y
and y ≤ z, then x ≤ z; for example c ≤ e, d ≤ c, then d ≤ e (Figure 1). If the property qi of x is higher 
than qj for y and the value of the property qj for x is lower than qj for y, then x and y are said to be “in-
comparable” (x || y), for instance e || f (Table 1, Figure 1). Two substances are in a “cover-relation” if they 
are comparable and if there is no third one in between; all the pairs of substances with cover-relations are 
graphically represented in a Hasse diagram (Figure 1) drawn and analysed with the software WHASSE 
(Brüggemann et al., 1995). In general, the HDT permits to study order relations among the elements of a set 
by analysing the partially ordered set given by the couple (P, ≤ ), where ≤  is the order relation discussed 
above. 

Table 1: 
Properties q1, q2 and q3 of the chemicals a, b, c, d, e and f. 

q1 q2 q3

a 0 5 1 
b 1 1 1 
c 3 6 4 
d 2 4 1 
e 4 9 7 
f 5 7 7 

Figure 1: Hasse diagram of the substances in Table 1; the three boxes represent three subsets 
of chemicals (see text). 
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If the chemicals are described by properties whose values increase with the extent of their adverse im-
pact, as is the case of ODP, GWP and ALT, then these substances located at the top of the diagram will be 
the “most hazardous” ones; in Figure 1 these substances correspond to e and f; in contrast, the chemicals 
found at the bottom (a and b) will represent the “least hazardous” ones. 

Normally, a Hasse diagram is interpreted by analysing the order relations of single elements of P, but in 
some cases the order relations among different subsets is also of interest, for example among classes of 
similar chemicals. For doing this, two measures have been developed (Restrepo et al., 2007a, b, c), one 
indicating the extent to which members of one subset hold higher values in their descriptors than the 
members of other subsets, called the dominance degree (Restrepo et al. 2006a, 2007a, b, c); the second 
measure quantifies the number of incomparabilities among the members of two compound subsets and is 
called the separability degree (Restrepo et al., 2007c). 

2.2 Dominance and separability degrees 

Given a Hasse diagram of (P, ≤ ) and two disjoint subsets P1, P2 ⊂ P, the dominance degree between P1

and P2 is given by Dom (P1, P2) = NR / NT, where NR = |{(x, y), x ∈ P1, y ∈ P2 and y ≤ x}| and NT = 
|P1| ⋅ |P2|; |X | means the cardinality or number of elements in a set X. The separability degree between P1

and P2 is given by Sep (P1, P2) = NI / NT, where NI = |{(x, y), x ∈ P1, y ∈ P2 and y || x}|. 
Dom (P1, P2) and Sep (P1, P2) range from 0 to 1; Dom (P1, P2) = 1 means that all elements in P1 have 

descriptor values higher than the ones of the elements of P2; in this case it is said that P1 completely do-
minates P2 (Restrepo et al. 2007c). Dom (P1, P2) = 0 means that for no element x of P1 and y of P2 the 
relation y ≤ x holds; in this case P1 does not dominate P2. Because of the antisymmetry of ≤  (Trotter 
1992), Dom (P1, P2) is not necessarily equal to Dom (P2, P1) (Restrepo et al. 2007b, c). Furthermore, Sep 
(P2, P1) = 1 means that all possible relations between P1 and P2 are incomparabilities; Sep (P1, P2) = 0 
means that there are no incomparabilities between P1 and P2, and therefore all their relations are ruled by ≤ . 
Additionally, it was proved that Dom (P1, P2) + Dom (P2, P1) + Sep (P1, P2) = 1 (Restrepo et al. 2007c). The 
values of dominance and separability degrees for the three subsets shown in Figure 1 are the following: 
Dom (A, B) = 1 / 4 = 0.25, Dom (B, A) = 2 / 4 = 0.5, Sep (A, B) = 1 / 4 = 0.25; Dom (B, C) = 4 / 4 = 1, Dom 
(C, B) = 0 / 4 = 0, Sep (B, C) = 0 / 4 = 0; and Dom (A, C) = 2 / 4 = 0.5, Dom (C, A) = 0 / 4 = 0, Sep (A, C) = 
2 / 4 = 0.5. 

The set P of 40 refrigerants (Table 2) was divided into the following 13 subsets: CFC, HFC, HCFC, HC, 
di(fluoroalkyl)ethers (DFAE), alkylfluoroalkylethers (AFAE), chloromethanes (CM), and the sin-
gle-compound subsets trifluoroiodomethane (FIM), octafluorocyclobutane (PFC), carbon dioxide (CO2), 
bromochlorodifluorobutane (BCF), dimethyl ether (DME) and ammonia (NH3). These subsets were formed 
taking into consideration the common classification of the refrigerants into different chemical families. 
Each refrigerant is represented by its ALT, ODP and GWP (Restrepo et al. 2007b). 
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Table 2: 
Refrigerants included in this study, their labels, chemical subsets, molecular formulae  

and non-proprietory names 

Label Subset 
Molecular 
formula 

Non-proprie- 
tory name 

Label Subset 
Molecular 
formula 

Non-proprie- 
tory name 

1 CFC CCl3F R11 21 CO2 CO2 R744 

2 CFC CCl2F2 R12 22 BCF CBrClF2 R12B1 

3 HCFC CHClF2 R22 23 PFC C4F8 RC318 

4 HCFC C2HCl2F3 R123 24 HFC C3HF7 R227ea 

5 HCFC C2HClF4 R124 25 AFAE C4H3F7O HFE-7000 

6 HCFC C2H3Cl2F R141b 26 AFAE C5H3F9O HFE-7100 

7 HCFC C2H3ClF2 R142b 27 AFAE C6H5F9O 
HFE-7200/ 

HFE-569mccc 

8 HFC CHF3 R23 28 AFAE C9H5F15O HFE-7500 

9 HFC CH2F2 R32 29 DFAE C2HF5O HFE-125 

10 HFC C2HF5 R125 30 DFAE C2H2F4O HFE-134 

11 HFC C2H2F4 R134a 31 CM CH2Cl2 R30 

12 HFC C2H3F3 R143a 32 CM CH3Cl R40 

13 HFC C2H4F2 R152a 33 CFC C2Cl3F3 R113 

14 HFC C3H3F5 R245fa 34 HCFC CHCl2F R21 

15 HFC C3H2F6 R236fa 35 CFC C2Cl2F4 R114 

16 HC C3H8 R290 36 FIM CF3I R13I1 

17 HC C4H10 R600 37 DME C2H6O  

18 HC C4H10 R600a 38 NH3 NH3 R717 

19 HC C5H12 R601 39 AFAE C2H3F3O HFE-143 

20 HC C3H6 R1270 40 AFAE C3H3F5O HFE-245 

3. Results and discussion 

The Hasse diagram of the considered refrigerants is depicted in Figure 2 with the marked boxes represen-
ting the 13 subsets mentioned in Table 2. 

Since high values of ALT, ODP and GWP indicate a refrigerant with adverse effects on the environment, 
the most problematic substances are 1, 2, 8, 22, 23, 29, 33 and 35, while 19 and 20 are considered as benign 
ones. Problematic substances belong to DFAE, CFC, BCF, HFC and PFC subsets, and the benign ones to 
the HC subset. It is important to note the identification of 29, a difluoroalkyl ether, as hazardous refrigerant 
although this chemical has been introduced as potential replacement of CFC, HFC and HCFC (Tai, 2005), 
while 31, although a chlorocarbon, is relatively benign. 

From the total of 13× 13 = 169 ordered pairs (Pi, Pj), dominance and separability degrees are defined for 
156 (169 minus 13 self comparisons Pi = Pj). Hence, for each of the 78 non-ordered pairs {Pi, Pj}, Dom (Pi, 
Pj), Dom (Pj, Pi) and Sep (Pi, Pj) were calculated (Table 3). 
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Figure 2: Hasse Diagram of 40 refrigerants and its subsets shown as boxes. CFC:  
chlorofluorocarbons, HFC: hydrofluorocarbons, HCFC: hydrochlorofluorocarbons, HC: 

 hydrocarbons, DFAE: di(fluoroalkyl)ethers, AFAE: alkylfluoroalkylethers, CM: chloromethanes, FIM: 
trifluoroiodomethane, PFC: octafluorocyclobutane, BCF: bromochlorodifluorobutane, DME: dimethyl 

ether, CO2 and NH3. 
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Table 3: 
Dominance and separability degrees for the 13 subsets shown in Figure 2 

{Pi, Pj} Dom (Pi, Pj) Dom (Pj, Pi) Sep (Pi, Pj)

{DFAE, AFAE}, {DFAE, HC}, {DFAE, FIM}, {DFAE, DME},

{DFAE, NH3}, {BCF, AFAE}, {BCF, CM}, {BCF, HC}, 

{BCF, FIM}, {BCF, DME}, {BCF, NH3}, {CFC, HCFC}, 

{CFC, AFAE}, {CFC, CM}, {CFC, HC}, {CFC, FIM}, 

{CFC, DME}, {CFC, NH3}, {PFC, AFAE}, {PFC, CO2}, 

{PFC, HC}, {PFC, FIM}, {PFC, DME}, {PFC, NH3}, 

{HCFC, HC}, {HCFC, FIM}, {HCFC, DME}, {HCFC, NH3} 

{HFC, HC}, {HFC, FIM}, {HFC, DME}, {HFC, NH3}, 

{AFAE, HC}, {AFAE, FIM}, {AFAE, DME}, {AFAE, NH3}, 

{CM, FIM}, {CM, DME}, {CM, NH3}, {CO2, FIM}, 

{CO2, DME}, {CO2, NH3}, {FIM,DME} 

1 0 0 

{HCFC, CM} 0.92 0 0.08 

{HFC, AFAE} 0.85 0.07 0.08 

{CFC, HFC} 0.78 0 0.22 

{HCFC, AFAE} 0.73 0 0.27 

{BCF, HCFC} 0.67 0 0.33 

{PFC, HFC} 0.63 0 0.37 

{HC, DME} 0.6 0.2 0.2 

{DFAE, CM}, {DFAE, CO2}, {PFC, CM}, 

{HFC, CM}, {AFAE, CM}, {PFC, DFAE} 
0.5 0 0.5 

{DFAE, HFC} 0.44 0.11 0.45 

{CM, HC} 0.4 0 0.6 

{CFC, DFAE} 0.38 0 0.62 

{BCF, HFC} 0.33 0 0.67 

{CFC, CO2} 0.25 0 0.75 

{HFC, CO2} 0.22 0 0.78 

{HCFC, HFC}, {CO2, HC}, {FIM, HC}, {NH3, HC} 0.2 0 0.8 

{DFAE, BCF}, {DFAE, HCFC}, {BCF, CFC}, {BCF, PFC}, 

{BCF, CO2}, {CFC, PFC}, {PFC, HCFC}, {HCFC, CO2}, 

{AFAE, CO2}, {CM, CO2}, {FIM, NH3}, {DME, NH3} 

0 0 1 

According to Table 3, for 55% of all pairs {Pi, Pj} there is complete dominance of one subset over an-
other, they are not separable (Sep (Pi, Pj) = 0). This indicates a high degree of comparability among the 
studied subsets, implying the possibility of finding order relations among the majority of subsets. Accor-
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ding to a previous investigation (Restrepo et al., 2007b), one of the subsets dominating the majority of the 
subsets is CFC (Table 3) with high values of dominance over the other subsets. 

When none of the compared subsets dominates any others, these are completely separated and therefore 
all their elements are incomparable (Restrepo et al., 2007c); in this case the dominance degree drops to 0 
and the separability degree grows to 1. One example is the pair {CFC, PFC} (Figure 2). In this study, 15% 
of the pairs have this distribution for the three calculated parameters (Table 3); this means that less than a 
sixth of the relations among subsets do not follow an order relation, thereby it is not possible to find a most 
hazardous susbset for these cases because of their mutual incomparability. A strategy for looking for 
comparabilities in these cases is to prioritise the properties of the chemicals in order to aggregate them into 
a new superdescriptor which yields a linear order of the original Hasse diagram. The application of this 
strategy to the refrigerants will be published in a forthcoming paper. 

The remaining pairs of Table 3, 30% of the total, are representing intermediate situations where one 
subset partially dominates the other one, both being partially separable. One example is { DFAE, HFC }, 
where 15% of their possible relations are of the kind y ≤ x, with x ∈  HFC and y ∈  DFAE; 40% hold x ≤
y, and 45% are incomparabilities between x and y. 

The fact that more than half of the refrigerant subsets dominate others can be regarded as evidence of the 
relationship between the ranking of single compounds and the ranking of their families. This also suggests 
a relationship between the criteria for selecting members of each class and their ranking. Since the criteria 
of forming the subsets is the common chemical classification, i.e. chlorofluorocarbons, hydrofluorocarbons, 
and so on, it is interesting to form the classes by unsupervised classification, such as hierarchical cluster 
analysis using molecular descriptors for describing the refrigerants. It will be interesting to compare the 
resulting ranking of subsets with the ones found in the current work. 
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Abstract
We developed the dominance and separability degrees as two new mathematical tools measuring the 
amount of comparabilities and incomparabilities among pairs of disjoint subposets in a parent poset 
and we have related them through a theorem. Their mathematical properties when these measures are 
constrained to be higher than 0.5 have been studied. We have shown that variations of dominance and 
separability degrees from values in the real interval (0.5, 1] permit to “tune” the level of detail on the 
comparabilites and incomparabilities among the subsets studied. The lack of transitivity of dominance 
and separability degrees is established, along with the special requirement, needed on the poset, to 
have a transitivity of these measures. 

As a chemical application, the Hasse diagram of Born-Oppenheimer molecular total energies 
of the complete set of isoelectronic species with total nuclear charge 10 in their minimum energy 
configurations has been studied. We partition this set into ten subsets, each one containing all the 
species with the same number of nuclei. By the calculation of the dominance and separability degrees 
a relation between the number of atoms in any ensemble and the Born-Oppenheimer energies is 
established.

Key Words: partially ordered sets, posets, ranking, Born-Oppenheimer energies 
MSC: 06A06, 62F07, 92E99 

1. Introduction 
Partially ordered sets (posets) are mathematical structures based on a comparison among the 

elements of a set [1]. If these elements are defined by their properties, then a poset is the result of the 
simultaneous comparison of the elements through their properties. Comparisons are usual in human 
activities, examples of their presence are these kinds of questions: which is the best kind of economic 
system?, which is the best university?, which is the best quantum-chemical level of calculation?, 
which is the most hazardous substance? In order to reply to these questions it is always necessary to 
make comparisons, and a poset is the mathematical structure behind them. 

There are several posetic studies in different fields of knowledge [1,2]; in economy, for 
instance, Annoni recently ranked and classified a set of European countries according to their public 
level of satisfaction regarding different public services [3]; in ecology, Solomon has pointed out the 
posetic character of the abundance vectors used to define a community in diversity studies [4]; in 
thermodynamics and quantum mechanics it has been shown the relation of the Young diagrams lattice 
(a poset) with the mixing character [5-7] and the generation of wave functions satisfying the Pauli 
exclusion principle [8]. Particularly in chemistry, instances of posetic studies started at the end of 
1960s with Ruch and his investigations into the algebraic description of chirality [9,10]; afterwards 
Randi  and some others made important researches on chemical structure and its posetic description 
[11-15]. Another relevant and nowadays quite explored aspect of posets in chemistry was initiated by 
Halfon and Reggiani in 1986 when they ranked substances in environmental hazard studies [16]; this 
line of research has been deeply studied by Brüggemann and coworkers [1,17-29], who regularly 
organise workshops about posets in chemistry and environmental sciences. Some other instances of 
these mathematical structures in chemistry are found in references [1,28-36]. A more general 
statement on posets has been set up by Klein and Babi  [35,36], who have pointed out that posets may 
be deeply related to experimental sciences through the measuring process. According to these authors, 
ambiguities resulting from measurements might be explained as the result of measuring elements, 
which in reality must be considered as incomparable. Hence, the measuring method may force the 
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incomparabilities to be comparable and, because of the different possibilities to do this [37,38], the 
outcomes may be different, therefore “ambiguous”, in a systematically controlled way. 

Once a poset is detected or constructed on a given set, its analysis permits to draw conclusions 
on the order relations among the elements considered, for instance maximal and minimal elements or 
order intervals, ideals or filters [39]. The study of these posetic features and their properties are an 
important and active research field of mathematics, mainly carried out in combinatorics. However, to 
our knowledge, there is little information on the study of posetic properties of subsets of elements 
belonging to a poset. That is to ask, if the original set is partitioned into different subsets, what is the 
behaviour of the order relations among these subsets? In a chemical framework this question can be 
exemplified as: given a poset of organic molecules, which are the order relations between alkanes-
alkenes, alkanes-alkynes, alkynes-amines and so on? In this paper we deal with that question and we 
develop two measures, one related to the comparability and another one with the incomparability 
between a pair of subsets; the first measure is called the dominance degree and the second one the 
separability degree. We also describe their mathematical properties and their relation through a novel 
theorem. Finally, these measurements are applied to different subposets of a poset of isoelectronic 
chemical species with equal total nuclear charge. 

2. Methodology 
For the sake of clarity we introduce some terms useful for the understanding of the paper: 

Definition 1. An ordered pair (P, R) is called a structure if R is a relation on the non-empty set P
which is called a ground set and is here considered finite. 

Definition 2. A binary relation  on P is called a partial order if:
1. x P x x,
2. x, y P, x y and y x x = y,
3. x, y, z P, x y and y z x z.
Then  is respectively reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive on P. A ground set equipped with a 
partial order is called a poset (partially ordered set) and it is denoted as (P, ).

Definition 3. Let P’ be a subset of P, with the inherited order relation , then (P’, ) is a subposet of 
(P, ).

In some cases the fact of having x y and y x does not necessarily imply x = y. In those situations 
it is said that x and y are related by an equivalence relation different than equality, for instance a 
similarity relation [40] in which case  is called a quasi order [19]. This may occur when the elements 
of P are described by means of their features. In the case with a quasi-order one may define an 
equivalence relation  such that the equivalence class of x P is {y : x y and y x}. Hence, if 
one wants to order the elements of P according to , it is possible to select a representative element of 
each equivalence class to perform the ordering, instead of considering all the elements in P, including 
equivalent ones. In that case the relation  is not applied to the complete set P but to a set P’’ of 
representative elements of each equivalence class. In order to avoid cumbersome notation, we keep 
calling P the reduced set P’’ of representatives. 

Definition 4. Two elements x, y P are said to be comparable if either x y or y x. We say that x
surpasses y if y x.

Definition 5. Given two elements x, y P, we say that y is covered by x, denoted y : x, if y x and 
there is no z P for which y < z and z < x. If y : x, it is said that x covers y.

The existence of (P, ) does not guarantee the comparability between every pair x, y P. For 
those “incomparable” elements a new relation is defined. 

Definition 6. For all x, y P, x and y are incomparable (x || y) iff not x y and not y  x. The 
incomparability relation || is a binary relation on P fulfilling these properties: 
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1. x P  not x || x,
2. x, y P, x || y y || x.
Then || is an irreflexive and symmetric relation on P.

Definition 7. Let G = (P, E ) the comparability graph of (P, ), where E  is the set of edges 
containing the comparable pairs in P.

Definition 8. Let G : = (P, E :) the cover graph of (P, ), where E : is the set of edges containing the 
cover pairs in P.

G :, as well as G , is an undirected graph which offers more information about comparabilities and 
incomparabilities if it is oriented taking advantage of the antisymmetry of  [2]. 

Definition 9. Let H = (P, d(E :)) a directed graph of (P, ) where d(E :) is the set of directed edges 
containing the cover pairs in P. H is called the Hasse diagram of (P, ) if it is drawn in the Euclidean 
plane whose horizontal/vertical coordinate system requires that the vertical coordinate of x P be 
larger than the one of y P if y : x.

Definition 10. Let G|| = (P, E||) the incomparability graph of (P, ), where E : is the set of edges 
containing the incomparable pairs in P.

2.1. Order relations among subsets of a poset 
There are two ways for studying the order relations among subsets of a poset (P, ). The first 

one clusters the elements of P and defines pseudo-objects as centres of the clusters and finally 
analyses the resulting partial order on the set of pseudo-objects [20]. The second possibility considers 
all the order relations between members of different subsets of P, which can arise from external 
knowledge. For example, chemicals may be ordered due to a set of properties. There may still be 
information, which is not used for ordering the chemicals but which can be used to define subsets 
within the partially ordered set. This methodology and its properties are studied in this paper by 
defining two new structural parameters of (P, ); one dealing with the -relation between subsets, 
called dominance1 degree, and another one studying the ||-relation, called separability degree. Since 
these two measures depend on the number of comparabilities and incomparabilities among the 
elements of any two subsets of a Hasse diagram, we introduce an indicator function useful for 
counting them. 

Definition 11. Let (P, ) be a poset with Pi and Pj P such that Pi Pj = . Then for all x Pi, y
Pj it is defined the indicator function  as follows: ),( ji

xyL

yx
yx

xy
L ji

xy

|| if 0
 if 1

 if 1
),(     (1) 

Whenever it holds a comparability between x and y,  assigns a value of 1 or –1, being 1 when x

surpasses y and –1 when y surpasses x;  yields a value of zero when the pair is incomparable 
(recall that equivalences are excluded). This kind of indicator function is used in observational studies 
[42] and it is further described by Rosenbaum [42,43]. 

),( ji
xyL

),( ji
xyL

In order to have an account of the number of comparabilities ( y x  and x y ) and 
incomparabilities (x || y) in P, the statistics j iT , i jT  and  are created. ||i jT

1 The concept of dominance developed in this paper is not directly related to the one of dominating set, which is 
as follows [41]: A dominating set is a set of vertices D V in a graph G = (V, E) having the property that every 
vertex v V - D is adjacent to at least one vertex in D.
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Definition 12. Let Pi and Pj be two disjoint subsets with x Pi, y Pj and respective cardinalities ni

and nj. The statistics j iT ,  and  among all possible i jT ||i jT in jn  relations are defined as: 

j iT  is a count of all  =1, ),( ji
xyL

i jT  is a count of all  = –1,  (2) ),( ji
xyL

||i jT  is a count of all  = 0. ),( ji
xyL

In the following we introduce the dominance and separability degrees. 

Definition 13. Let (P, ) be a poset with Pi, Pj P such that Pi Pj =  and ni = |Pi|, nj = |Pj|.
Then for all x Pi and y Pj, the dominance degree of Pi over Pj is given by 

( , ) j i
i j

i j

T
Dom P P

n n
    (3) 

Hence, Dom(Pi, Pj) counts the number of ordered pairs where an element of Pi surpasses an element of 
Pj and divides it by all the possible relations between Pi and Pj. Therefore, Dom yields a real value 
ranging from 0 to 1; Dom(Pi, Pj) = 1 means that all the elements in Pi surpass all those in Pj. In 
contrast, if Dom(Pi, Pj) = 0, it means that no element of Pi surpasses an element of Pj. Note that, 
because of the antisymmetry of  (Definition 2), Dom(Pi, Pj) is not necessarily equal to Dom(Pj, Pi)
and the equality only occurs when the number of pairs x y is equal to the number of pairs y x (see 
Corollary 1). 

The relations defined on P are of two types: comparabilities ( ) and incomparabilities ( || ). 
Since Dom(Pi, Pj) represents the fraction of relations of Pi over Pj such that y x with x Pi and y
Pj, it is possible that the rest of the relations correspond to either comparabilities where the elements of 
Pj surpass those of Pi, or incomparabilities among them. Hence, given a value of Dom(Pi, Pj) it is 
natural to ask for Dom(Pj, Pi) and also for the proportion of incomparabilities. These incomparabilities 
may be gathered in a mathematical expression similar to and, as we show later in Theorem 1, related 
to dominance degree. 

Definition 14. Given a poset (P, ) with Pi, Pj P such that Pi Pj =  and ni = |Pi|, nj = |Pj|, then 
for all x Pi, y Pj, the separability degree between Pi and Pj is given by 

||( , ) i j
i j

i j

T
Sep P P

n n
    (4) 

Sep(Pi, Pj) is the result of the division of the number of incomparabilities between the elements of Pi
and Pj and the number of order relations between Pi and Pj. Note that Sep(Pi, Pj) = Sep(Pj, Pi) because 
of the symmetry of || (Definition 6). Separability degree takes values in the real interval [0, 1]; Sep(Pi,
Pj) = 1 means that all the possible relations between Pi and Pj are incomparabilities; in contrast, a 
value of Sep(Pi, Pj) = 0 means that there are no incomparabilities between Pi and Pj, thereby all their 
relations are comparabilities and they are counted in Dom(Pi, Pj) and Dom(Pj, Pi). Hence, there is a 
mathematical relation between Dom(Pi, Pj), Dom(Pj, Pi) and Sep(Pi, Pj), which is set up in Theorem 1. 
Before introducing this theorem and its consequences, we show an example of calculation of 
dominance and separability degrees. 

Example 1. Let P = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}, P1 = {a, b, c, d}, P2 = {e, f, g, h} and the Hasse diagram 
depicted in Figure 1. In this case Dom(P1, P2) = 8/16 = 0.5, Dom(P2, P1) = 4/16 = 0.25 and Sep(P1, P2)
= 4/16 = 0.25. 
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Dom(P1, P2) = 0.5
Dom(P2, P1) = 0.25
Sep(P1, P2) = 0.25

a

b c

d

e

f

g

h

P1

P2

a

b c

d

e

f

g

h

aa

bb cc

dd

ee

ff

gg

hh

P1

P2

Figure 1. A Hasse diagram on the set P = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}; two “boxed” subsets P1 = {a, b, c, d}
and P2 = {e, f, g, h} with n1 = n2 = 4; and their respective dominance and separability degrees. 

Note that the only requirement for calculating dominance and separability degrees is that Pi and Pj be 
disjoint subsets. This implies that their internal relations,  and ||, are not necessary for building up Pi
or Pj. In fact, they might be antichains, chains or mixtures of them and this fact does not address the 
membership to Pi or Pj.

Theorem 1. Let (P, ) be a poset with Pi, Pj P such that Pi Pj = . The dominance (Dom)
(Definition 13) and separability (Sep) (Definition 14) degrees for Pi and Pj satisfy Dom(Pi, Pj) + 
Dom(Pj, Pi) + Sep(Pi, Pj) = 1. 
Proof. Dom(Pi, Pj), Dom(Pj, Pi) and Sep(Pi, Pj) are defined on Pi, Pj P, where ni = |Pi| and nj = |Pj|.
There are two relations defined on P, namely  (Definition 2) and || (Definition 6), which are in turn 
defined on the subposets (Pi, ) and (Pj, ). The relation  can be split into the relations ji  and ij ,

where ji  = {(x, y) : x Pi, y Pj and y x} and ij  = {(x, y) : x Pi, y Pj and x y}. Then, 

the set { ji , } is a partition of  because ij  = ji ij  and ji ij  = . From this, and 
from Definition 6, follows that  || =  and R =  ||, where R = {(x, y) : x Pi, y Pj and 
either y x or x y or x || y}, which is the set of ordered pairs (x, y) i jPP  fulfilling the relations 

 and ||. Then, { ji , , ||} is a partition of R because ij ji ij  || =  and R =   ji ij

 ||. Since |R | = n , then | | + |i n j ji ij | + | || | = ni n j , and, according to Definition 11, this is 

equivalent to ||j i i j i j i n jT T T . Thus, from Definitions 13 and 14 it follows that Dom(Pi, Pj) + 
Dom(Pj, Pi) + Sep(Pi, Pj) = 1

n

The dominance degree, Dom(Pi, Pj), is a measurement of the extent of comparability between any two 
disjoint subposets of P. In observational studies [42-44], whose goal is to measure the effect of a 
cause, for instance the effect of a medical treatment on patients, a set P of observations (patients) is 
divided into two subsets Pi (control) and Pj (treatment). When the observations are described by more 
than one outcome, then P may become a poset and the coherence of the cause-effect hypothesis is 
measured by the degree of dominance of one of the two considered subsets in the poset. This 
measurement is carried out by a statistic operating on the set of relations between the two compared 
subsets and it considers simultaneously comparabilities and incomparabilities. The statistic used in 
these studies [44] is: 

21

1 1

)2,1(
1 2

ˆ
nn

L
n

l

n

m
lm

C , with   (5) 
jj

ml

ml

lm

lm PI
ImIl

yx
yx
xy

L
for set index 

,

|| if 0
 if 1

 if 1
21)2,1(

Since ˆ
C  operates over all possible values of , it does not distinguish between  = 1, –1 or 0, 

thereby it does not differentiate between Dom(Pi, Pj) = Dom(Pj, Pi), Sep(Pi, Pj) = 1; and Dom(Pi, Pj) = 
Dom(Pj, Pi), Sep(Pi, Pj) = 0; yielding a value of zero for both cases. It can be also noted that 

)2,1(
lmL )2,1(

lmL

ˆ
C =
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Dom(Pi, Pj) – Dom(Pj, Pi). Then, the advantage of studying individually Dom(Pi, Pj), Dom(Pj, Pi) and 
Sep(Pi, Pj) makes it possible to go into the details of the comparability and incomparability relations 
between Pi and Pj. Note that ˆ

C  is equivalent to the statistic suggested by Rosenbaum [42,43]. 
In a work on observational studies developed by Gefeller and Pralle [44], it is stated that, what 

here it is defined as, Dom(Pi, Pj) and Dom(Pj, Pi) must fulfil Dom(Pi, Pj) + Dom(Pj, Pi)  1. This 
inequality becomes an equality by adding the term of separability between Pi and Pj, as in the 
statement of Theorem 1. 

Corollary 1. Dom(Pi, Pj) = Dom(Pj, Pi) iff j iT = i jT .

This corollary states that Pi dominates Pj and Pj dominates Pi to the same extent only if the number of 
pairs where y x is equal to the number of pairs where x y, having x Pi and y Pj.

Since Dom(Pi, Pj) depends on the number of comparabilities between Pi and Pj, where the 
elements of Pi surpass the ones of Pj, then Dom(Pi, Pj) can be related to a matrix of comparabilities of 
this kind. 

Definition 15. Given a Hasse diagram of (P, ), Pi and Pj P holding Pi Pj = ; then for all x
Pi, y Pj the indicator function  is defined as follows: ),( ji

xyM

otherwise 0
 if 1),( xy

M ji
xy     (6) 

Definition 16. Let M(i,j) = 
ji nn

j )i
xyM ,(  the matrix representing the -values of (x, y) Pi

),( ji
xyM Pj,

where |Pi| = ni and |Pj| = nj.

This matrix can be regarded as an adjacency matrix describing the -relations among the elements in 
Pi and those in Pj. Note that M(i,j) is not a symmetric matrix because of the antisymmetry of 
(Definition 2). Since the statistic j iT  (Definition 12) can be derived from this matrix, then Dom(Pi,
Pj) (Definition 13) can also be related to M(i,j).

Each couple of disjoint subsets in P can be described by an M matrix and it is possible to 
study the relation between subsets by the multiplication of these matrices. 

Before describing the meaning of the standard matrix product of M matrices, we define the 
collection of subsets of P and the -paths.

Definition 17. Let P be a non-empty set and P a collection of subsets of P. P partitions P iff: 
1. P Pi,iPP
2. If P1 and P2 P, then P1  P2 = .

Definition 18. Let Pi, Pk,…, Pl, Pj P and r Pi, s Pk,…, t Pl, u Pj. Any sequence of 
comparabilities r s t u is called a -path.

Proposition 1. Let (P, ) be a poset; S  P; Pi S, |Pi| = ni; and G :(S) the cover graph of (S, ).
Let M(i,j) be the associated matrix to any pair Pi, Pj S. Let be the standard matrix product of an 
arbitrary number of M matrices yielding a matrix C, defined as follows: C(i,j) = M(i,k) M(l,j) = 

ji nn
ji

ruC ),( , with i, j indicating Pi, Pj S and r Pi, u Pj.

If these conditions hold, then each  represents the number of ),( ji
ruC -paths r s t u

between r Pi and u Pj in G :(S) such that these -paths pass through at least one element of each 
subset Pi, Pk,…, Pl, Pj S considered in the matrix product. 
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Proof. We shall prove that given a standard matrix product of M matrices, the elements of the final 
matrix C indicate the number of -paths passing through at least one element of each subset in the 
matrix product. 

Let us start assuming, without loss of generality, P = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} and P = {P1, P2, P3,
P4} with P1 = {a, b}, P2 = {c, d}, P3 = {e, f} and P4 = {g, h}. Let us consider S = P  and the following 
arbitrary M matrices. 

)2,1()2,1(

)2,1()2,1(
)2,1(

bdbc

adac

MM
MM

b
a

dc

M )3,2()3,2(

)3,2()3,2(
)3,2(

dfde

cfce

MM
MM

d
c

fe

M )4,3()4,3(

)4,3()4,3(
)4,3(

fhfg

eheg

MM
MM

f
e

hg

M

and their product )4,3()3,2()2,1()4,1( MMMC

)4,1()4,1(

)4,1()4,1(
)4,1(

bhbg

ahag

CC
CC

b
a

hg

C  with 

)4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,1(

)4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,1(

)4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,1(

)4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,3()3,2()2,1()4,1(

fhdfbdfhcfbcehdebdehcebcbh

fgdfbdfgcfbcegdebdegcebcbg

fhdfadfhcfacehdeadehceacah

fgdfadfgcfacegdeadegceacag

MMMMMMMMMMMMC
MMMMMMMMMMMMC
MMMMMMMMMMMMC
MMMMMMMMMMMMC

Now, each element , , , of the matrix C(1,4) is of the form 

, with r P1, s P2, t

)4,1(
agC )4,1(

ahC )4,1(
bgC )4,1(

bhC
)4,3()3,2()2,1(

tustrs MMM P3 and u P4.

According to Definition 15, for any x Pi and y Pj with Pi Pj = , is equal to 1 

if y  x and 0 otherwise, therefore each term  in 

),( ji
xyM

)4,3()2,1(
turs MMM )3,2(

st
)4,,1(

rsM 3()3,2(
tust M)2 M  is either 

equal to 1 or to 0. It is 1 if all  have the value 1; that is, if r  s, s  t and t u. It is 0 if at least 

one  = 0; that is, if at least one of these incomparabilities r || s, s || t or t || u holds. Hence, each 

term  in  indicates if it is possible to find a -path of the 

form 

xyM

,1(
rsM )

xy

1(
rs

M

M )4,3()3,2()2,
tust MM

uts

4,3(
tu

)3,2()2
st MM

r  through the particular elements r, s, t and u. Consequently, 
indicates the number of such paths between r

)4,3()3
tuM,2(

st
)2,1(

rs MM
P1 and u P4.

Now, we have to prove that these paths pass through at least one element of the subsets Pi
considered in the matrix product. 

Because each  always considers only the element x of Pi and only the element y of Pj,

the finding of M  = 1 guarantees the existence of a path 

),( ji
xyM

)3,2()
stM )4,3(2,1(

turs M utsr

0

,1(
ruC

 passing 
exclusively through the elements r, s, t and u in the order given by the product. Hence, each element of 
the matrix C, given by , accounts for all the theoretical paths between r

and u passing through each single element of Ps and Pt. Thereby, if , then none of the 

theoretical paths is realised. In contrast, if , the inequality is met if more than one of the 

theoretical paths between r and u passing through single elements of Ps and Pt is realised.  = 1 if 
at least one of the theoretical paths including single elements of Ps and Pt exists. 

)4,3()3,2()2,1(
tustrs MMM

1)4,1(
ruC

)4,1(
ruC

)4,1(
ruC

)4

In conclusion, the -paths pass through at least one element of the subsets Ps and Pt, which 
are considered in the matrix product. 

Because of the properties of the standard matrix product regarding the generality of the 
elements of a C matrix obtained by the finite product of arbitrary M matrices, it is possible to extend 
this result to any finite set P partitioned into different disjoint subsets gathered in P with a subset S  
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P; S = {P1, P2, P3,…, Pn – 1, Pn} for which arbitrary matrices are defined in such a way that C(i,j) = 
M(i,k) M(l,j), for any Pi, Pk,…, Pl, Pj S. The elements of C(i,j) are of the form  with 
r Pi, s Pk, t Pl and u Pj. Therefore, each element of C(i,j) indicates the number of -paths 
passing through at least one element of each subset in the matrix product

turs MM

Example 2. Let be the Hasse diagram depicted in Figure 1 and the new subsets P1 = {a, e}, P2 = {c, d}
and P3 = {g}. In this case there are 3(3 – 1) = 6 possible matrices M:

11
11)2,1(

dc

M
1
1)3,1(

e
a

g

M
00
00)1,2(

d
c

ea

M
e
a

d
c

)

1
1)3,2(

g

M 00)1, g
ea

00)2,3( g
dc

M3(M

If we calculate , for instance, the matrix  obtained is: 3,2()2 M,1(M

)3,1(

)3,1(C

2
2
g

)3

e
a,1(C .

The entries of C  indicate that there are two -paths (  = 2) of the form g x a with a)3,1(
agC P1,

x P2 and g P3; these two -paths are g c a and g d a. For = 2 the corresponding -
paths are g c e and g d e. The paths can be easily visualised if the comparability graph of the 
poset is drawn. 

)3,1(
egC

If we consider another product, for example )2,3()3,1( MM , then  =  is obtained, 
which means that there are no possible -paths of the form x g a, with x

)2,1(C 2 2[0]
P2, g P3 and a P1,

between an element of P1 and an element of P2 passing through an element of P3.

Example 3. Let P1 = {a, b}, P2 = {c, d}, P3 = {e}, P4 = {f, g, h}, P5 = {i, j} and the Hasse diagram 
shown in Figure 2. In this case there are 20 M matrices; we show 4 of them and their associated 
matrix.

)5,1(C

01
11
11

h
g
f

ji

00
11)2,1(

dc

1
0,2(

d
c

e

M 111)4,3( e
hgf

M )5,4(M
b
a

M

)5

)3

)2

00
23)5,4()4,3()3,2(,1((

b
a

ji

MMMMC )5,1

Here, = 3 which means that there are three -paths of the form i z y x a between a and i
passing through at least one element x of P2, one y of P3 and one z of P4; they are i f e d a, i g

e d a and i h e d a. There are, 

,1(
aiC

2 3 4| | | | |P P P | = 6 theoretical paths between a and i
passing through at least one element x of P2, one y of P3 and one z of P4, the remaining three paths are 
i f e || c a, i g e || c a and i h e || c a, which are not possible because of the 
incomparability c || e.
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a b

cd

e

f

g h

ij

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

aa bb

ccdd

ee

ff

gg hh

iijj

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

Figure 2. A Hasse diagram on the set P = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j}; four “boxed” subsets P1 = {a, b},
P2 = {c, d}, P3 = {e}, P4 = {f, g, h} and P5 = {i, j}.

2.2. Properties of dominance and separability degrees 
Once the dominance and separability degrees are calculated, a critical value of dominance or 

separability may be selected for stating that one subset dominates or is separable from another one. 
Since dominance degree comes from the total number of possible comparabilities among the elements 
of the compared subsets, then it is said that the subset Pi dominates Pj, when more than half of the 
possible relations among the elements of Pi and Pj are comparabilities y x with x Pi and y Pj.
Thus, we are interested in values of Dom(Pi, Pj) > 0.5, which, according to Theorem 1, guarantees that 
Dom(Pj, Pi) + Sep(Pi, Pj) < 0.5; for that reason if Dom(Pi, Pj) > 0.5 then, Pj cannot dominate Pi. The 
limiting value for Dom(Pi, Pj) could also be shifted to high scores, for example 0.9, in which case we 
look for subsets Pi and Pj for which 90% of the possible relations among elements of Pi and Pj are 
comparabilities where y x with x Pi and y Pj.

Definition 19. We say Pi -dominates Pj iff Dom(Pi, Pj) >  with  [0.5, 1). In that case it is written 
Pj Pi.

It is important to note the meaning of Dom(Pi, Pj) >  with  [0.5, 1). It implies to have dominance 
degree values greater than an  in the interval [0.5, 1), which means to have dominance degree values 
in the interval (0.5, 1]. 

In order to explore the properties of , we display six general properties of binary relations. 

Definition 20. Let X  and R a binary relation on X. Then six possible properties of R are: 

1. x X x R x (reflexive), 
2. x  X  not x R x (irreflexive), 
3. x, y X, x R y  y R x (symmetric), 
4. x, y X, x R y  not y R x (asymmetric), 
5. x, y X, x R y and y R x x = y (antisymmetric), 
6. x, y, z X, x R y and y R z x R z (transitive). 

Proposition 2. From the properties shown in Definition 20,  is only irreflexive and asymmetric on 
P.
Proof. 1,2.  is irreflexive and not reflexive because it is a binary relation defined on P, whose 
elements are disjoint subsets (Definition 17)
3. If  is to be a symmetric relation, then Pj Pi  Pi Pj, with Pi, Pj P. If Pj Pi, then, from 

Definition 13, j iT  > ( ). According to Theorem 1, the maximum number of x y relations, for in n j
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all x Pi and y Pj, is given by j iT  + i jT  = i jn n  (  = 0). Knowing that ||i jT j iT  > ( ) then 

 < (1 – ). Hence,  not > (
in n j

ji jT in n i jT in n j ), therefore Pi not Pj

4. If  is asymmetric then Pj Pi  not Pi Pj as was shown before (3)

5. In order to prove that  is not antisymmetric, let Pi, Pj P and ni = |Pi|, nj = |Pj|. The two initial 

conditions of the antisymmetry are Pj Pi and Pi Pj. It is enough to prove that they cannot be given 

simultaneously in P. If Pj Pi then, from Theorem 1, T  > ( i jT  + ); if Pi Pj then  > (||i jT i jTj i j iT
+ T ); thereby  < || ji ||i jT j iT  – T  < –T , which is a contradiction and Pj Pi, Pi Pj cannot hold 
simultaneously

i j ||i j

6. An example showing the lack of transitivity of  is illustrated in Figure 3. 

P3

P2

P1

P2 0.5 P3

P1 0.5 P2

not P1 0.5 P3

Dom(P3, P2
Dom(P2, P1
Dom(P3, P1

) = 0.67
) = 0.67
) = 0.5

bbaa

cc dd ee

ff gg

Figure 3. A Hasse diagram showing the lack of transitivity of .

Pj Pi means Dom(Pi, Pj) >  with  [0.5, 1). In this example (Figure 3), Dom(P3, P2), Dom(P2, P1)

> 0.5, then P2 0.5 P3 and P1 0.5 P2 but Dom(P3, P1) = 0.5, therefore not P1 0.5 P3.
If we consider again the Hasse diagram of Figure 3 and we add to it the comparability g d, it 

keeps holding P2 0.5 P3 and P1 0.5 P2 but now P1 0.5 P3, in fact Dom(P3, P1) = 1. Why does it occur? 

Because g d permits the additional comparabilities g a and g b. On the other hand P2 0.5 P3 and 

P1 0.5 P2 are maintained together with P1 0.5 P3 because more than half of the relations among 
elements of P3 and P1 correspond to x y z, where x P1, y P2 and z P3. It is, more than half 
of the pairs x, z are related by a -path x y z passing through some element of P2. Then, the 
existence of these paths is determinant for the -relation of two subsets having a third one in between. 

The above statement makes one think that  may become a transitive relation if it is endowed 

with -paths. That is correct but then the transitivity is not a property of , as we show in Proposition 

2, but of the structure ( , -paths).
In Figure 4 we show five Hasse diagrams, three subposets and their dominance relations for 

= 0.5; additionally we show the presence or absence of -paths between those subposets. We write no 
-paths (Figure 4) if the number of -paths x y z between Pi and Pk is less than or equal than half 

of .i knn
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Pk

Pj

Pj 0.5 Pk

not Pi 0.5 Pj

not Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

no -paths

Pk

Pj

not Pj 0.5 Pk

Pi 0.5 Pj

not Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

no -paths

Pk

Pj

Pj 0.5 Pk

not Pi 0.5 Pj

Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

-paths

Pk

Pj

not Pj 0.5 Pk

Pi 0.5 Pj

Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

-paths

Pk

Pj

Pj 0.5 Pk

not Pi 0.5 Pj

Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

-paths

Pk

Pj

Pj 0.5 Pk

not Pi 0.5 Pj

Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

-paths

Pk

Pj

not Pj 0.5 Pk

Pi 0.5 Pj

Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

-paths

Pk

Pj

not Pj 0.5 Pk

Pi 0.5 Pj

Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

-paths

Pk

Pj

not Pj 0.5 Pk

not Pi 0.5 Pj

Pi 0.5 Pk

Pi

no -pathsno -paths

Figure 4. Four Hasse diagrams, 0.5 relations for its subposets and the presence/absence of -paths
among them. 

From the Hasse diagrams shown in Figure 4 and from the discussion about Figure 3, it can be 
concluded that always the presence of more than ( i kn n )/2 -paths x y z guarantees that Pi 0.5 Pk.

However, those -paths alone are not a guarantee of Pi 0.5 Pj and Pj 0.5 Pk. Then, in order to have an 

implication similar to Pi 0.5 Pj, Pj 0.5 Pk Pi 0.5 Pk, it is necessary to meet Pi 0.5 Pj, Pj 0.5 Pk and 

to guarantee the existence of more than ( in kn )/2 -paths of the form x y z with x Pi, y Pj

and z Pk.

Theorem 2. Let Pi, Pj, Pk P such that there are more than ( i kn n ) -paths of the sort x y z,

with x Pi, y Pj and z Pk, and Pi Pj, Pj Pk. If this is satisfied, then Pi Pk.

Proof. Pi Pj ensures that there are more than ( in n j ) relations x y with x Pi, y Pj. In the 

same way Pj Pk guarantees the existence of more than ( j kn n ) relations y z with z Pk. Since 

 [0.5, 1), then both Pi Pj and Pj Pk ensure the existence of at least one -path x y z. If there 

are more than ( ) -paths x y z, then i kn n i kT  > ( i knn ), thereby Dom(Pk, Pi) >  and Pi Pk. It 

is, the number of -paths required to state Pi Pk depend on ni and nk but not on nj. Because of this, 

from the number of these -paths cannot be inferred if j kT  > ( j kn n ) neither if  > ( ); or 

in other words whether Pj Pk or not. The inclusion of Pj Pk and Pi Pj as additional conditions of 

this theorem then are a guarantee that Pi Pk

i jT in nj

Definition 21. Two sets Pi, Pj P  are said to be -dominable iff either Pi Pj or Pj Pi. We say 

that Pi -dominates Pj if Pj Pi.
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Definition 22. Given two sets Pi, Pj P, we say that Pi is covered by -dominance by Pj, denoted Pi

: Pj, if Pi Pj and there is no Pk P for which Pi Pk and Pk Pj. If Pi : Pj, it is said that Pj

covers by -dominance Pi.

Definition 23. Given Pi, Pj P, it is said that Pi is -separated from Pj or Pj is -separated from Pi

iff Sep(Pi, Pj) >  with  [0.5, 1). In that case it is written Pi || Pj and we say that Pi and Pj are -
separable.

Proposition 3. From the properties shown in Definition 20, ||  is irreflexive and symmetric on P.
Proof. 1,2. The relation ||  is irreflexive because the elements of P are mutually disjoint subsets; for 
the same reason it is not reflexive
3,4. ||  is symmetric by definition since Sep(Pi, Pj) = Sep(Pj, Pi) (Definition 13); hence it is not 
asymmetric
5. Although Pi || Pj and Pj || Pi can always coexist, it does not imply that Pi = Pj because Pi Pj = 

, then ||   is not antisymmetric
6. In order to show the no transitivity of || , let us assume that the poset in Figure 3 is an 
incomparability graph (Definition 10), then each link in it is a ||  relation where it holds P1 || P2, P2 ||
P3 but not P1 || P3. Therefore ||  is not a transitive relation on P.

Then ||  is defined as follows: 

Definition 24. The -separability relation ||  is a binary relation on P fulfilling these properties: 
1. Pi P  not Pi || Pi,
2. Pi, Pj P, Pi || Pj Pj || Pi.

Definition 25. Let G  = (P, E ) the -dominance graph, where E  is the set of edges containing 
all the -dominable pairs in P.

Definition 26. Let ||G  = (P, ||E ) the -separability graph, where ||E  is the set of edges containing 

all the -separable pairs in P.

Definition 27. Let  = (P, ) the cover by -dominance graph, where  is the set of edges 
containing all the cover by -dominance pairs in P.

:G :E :E

In general, because of the lack of transitivity of  it is not possible to associate a Hasse diagram to P,
but if the comparabilities and incomparabilities among the elements of P permit the existence of -
paths, as described in Theorem 2, then a Hasse diagram on the elements of P can be drawn. 

Definition 28. Let H = (P, ) a directed graph of (P, , C) where  is the set of 
directed edges containing the cover by -dominance pairs in P. H  is called the -dominance Hasse
diagram of the structure (P, , C), where C is the collection of -paths described in Theorem 2, if H
is drawn in the Euclidean plane whose horizontal/vertical coordinate system requires that the vertical 
coordinate of Pi P  be larger than the one of Pj

)( :Ed )( :Ed

P  if Pj : Pi.

3. Application to chemical posets 

3.1. Ordering molecular total energies of isoelectronic species with equal total nuclear charge 
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The molecular total energy E(Z, R) can be considered as a function of the nuclear geometry R
and the nuclear charges Z in such a way that energy relations for different molecular species can be 
reached by variations of R and Z. By energy relations Mezey [45], Villaveces, Daza and Bernal 
[32,33,46] refer to order relationships between the total energy of molecular species. However, E(Z, R)
is mathematically complicated and it is usual to restrict the study of such relationships to particular 
cases of R and Z, e.g. Z fixed while R changes and R fixed while Z changes, both cases considering 
isoelectronic species [45]. The constraint of R fixed and Z variable, together with the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation has led to obtain general expressions showing order relationships 
between total energies of isoelectronic molecular species [32]. This kind of studies were initiated by 
Thirring, Narnhofer, Lieb and Simon [47-49] in the 1970s and further extended by Mezey in the 1980s 
[45,50-53]. Villaveces, Daza and Bernal [32,33,46] have generalised these ideas and have developed 
elegant theorems to order isoelectronic molecular species in their minimum energy configurations. A 
brief description of these results is given as follows. 

Two isoelectronic species Z(A) and Z(B) with equal total nuclear charge N are called 
isoelectronic-isoprotonic species and are represented by nuclear charge vectors 

 and , respectively, where  is the i-th
component of the vector k, which corresponds to the i-th nucleus in the species k.

),,,( )()(
2

)(
1

)( A
N

AAA ZZZZ ),,,( )()(
2

)(
1

)( B
N

BBB ZZZZ )(k
iZ

A set S of vectors in “general position” [46] constitutes the vertices of a polyhedron P(S) in 
the space of isoelectronic-isoprotonic species. An example of vectors in general position is constituted 
by the atomic vectors (N, 0, 0,…, 0), (0, N, 0,…, 0),…, (0, 0, 0,…, N), which are atomic vectors of 
nuclear charge N. In general, S = {Z(1), Z(2),…, Z(p)} and the polyhedron is defined as 

pkSZZZZSP k
p

k k
kp

k
k

k ,...,2,1,0,1,,:)(
1

)(
1

)(  (7) 

P(S) contains all the isoelectronic-isoprotonic species that can be generated by linear combinations of 
isoelectronic-isoprotonic atomic vectors, if these vectors are selected as the generating vertices of the 
polyhedron. 

The Born-Oppenheimer, BO, operator that generates the BO molecular total energy of any 
isoelectronic-isoprotonic species in the polyhedron can be expressed in terms of polyhedron vertices 
when all molecules in such a polyhedron hold the same nuclear configuration R. This energy is 
bounded by: 

QZEZE k
R

p

k kR )()( )(    (8) 

where Q depends on the vertices generating the polyhedron. If Q  0, it can be removed from the 
inequality without altering it. It has been shown [32] that a set of Z(k)’s yielding Q  0 is a subset Sa of 
vertices, in which any two of them can be obtained by permutations of its components. Additionally, 
these permutations must be equal to a product of disjoint transpositions (details are given in reference 
[32,33]). 

In general, if the minimum energy configurations of two isoelectronic-isoprotonic species Z
and Z(i) are selected, and if Z can be obtained by permuting components of Z(i), then the following 
inequality holds [32,33]: 

)(min)(min )(i

RR
ZEZE    (9) 

Hence, the BO molecular total energy of any two isoelectronic-isoprotonic species Z(A) and Z(B) in their 
minimum energy configurations can be ordered and one of these two order relations may result: 

)(min)(min )()( B

R

A

R
ZEZE    (10) 

)(min)(min )()( A

R

B

R
ZEZE    (11) 
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To check if Eq. 10 holds, the set of permutations of Z(B) is obtained, that is SB = {Z(B)1, Z(B)2,…, Z(B)p}.
If Z(A) belongs to the polyhedron generated by SB, then Eq. 10 is satisfied. In particular, this implies to 
solve the following set of linear equations: 

iB
N

p

i i
A

N

iBp

i i
A

iBp

i i
A

ZZ

ZZ
ZZ

)()(

)(
2

)(
2

)(
1

)(
1

    (12) 

Thus, if each component of Z(A) is actually generated by linear combinations of vectors obtained by 
permutations of components of Z(B), then the BO molecular total energy of Z(A) is higher than the one 
of Z(B) in their minimum energy configurations. If it is not possible to solve the linear equations, then 
the other possibility (Eq. 11) must be tested. If none of these sets of linear equations can be solved, 
then it is said that the BO molecular total energies of Z(A) and Z(B) in their minimum energy 
configurations are incomparable. In that case it may be written 

)(min||)(min )()( B

R

A

R
ZEZE    (13) 

In the following we apply the dominance and separability degrees to the BO molecular total energies 
of the complete set of isoelectronic-isoprotonic species with total nuclear charge 10. 

3.2. Molecular total energies of isoelectronic-isoprotonic species with total nuclear charge 10 
The Hasse diagram of the set P of BO molecular total energies of 42 isoelectronic-isoprotonic 

species with charge 10 was recently published by Daza and Bernal [32,33] (Figure 5). In this diagram, 
objects holding high and low energies are respectively located at the top and bottom of the diagram. 
We partition P into 10 subsets containing, each one, all the objects with same number of nuclei; these 
subsets are: P1 = {Ne}, P2 = {HF, HeO, NLi, CBe, B2}, P3 = {H2O, NHeH, CLiH, CHe2, BBeH, 
BLiHe, Be2He, BeLi2}, P4 = {NH3, CHeH2, BLiH2, BHe2H, Be2H2, BeLiHeH, BeHe3, Li3H, Li2He2},
P5 = {CH4, BHeH3, BeLiH3, BeHe2H2, Li2HeH2, LiHe3H, He5}, P6 = {BH5, BeHeH4, Li2H4, LiHe2H3,
He4H2}, P7 = {BeH6, LiHeH5, He3H4}, P8 = {LiH7, He2H6}, P9 = {HeH8} and P10 = {H10}. Hence, P =
{Pi : i = 1, 2,…, 10}. 
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Figure 5. Hasse diagram of the 42 isoelectronic species with total nuclear charge 10. The boxes 
represent species with same number of nuclei. 
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This Hasse diagram, in fact a lattice, shows P10 = {H10} as the maximal subset, it is that the hydrogen 
cluster has the maximum BO energy of all the isoelectronic-isoprotonic species with total nuclear 
charge 10. In contrast, the minimal subset is P1 = {Ne}, it is the Neon atom. Hence, the BO energies of 
all the isoelectronic-isoprotonic species in their minimum energy configurations with total nuclear 
charge 10 are in-between the energy of Ne and H10. This result has been mathematically formalised 
and generalised by Daza and Bernal [32,33] to any set of isoelectronic-isoprotonic species in their 
minimum energy configurations. 

From the total of 100 ordered pairs (Pi, Pj) P P, the dominance and separability degrees 
are defined for 90 of them because of the condition of having disjoint subsets (Definitions 14 and 15). 
Thus, for each one of the 45 sets {Pi, Pj} (non-ordered pairs) the parameters Dom(Pi, Pj), Dom(Pj, Pi)
and Sep(Pi, Pj) were calculated (Table 1). 

Table 1. Dominance and separability degrees for 10 subsets of the Hasse diagram depicted in Figure 5. 

{Pi, Pj}a Dom(Pi, Pj) Dom(Pj, Pi) Sep(Pi, Pj)
{1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{1,5},{1,6},{1,7}, 

{1,8},{1,9},{1,10},{2,6},{2,7},{2,8}, 
{2,9},{2,10},{3,7},{3,8},{3,9},{3,10}, 
{4,8},{4,9},{4,10},{5,9},{5,10},{6,9}, 

{6,10},{7,9},{7,10},{8,9},{8,10},{9,10} 

0 1 0

{2,5} 0 0.97 0.03
{3,6} 0 0.95 0.05

{2,4},{4,7},{5,8} 0 0.93 0.07
{6,8} 0 0.9 0.1
{3,5} 0 0.89 0.11
{4,6} 0 0.84 0.16

{2,3},{7,8} 0 0.83 0.17
{5,7} 0 0.81 0.19
{3,4} 0 0.79 0.21

{4,5},{6,7} 0 0.73 0.27
{5,6} 0 0.69 0.31

a We renamed the set Pi and Pj as i and j, respectively. 

It is particularly interesting to note that Dom(Pi, Pj) = 0 and Dom(Pj, Pi) > Sep(Pi,Pj) in all the cases, 
then any comparison of two subsets Pi and Pj, where Pi contains objects with fewer nuclei than Pj,
shows that Pi Pj, and because Dom(Pi, Pj) = 0 then there are no cases where a species x having 
fewer nuclei than another y has more energy than y as has been proved by Daza and Bernal [32,33]. 

From Table 1 it can be seen that 66.7% of the pairs {Pi, Pj} correspond to the complete 
dominance of Pj over Pi, it is Dom(Pj, Pi) = 1 and Sep(Pi, Pj) = 0. These dominance and separability 
values are related by Pi : Pj, with  taking all the possible values in the real interval (0.5, 1]. 
Additionally, these subsets do not present incomparabilities between their members, meaning that all 
the species in Pj have higher BO energies than all the species in Pi. This situation occurs for pairs of 
subsets located up and down in the Hasse diagram, for instance P8 and P2. The maximum values of 
separability degrees occur for adjacent pairs of subsets holding the highest number of incomparable 
BO energies between their objects, the pair of subsets with maximum separability is P5, P6 (Sep(P5,
P6) = 0.31). Although this is the maximum separability degree value it cannot be stated that P5 || P6
because the condition Sep(P5, P6) > 0.5 does not hold. 

Since the structure of the Hasse diagram guarantees the existence of -paths of the sort 
discussed in Theorem 2, it is possible to draw -dominance Hasse diagrams for (P, , C). We show in 
Figure 6 four -dominance Hasse diagrams. 
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Figure 6. A) 0.5-, 0.6-; B) 0.7-; C) 0.8- D) 0.9-dominance Hasse diagrams of the subposets remarked 
in Figure 5. 

Different -values yield different kinds of information regarding the comparabilities among the 
considered subposets. In general low -values give a broad landscape of the order relations and high -
values permit going into the details of the relations. For example, the diagram A (Figure 6) shows 
dominance degree values greater than 0.5 and also greater than 0.6; from its linear order it can be 
concluded that a direct relationship between the BO energies and the number of nuclei in the species 
holds for these levels of dominance degrees. Using the dominance degree values it can be found the 
maximum value of  for which the linear order of Figure 6A holds. In this case the linear order is kept 
only up to values of dominance degree equal or less than 0.7 (Figure 6B); this result can be interpreted 
as: given two subsets Pi and Pj containing, respectively, species with i and j nuclei (i > j), then at least 
70% of the pairs (x, y)  holds that the energy of x is higher than the energy of y.iP Pj

j

Additionally, the possibility of varying  allows adjusting the level of detail we want to 
explore concerning the order relations; for instance, if  = 0.7, then P6 and P5 become incomparable. 
That is, when we look for subsets where more than 70% of the pairs (x, y) iP P

6P

 holds that the 
energy of x is higher than the energy of y, then P6 and P5 are not regarded because of their 
incomparability (not P5 0.7 P6), it means that no more than 70% of the pairs (x, y)  holds that 
the energy of x is higher than the one of y.

5P

If  is shifted to  = 0.8 then more subsets become incomparable (Figure 6C) and it can be seen 
that they start to appear around P5 and P6 (the subsets having more incomparabilities per total 
relations). At this level of dominance degree the following relations can be seen: P3 0.8 P5 0.8 P7, P2

0.8 P4 0.8 P6 0.8 P8. In general a subset Pi in {P2, P3,…, P8} dominates Pi – 2 in {P2, P3,…, P8}. This 
mainly occurs because the least energetic species in Pi is able to dominate more than 80% of the 
species in Pi – 2 but not more than 80% of the objects in Pi – 1. This is the case for BeH6, BH5, CH4 and 
NH3.

Figure 6D shows the 0.9-dominance Hasse diagram, and it presents those subsets for which 
more than 90% of their species present more BO energies than others in different subsets. In general 
the amount of incomparabilities increase showing that the linear order depicted in Figure 6A is in fact 
caused by the low level of dominance considered in that case (  = 0.5, 0.6). 

Now if we consider high -values and compare the corresponding -diagrams with the ones of 
low -values, it can be seen that the dominances present in the diagram with high -values are kept in 
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the diagrams of low -values, for example P3 P7 in all the diagrams shown in Figure 6. This relation 
between Hasse diagrams is known as order preserving, in this case dominances present in high -
dominance Hasse diagrams are preserved in the diagrams of low -values. Formally, given  > ’, the 
mapping (P, , C)  (P, ’, C), ’  is order preserving if any Pi Pj  (P, , C) implies Pi

’ Pj  (P, ’, C).
The incomparabilities between subsets that begin to be prominent for  grater than 0.7, occur 

because of the distribution of the comparabilities among the objects in the subposet, as expected. All 
the relations among subsets (Figure 5), except those between P10, P9, P2 and P1 are characterised 1) for 
the surpassing of a high energetic species of Pj over all the species of Pi, where Pj contains objects 
with more nuclei than those in Pi; and 2) for the surpassing of the lowest energetic species of Pj over 
the 2 lowest energetic species of Pi. An example of 1) is the surpassing of He3H4 P7 over all the 
objects in P6 and an example of 2) is the surpassing of CH4 P5 only over CHeH2 and NH3, which 
belong to P4. A remark extracted from 2) is that the deletion of the least energetic object of the subsets 
P8 to P3 would strengthen the dominance relations between the subsets and this effect would be 
especially notorious for high BO energy subsets. For example, the effect of removing LiH7 in P8 (a 
high BO energy subset) would cause that Dom(P8, P7) change from 0.83 to 1 and the effect of deleting 
H2O in P3 (a low BO energy subset) would shifted Dom(P3, P2) just from 0.83 to 0.89. This study 
opens the possibility of determining the most influent species for the dominance of their respective 
subsets when compared with others. 

Regarding the separability degree results (Table 1), they are not a determining structural factor 
of the diagrams depicted in Figure 6 because of their low values. According to Theorem 1, these 
separability degree values are compensated for the high results of dominance degree which in turn 
yield many -dominances in the -dominance Hasse diagrams. 

4. Conclusion and outlook 
In this paper we present the mathematical background of a methodology that permits to draw 

conclusions on the relations of comparabilities and incomparabilities between pairs of disjoint 
subposets in (P, ). Particularly, the dominance degree measures the extent of comparabilities in the 
considered subsets while the separability degree considers the corresponding incomparabilities. An 
advantage of this method over the analysis of the poset of class-representatives after clustering the 
elements in P is that the method here presented does not reduce the cardinality of the ground set P of 
the original poset, therefore all the relations between all the pairs of the two compared subsets are 
considered. It is, the dominance and separability of two subposets is assessed by evaluating all the 
elements of both subposets and their possible relations. 

Similar researches have been developed in observational studies where the relations between 
two subsets of P are measured by their coherence. We have found that the functions used for 
measuring coherence are in fact functions of the dominance and separability degrees introduced in this 
paper. We consider that the application of dominance and separability degrees to observational studies 
would permit to give a detailed description of the cause-effect pattern these studies look for. 

One of the uses of posets in chemistry is the ranking and prioritisation of individual objects 
(chemicals, regions and databases, for instance) when they have been defined by more than one of 
their properties. Dominance and separability degrees allow prioritising subsets of P based on the 
relations found in the given Hasse diagram of P. In this case we may rank complete subsets of similar 
chemicals, for instance, and explore their behaviour considering their order relations. Another 
chemical application of the concept of dominance degree was recently reported in the environmental 
ranking of families of refrigerants [54]. 

After defining and studying the mathematical properties of the dominance and separability 
degrees we discussed the implications that particular values  = [0.5, 1) of dominance and  = [0.5, 1) 
of separability have over the collection of subposets of a Hasse diagram. Hence,  and ||  were 
introduced as binary relations and some of their properties were studied. Special attention was 
dedicated to the lack of transitivity of the dominance relation  and it was proved that when  is 
equipped with a collection of -paths which consider at least one element of the sequence of subposets 
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compared, then the new relation ( , C) becomes a transitive one on the collection of subsets where it 
is applied. This kind of transitivity dependent on the -paths between the compared subposets keeps 
certain resemblance with the investigations on fuzzy transitive relations developed by De Baets [55-
58]. Hence the study of ( , C) as a fuzzy transitive relation and its implications must be explored in 
forthcoming investigations. 

From the Hasse diagram of the Born-Oppenheimer, BO, molecular total energies of the 
complete set of isoelectronic-isoprotonic species with total nuclear charge 10 and from its partitioning 
into ten subsets containing, each one, all the objects with same number of nuclei, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
1. More than half of the subsets dominate completely the others and these dominances correspond to 
subsets of species with more nuclei over subsets with species having fewer nuclei. This occurs because 
the energy of all the objects with more nuclei is greater than the energy of objects with few nuclei in 
more than half of the comparisons between subsets. 
2. When looking for the maximum -value of dominance degree necessary to have a linear order 
showing the direct relationship between number of nuclei and BO energies it was found that it 
corresponds to  = 0.7. This means that when considering all the 10 subposets, at least 70% of the 
pairs (x, y)  are cases where the energy of x is higher than the one of y, with Pi gathering 
species with more nuclei than those collected in Pj. This result sharps the general conclusion drawn by 
Daza and Bernal [32,33] on the direct relationship between the number of nuclei and the BO energies. 

iP Pj

3. We found that, in the majority of cases, the removing of the least energetic species of a subset Pi
increases the dominance degree of Pi over other subsets. This finding suggests a systematic study of 
the effect of removing species on the dominance degree values. Thus, it might be analysed which 
objects affect in a big extent the dominance relations among groups. Studies of this sort can be 
regarded as the searching for “hubs” in the poset (P, , C) and it would be interesting to find a 
connection between these dominance posetic hubs and the hubs studied in network theory. 

When the conditions are given for having a -dominance Hasse diagram (Theorem 2), some of 
these diagrams correspond to lattices, for example those with  = 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 in Figure 6, while 
some other -values yield no lattices. It is interesting to explore the relationship between  and the 
lattice character of the -dominance Hasse diagram. 

Once calculated the dominance degrees for the subposets of a Hasse diagram, it is possible to 
study particular -values as we did in this paper when selecting  = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 (Figure 6). 
However, is also possible, and rather interesting, to plot each -Hasse diagram for each dominance 
degree value, for example, according to Table 1 it would be worthy to select  = Dom(Pj, Pi), it is 0.69, 
0.73, 0.79,… to 0.97. Thus, it is possible to check which pairs of subsets become incomparable when 
increasing . Although this procedure is interesting, it may be intractable because the dominance 
degree values might be disperse on the real interval (0.5,1]. In such a case it is recommended 
clustering the dominance degree values in order to group near values in different regions of the (0.5,1] 
interval. Then, the analysis of the step-by-step changes in the diagrams can be replaced by the analysis 
of the changes when selecting an -value from each cluster. For example, if a given clustering process 
groups the values of Dom(Pj, Pi) (Table 1) into these four clusters: [0.9,1], [0.81,0.89], [0.73,0.79], 
[0.69]; then it might be interesting to select a representative -value from each cluster and to draw the 
corresponding -dominance Hasse diagrams in order to compare them. 

In spite of having found Dom(Pi, Pj) = 0 and Dom(Pj, Pi) > Sep(Pi, Pj) for all the subposets 
considered in Figure 5, it does not mean that this is a general result attached to the dominance and 
separability degrees. Those values are strictly depended on the -relations among the elements in the 
Hasse diagram and it is usual to find values where Dom(Pi, Pj) > 0 for some subposets and Dom(Pj, Pi)
> 0 for some others, as well as Sep(Pi, Pj) > 0 for others. This diversity of dominances and 
separabilites makes possible to represent each ordered pair (Pi, Pj) as a point (Dom(Pi, Pj),Dom(Pj,
Pi),Sep(Pi, Pj)) in a Cartesian space. Following the same idea drawn before, there may be found 
different clusters of similar dominated and separated subposets for which is interesting to study the -
dominance Hasse diagrams among them. An example of a Hasse diagram over which is possible to 
apply this procedure is the one shown in reference [54]. 
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A chemical application of the measurements here developed is to the chemical elements. Klein 
has suggested [35] that they may be regarded as a poset and several results by Restrepo and coworkers 
[59-62] have shown that the groups of chemical elements correspond to similarity classes. It is worthy 
to calculate the dominance and separability degrees among these chemical groups in order to check the 
-dominances and -separabilities among them and their possible relationship with their chemical 

behaviour.
In general, the dominance and separability degrees are useful mathematical tools for exploring 

the landscape of comparabilities and incomparabilities among subsets. Making use of them it is 
possible to “tune” the level of detail we want to achieve in our investigations on the order relations 
among subposets and this is achieved just by varying the - and -values. 

Bernal [63] has pointed out the resemblance of the dominance and separability formalism with 
that one of blockmodel used in social network analysis [64] where a graph (a poset in the current case) 
is given, a partition is defined and relations between elements of the partition arising from relations 
between elements in the parts of the partition are analysed. That set of relations between parts of the 
partition defines in turn a graph (a diagram in the present work) which is further analysed in order to 
simplify the initial graph. In short, with this procedure “one can classify the objects of the graph and, 
even more; one can explore the relations between classes” [63]. 
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Q1 Abstract

In contrast to conventional multicriteria decision aids, such as the well known PROMETHEE approach, AHP or the different versions of
ELECTRE, we support the basic assumption of environmetrics: let first the data speak, and then let us include subjective preferences in order
to get a unique decision. In the present paper we introduce and discuss the decision support system METEOR (Method of Evaluation by Order
Theory). The basis of the method is a data matrix. The rows are defined by the objects which are to be evaluated; the columns are defined by the
attributes, which characterize the objects with respect to the evaluation problem. By means of the attributes a partial order is derived. In sub-
sequent steps attributes are aggregated by a weighting procedure, allowing a high degree of participation of stakeholders and other participants of
the planning process. The aim is to enrich the partial order stepwise, until the objects of interest can be compared. The software WHASSE
written in Delphi is available for scientific purposes from the first author.

As an example we evaluate 12 high production volume chemicals (HPVC) which have been detected in the environment by four attributes
and discuss the enriched partial order after introducing some weights. It turns out that in some cases the weights have almost no influence con-
cerning the evaluation result, whereas in some other cases slight variations of weights drastically change the evaluation result. Therefore, the
metric space spanned by weights can be partitioned in so-called ‘‘stability fields’’ where the evaluation result is invariant and in so-called
‘‘hot spots’’, where the evaluation is strongly changing. This characterisation of the space of weights is helpful for stakeholders to express their
preferences.
� 2007 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

Keywords: HPV chemicals; Environmental chemicals; Ranking; Posets; Hasse diagram technique (HDT); Decision support systems; Cluster analysis; Method of

Evaluation by Order Theory (METEOR); Stability fields; Environmetrics; Environmental software

1. Introduction

Multi-criteria decision making becomes more and more
important in environmental sciences and hence quite a few re-
search projects focus on this topic. For example the MULINO
Decision Support System (mDSS) has been developed for

implementing the European Water Framework Directive,
namely integrating environmental, social and economic con-
cerns (Giupponi, 2007). Another example concerning the
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), is a multi
Objective Decision Support System (MODSS) which has
been developed and applied to the planning of the Lake Mag-
giore (Castelletti and Soncini-Sessa, 2006). The Elbe-Decision
Support System is a computer based system for integrated
river basin management of the German river Elbe basin and
is therefore another example for an environmental decision
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support system (Berlekamp et al., 2007). A methodology
based on a hybrid approach that combines fuzzy inference sys-
tems and artificial neural networks has been used to classify
the ecological status in surface waters. This methodology is
applied to sampling sites in the Ebro river basin and can sup-
port decision makers in evaluation and classification of
ecological status, as required by the EU Water Framework Di-
rective (Ocampo-Duque et al., 2007). The chemical speciation
model BIOCHEM comprises ecotoxicological transfer func-
tions for uptake of metals (As, Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn) by
plants and soil invertebrates and is another example for a flex-
ible and dynamic decision support system (DSS) to analyse
natural or anthropogenic changes that occur in river systems
(Vink and Meeussen, 2007). A further interesting work includ-
ing the spatial factor is a multi-criteria decision making ap-
proach applied to urban water management (Makropoulos
and Butler, 2006). Concepts for the use of techniques of deci-
sion analysis to structure scientist and stakeholder involvement
in river rehabilitation decisions are published by Reichert et al.
(2007). The software, named proDEX is also applied as
a multi-criteria decision support model in environmental sci-
ences (Znidarsc et al., 2006).

Decisions concerning risk assessment of chemicals are to
be supported by information about exposure and effects of
chemicals. Both, exposure and effects are used as attributes/
indicators to evaluate the chemicals under investigation. For
the subsequent evaluation of chemicals, many methodological
approaches are available, requiring in principle the same work-
ing steps, which are discussed in more detail in Simon et al.
(2005) and Klauer et al. (2001). One step, namely the evalua-
tion algorithm is often almost disregarded in real evaluations.
The chosen evaluation approach however influences the eval-
uation result and the participation of stakeholders. The effi-
ciency of participation of stakeholders and the acceptance of
the decision result in turn depends on the transparency of
the evaluation procedure. For example: decisions about com-
plex problems such as chemical risk assessment will include
conflicting attributes. To solve such conflicts, the most com-
monly used approaches include the methodological step of at-
tributes’ aggregation. The benefit of the aggregation step is
that finally a linear ranking of the objects (here: chemicals)
can be obtained, identifying one best solution, e.g. the chem-
ical with the lowest risk. Aggregation often implies a trade off
among attributes: a bad evaluation in one or more attribute(s)
can be compensated for by a good evaluation in other attri-
butes. However, attributes can represent fundamentally diff-
erent aspects such as accumulation, mobility and toxicity.
Therefore the methodological idea followed in this paper is
to take first a purely statistical explorative point of view (i.e.
‘‘let first the data speak’’) and to include additional knowl-
edge, e.g. the preferences of the stakeholder, in separate steps
in order to keep a maximal control over the effect of including
additional knowledge.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the example
of 12 high-production volume chemicals (HPVC) is intro-
duced, the methods Hasse diagram technique (HDT) and
Method of Evaluation by Order Theory (METEOR) and the

concept of crucial weights together with their analysis toward
the introduction of ‘‘g-spectra, stability fields and hot spots’’
are explained. Whereas for the sake of demonstration a simpler
example is used, Section 3 shows the application of METEOR
on the HPVC-data matrix. A detailed discussion about possi-
ble extensions of the method concludes the paper. Addition-
ally, there are appendices 1e4, where abbreviations, symbols
and concepts are listed (Appendix 1) and where some counting
formulas are explained (Appendices 2e4).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data preprocessing

With publication of the White Book of the EU (EEC, 2001) and of the

REACH-procedure (European Commission, 2006) the interest in ranking of

chemicals as a preparatory step is renewed: here the data matrix (12 high pro-

duction volume chemicals) define the rows, and 4 attributes define the col-

umns), first published by Lerche (2002a) is taken as a ranking example and

is more extensively described in the Section 3. We are calling the set of objects

(i.e. of chemicals) C.

‘‘Results’’. Note, that we refer to ‘objects’ instead of chemicals as long we

are not discussing the real life example.

Often it is necessary to transform a data matrix into the appropriate form

i.e. into the closed interval [0,1] for an evaluation:

(i) a normalization by

qiðjÞ :¼ qiðjÞ � qiðminÞ
qiðmaxÞ � qiðminÞ ; i¼ 1;.;4; j˛C

(ii) check for a common orientation (high numerical value indicates

a high risk) by multiplying attributes e if necessary e with �1 or an-

other appropriate transformation

(iii) shifting negative values to positive entries by adding a positive num-

ber to the attribute values.

The subjective preferences of stakeholders are expressed by weights,

which are taken from the closed interval [0,1]. We consider the weights as

‘external knowledge’, whereas the data matrix expresses the basic information

taken from measurements or modelling.

2.2. Hasse diagram technique

Several well-known evaluation algorithms are available such as PROME-

THEE (Brans and Vincke, 1985), AHP (Saaty, 1994), MAUT (Schneeweiss,

1991), ELECTRE (Roy, 1990) or NAIADE (Matarazzo and Munda, 2001).

All these methods include an aggregation of attributes by including subjective

preferences and therefore cannot be considered as purely data explorative

methods. Beyond this it is difficult to trace back how the evaluation result

was influenced by parameters to run those algorithms. Hence we consider

these high sophisticated methods on the one side as efficient, as they deliver

a unique decision, but on the other side as not transparent and difficult to han-

dle as all preferences must be at hand simultaneously.

An alternative approach is provided by simple elements of partial order

theory, such as Hasse diagram technique (HDT) (Brüggemann and Voigt,

1995; Brüggemann and Welzl, 2002; Brüggemann and Carlsen, 2006; Brügge-

mann et al., 1994, 2001, 2006a; Voigt et al., 2004a,b, 2006). For the sake of

clarity we define some important concepts used in this paper.

Definition 1. We call x an object and C the ground set that is the set of

objects.

Definition 2. qi(x) is the ith attribute of the object x and IB¼ {qiji¼ 1, 2, ., m}

the set of m attributes (information base).

Definition 3. Let x, y˛C and qi˛IB, then x � y if qi(x) � qi( y) for all

i ¼ 1, 2, ., m. We say that x and y are comparable. If the orientation does

not play a role, we write xty to express that x and y are comparable.
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By definition 3 a product- (or component-wise-) order is given and it obeys

the following axioms of order:

i) reflexivity (an object can be compared with itself)

ii) antisymmetry (if an object x is better that y, then y is worse than x)

iii) transitivity (if x, y, z˛C and x � y and y � z then x � z).

Definition 4. Two objects x, y ˛C are called incomparable (xjjy) if there is

at least one qi with qi(x) > qi( y) and one qj with qj(x) < qj( y).

Sometimes we add further information to the order relation. For example

bjjq1,q2d expressing that b is incomparable with d with respect to the attribute

values of q1 and q2. The evaluation result, a partially ordered set, is visualized

in a Hasse diagram (HD) (see e.g. Fig. 1). We show in Table 1 an example of

a data matrix used to evaluate a set of 5 objects C ¼ {a, b, c, d, e} character-

ized by two attributes (q1 and q2).

Hasse diagrams are digraphs, which have no cycles (because of the order-

axiom of antisymmetry) and e as ordinary graphs e have no triangles (be-

cause of the order-axiom of transitivity). The software realization of HDT,

‘‘WHASSE’’ (Brüggemann et al., 1999) provides several tools for convenient

and detailed data analysis such as the sensitivity of the structure of the digraph

with respect to different attributes (Brüggemann et al., 2001; Brüggemann and

Welzl, 2002). The software is available for scientific purposes from the first

author. WHASSE is written in Delphi, equipped with a comfortable GUI run-

ning under the operation system Windows NT and XP. As no compensation

among attributes is carried out at all, conflicting evaluations of attributes can-

not be methodologically removed. Consequently multiple favourable objects

can be identified as incomparable winners. In our example (Table 1, Fig. 1)

assuming that low values are favourable there are two incomparable objects,

namely a and c. Altogether we find three incomparabilities in the Hasse dia-

gram, symbolically written as: bjjd, bjjc and ajjc and five cover-relations de-

noted by the symbol ‘‘$>’’ and lines in Fig. 1, (details, see Brüggemann

et al., 1994) e$ > b, e$ > d, b$ > a, d$ > a and d$ > c.

2.3. A new concept to solve the problem of incomparable
objects: METEOR

2.3.1. Overview

Partial order theory provides many concepts to derive linear orders without

any additional introduction of (stakeholder’s) preferences (Lerche et al.,

2002b, 2003; De Loof et al., 2006). As no subjective weighting is involved

the linear order obtained from a partial order is called a ‘‘canonical (linear)

order’’ (Brüggemann et al., 2004, 2005). In contrast to derive canonical linear

orders, METEOR (Method of Evaluation by Order Theory) attempts to resolve

the incomparabilities among objects by inclusion of external knowledge. ME-

TEOR intends to obtain a clear decision (one best object), maintaining trans-

parency and allowing participation [see for details Simon et al. (2005) and

Voigt and Brüggemann (2005)]. It is conceptually based on the well known

and often used concept of a hierarchy of criteria in multi-criteria decision

aids (as e.g. in the AHP method (Saaty, 1994)). Basically METEOR allows

a step-by-step aggregation of attributes by forming e.g. weighted sums about

subsets of attributes. Principally non-linear aggregation (non-linear with re-

spect to attributes) is also possible but still has not worked out because of

its inherent complexity.

The possibility of a step-by-step aggregation of attributes provides the

freedom to thoroughly analyse the effects of attribute weights and compensa-

tion. Furthermore, preferences (attribute weights) which are most sensitive to

the evaluation result can easily be identified.

One may consider the data matrix characterizing the objects by attributes

as primary knowledge, which is based on measurements, mathematical

models, causal relations. Inclusion of knowledge beyond the data matrix

means that relations are supposed among the attributes and implies external

information: for example, one may consider one attribute to be more important

than another one (Brüggemann et al., 2006b). Here we introduce the notion of

‘‘importance’’ of attributes from a technical, pragmatic point of view: impor-

tance is expressed by weights. In Fig. 2 HDT, METEOR and conventional

algorithms like PROMETHEE, ELECTRE, etc. are compared: it is schemati-

cally shown how the inclusion of weights (external knowledge) reduces the

transparency and the objectivity of the decision process (dashed line), whereas

the efficiency (i.e. the ability to identify uniquely a best (or worst) object) of

the decision process (continuous line) is enhanced. Methods, such as HDT

may be located at the high transparency and low efficiency side, and methods

like PROMETHEE at the high efficiency and low transparency side. METEOR

may be located in between these two extreme cases.

2.3.2. METEOR as iterative application of HDT

The kernel of METEOR is the Hasse diagram technique (HDT). METEOR

is discussed in detail by Simon et al. (2005) and was developed to solve con-

flicts among objects stepwise. Taking a look at two objects x, y characterized

by m attributes it often occurs that one of them is evaluated better in one at-

tribute and worse in the other one and the other way round. The incomparabil-

ities xjjy between any two objects indicate the conflict among at least two of

their attributes and one may decide that compensation is useful. Then a new

‘‘aggregated attribute’’, for example by a weighted sum of two original attri-

butes may be constructed. The new information base IB’ consists now instead

of originally m attributes of only m-1 and the number of comparabilities in-

creases. If the aggregation is done in such a way that a weak positive monot-

onous function f of attributes is found, then this aggregation is equivalent with

e

b

a

d

c

Fig. 1. Hasse diagram of the data matrix of Table 1.

Table 1

Data matrix as an example to construct a Hasse diagram (Fig. 1)

Objects q1 q2

A 15 5

b 25 35

c 10 60

d 20 70

e 60 80

Inclusion of knowledge beyond the data
matrix (representing the primary information)

Trans-
parancy

Trans-
parancy

Efficiency

HDT E.g.
PROME-

THEE

Efficiency

Fig. 2. Behaviour of transparency, objectivity and efficiency of a decision

process (see text for further explanation).
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an order preserving map. Presently in METEOR specifically a linear function

is selected, however, non-linear aggregations are not excluded but more diffi-

cult to evaluate by explicit analytical expressions (see later). The step-by-step

aggregation can be carried out until one single ‘‘aggregated hyper-attribute’’ is

obtained, which is considered as a weighted sum of all original m attributes,

and which will lead to a linear ranking of all objects (in technical terms:

a weak linear order (because equivalent objects may appear)).

2.3.3. Aggregation strategies
If m attributes are considered then basically 2m-m-2 attribute subsets can

be potential candidates for forming new aggregated attributes (see Appendix

2). It is hypothesized that it is not meaningful to include subsets which are

not disjoint, hence a more suitable base to discuss the stepwise aggregation

is to analyze the partitions of IB (Appendix 3). It is well known that the num-

ber of partitions one can obtain, can be calculated after the Stirling numbers of

the second kind if the number of classes is known (Appendix 4) (see for ex-

ample Brüggemann and Drescher-Kaden, 2003, p. 95 f) or e if the number

of classes is left open e by the Bell formula (Appendix 5) (Bock, 1974). Tak-

ing for example four attributes and assuming two classes for the partitioning,

we get 7 partitions (one of these, for example, is {(q1, q2), (q3, q4)} another

one {(q1, q2, q3), (q4)}).

If, for example, 20 attributes are considered, then by applying the Bell for-

mula 1013 partitions are possible, i.e. 1013 disjoint subsets of attributes can be

formed in order to aggregate the attributes. Therefore some kind of heuristics

is needed to find a way through the jungle of possible aggregations.

Clearly from a logical point of view one should start with attributes be-

longing to one sub-criterion. If for example chemicals are to be evaluated,

one may consider exposure attributes on one side as candidates for an aggre-

gation and effect attributes as candidates for another aggregation, obtaining

two super-attributes ‘‘Exposure’’ and ‘‘Effects’’. This point of view is comfort-

able for stakeholders as it allows them first to consider general aspects and

then e perhaps e to go into details. We had in mind this procedure, when

we first established METEOR. From the point of evaluation we might call

this procedure a bottom-up procedure (from the basis of detailed information,

to more generalized concepts via sub-criteria). However similar attributes are

often well correlated (indeed one may even define similarity by the correlation

behaviour) and their aggregation has little effect on the poset and is conse-

quently of little use for decision making. More efficient is to aggregate those

attributes which have a high degree of conflicting potential. Those attributes

are often anti-correlated. Hence their aggregation will rather efficiently reduce

the incomparabilities. This kind of procedure one may call a top-down proce-

dure: first reduce the most conflicting attribute subsets and then analyze the

results by applying partial order. Even if we have decided which procedure

we will follow it is not clear how the aggregation functions should look like

(linear or non-linear). Before we proceed, some more definitions and notations

are needed:

Definition 5. We call S(k) ¼ {qiji < m} the set of aggregated attributes and

n(k) its cardinality.

The corresponding super-attribute, 4k based on S(k), is calculated as

4k ¼
XnðkÞ
i¼1

giqi

together with the normalization:

XnðkÞ
i¼1

gi ¼ 1 and qi˛SðkÞ:

If we call n(k) < m the number of attributes actually aggregated, then any su-

per-attribute has (because of the weights’ normalisation) n(k) � 1 ‘‘freedom’’

of freely varying the scalars gi˛[0,1]. We call [0,1]n(k)�1 the g-space of the kth

super-attribute. Therefore we associate to any super-attribute a metric space of

weights with the dimension n(k) � 1 and any aggregation step in METEOR is

accompanied by the product of all g-spaces, which we call the G-space. In

general n(k) may vary and may depend on the intuition of the researcher, ap-

plying METEOR. Here, however, we restrict ourselves on aggregation

schemes with freedom 1, i.e. we analyze in the subsequent parts of the paper

for any super-attribute a g-space of dimension 1. If we combine for example

(as we will do and describe later) four attributes pairwise to two super-

attributes, the two linear g-spaces are combined, forming a two-dimensional

space [0,1] � [0,1]. As we also will see later in the text, the restriction to free-

dom ¼ 1 simplifies considerably the procedure and we call a procedure, based

on a purely pairwise combination of attributes the ‘‘orthogonal-METEOR’’

(abbr.: o-METEOR). In another paper Restrepo et al. describe a non-orthogonal

METEOR procedure, with refrigerants as an example (Restrepo et al., 2007a).

Finally e depending on the task of the decision procedure e a good idea is

not to perform aggregations until a linear order is generated, but to stop the

aggregation if at least a greatest or a least element is found or if any two ob-

jects of specific interest can be compared. We call this strategy the ‘‘extremal

case e procedure’’.

Careful analysis is needed if attributes which will be combined by

a weighted sum are not on the same scaling level, if for example continuous

variables are used in the evaluation process together with linguistic ones,

even if one gives them an ordinal or metric interpretation. The best strategy

in such cases is, just to stop the aggregation process before attributes of differ-

ent scaling levels are numerically combined. We see the possibility of taking

care of different scaling levels as a main advantage of the step-wise procedure

in METEOR. Here, however for the sake of demonstration the role and struc-

ture of g-spaces we consider all attributes as metric quantities.

2.4. The concept of crucial weights

Imagine that four attributes, i.e. IB ¼ {q1, q2, q3, q4} are pairwise aggre-

gated as follows:

41 ¼ g1 � q1 þ ð1� g1Þ � q2 ð1aÞ

e

d

b

a c

c || b

Fig. 3. Scheme explaining the ‘‘local’’ condition derived from cjjb. For object

c above b there is only one accessible position; for c below b there are two

positions available.

g2

g1(x || y)

(x' || y)

(x' || y')

g1c(x,y)

g2c(x,y)

g1c(x',y)

g2c(x',y')

Fig. 4. Exemplifying conclusion 7 in the case of two dimensions (i.e. aggregating

attributes pairwise to two super-attributes).
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and

42 ¼ g2 � q3 þ ð1� g2Þ � q4 ð1bÞ

Now, assume that the object x˛C is incomparable with object y due to:

q1ðxÞ> q1ðyÞ and q2ðxÞ< q2ðyÞ:

For this case we write: xjjq1,q2y.

If xjjq1,q2y then the result of aggregation (1a) for those particular objects x

and y depends on the weight g1. Obviously the equation

41ðxÞ ¼ 41ðyÞ ð2Þ

determines the g1 value where the character of order relation between x and y

changes. Note firstly that Eq. (2) is the reason that non-linear aggregation

functions will be more difficult to evaluate: instead of an analytical expression

derived from Eq. (2) a numerical procedure maybe needed. Secondly, note that

Eq. (2) is a ‘‘local’’ condition regarding x and y, as it only determines x > y or

x < y but not necessarily the actual order relationships of all objects from C. A

scheme (Fig. 3) may be useful for a better understanding.

Eq. (2) determines the transition from x < y to x > y but not the final po-

sition or the final resulting configuration. The number of all configurations is

less than 2U, with U the number of incomparable pairs. A correct application

of Eq. (2) has to regard all incomparable pairs and the final configuration must

be constructed from all possible outcomes under the constraints of transitivity

(see below).

After introducing

Dx;y
i :¼ qiðxÞ � qiðyÞ ð3aÞ

and

Qx;y
ij :¼ Dx;y

i

Dx;y
j

: ð3bÞ

we find because of the supposed linearity of the aggregation function from

Eq. (2):

gc
1ðx;yÞ ¼

Dx;y
2

Dx;y
2 �Dx;y

1

ð4aÞ

or

gc
1ðx; yÞ ¼ 1

1�Qx;y
1;2

: ð4bÞ

To simplify the notation we also write gkc if just ‘‘crucial weights’’ are men-

tioned and g(k) (x, y) (omitting the index ‘‘c’’ for ‘‘crucial’’) if we relate to the

subset Sk and the objects x and y.

There are some observations, namely that

1. Crucial values for the weights depend on the pair of objects, whose order

relation is to be examined.

2. Crucial weights have only values within the closed interval [0,1] if Q is

�0. If x, y are comparable, Q becomes a positive number and the crucial

weight would get values larger than 1. Therefore

3. Eqs. (4a) or (4b) is only meaningful if we discuss incomparable objects.

4. As all incomparable pairs are to be taken into account the set of all crucial

weights is important if o-METEOR is to be applied.

5. In o-METEOR the crucial weight of two objects does not depend on the

values of other weights. Hence in the product-space of weights, the G-

space, each condition of type (4) defines parallel or orthogonal (hyper-)

planes. (If only two super-attributes are formed we obtain parallel or or-

thogonal lines in the g1, g2-positive orthant).

6. It is possible that several pairs (x, y), (x0, y0), .˛C � C have the same

gkc-values. This is especially the case if the data matrix consists of inte-

gers. Hence it is of interest to count the pairs belonging to one numerical

value of gkc. The count is summarized by the Hk( g(k)c function (see the

next section, Eq. (7)).

7. One pair (x, y) can only have exactly one gkc-value for a fixed aggrega-

tion of the selected attributes in the set Sk. If different attributes are ag-

gregated and the same pair (x, y) is considered, then it can be build

a set of {g1c, g2c, .} in the G-space gathering particular gkc for those

particular aggregations. In that latter case one pair must have an intersec-

tion of several (hyper-) planes. A scheme (Fig. 4) may be helpful to

explain this.

In Fig. 4 it is assumed that the incomparabilities of (x0, y0) and (x, y) resp.

are associated with crucial weights for 42 (Eq. (1b)). In contrast, the incompa-

rability of (x0, y) is related to 41 (Eq. (1a)). Note that in Fig. 4 the pair (x, y) has

two crucial weights, which necessarily must be assigned to different g-spaces,

i.e. to 41 and to 42.

Table 2

Towards Hk: if there are two attributes gathered in k then for each pair of ob-

jects one has to calculate Di, Q and gkc

k index Pair D1 D2 Q gc

1 ac 15�10 ¼ 5 5�60 ¼ �55 �0.09 0.917

2 bc 25�10 ¼ 15 35�60 ¼ �25 �0.6 0.625

3 bd 25�20 ¼ 5 35�70 ¼ �35 �0.143 0.875

H1(0.917) ¼ 1, H2(0.625) ¼ 1, H3(0.875) ¼ 1.

0.1 0.5 0.9

1

e
d
c
ba

e
d
b
c
a

e
b
d
c
a

e
b
d
a
c

0.625 0.875

H1

0.917

Fig. 5. g-spectrum derived from the data matrix of Table 1.

Table 3

Signs of Di and their possible role if a boundary of a stability field is passed

Case D1 D2 D3 D4 ‘‘Reaction’’ g1 small1) / large1)

1 þ � þ þ xjj41,42y / x > 41,42y

2 þ � � � x < 41,42y / xjj41,42y

3 þ � 0 þ xjj41,42y / x > 41,42y
4 þ � 0 � x < 41,42y / xjj41,42y

5 þ � 0 0 x < 41,42y / x > 41,42y

One pair (x, y) is assumed and Di ¼ qi(x) � qi( y).

many
boundariesclose to

g2
g2

g1 g1

many
boundaries close
to each other

Fig. 6. Instead of a single line several single lines may appear which are close

to each other. A hot spot in the G-space at the intersection points (dark

rectangle).
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Here it may be a good place to demonstrate the role of Eqs. (2) and (3) by

revisiting Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 there are two incomparabilities (c jja) and (c jj b).

Hence in general we will obtain two crucial weights g1
c (b, c) and g1

c (a, c)

(if the simplest case of two attributes is supposed). Starting with the equation

for (c jj b) it depends on the selected value for the weight whether c > b and

hence c > a, or c < b is obtained. If c < b is found, we need another informa-

tion, namely resulting from the Eq. (2) for (a jj c). The outcome is once again

twofold: c > a or c < a, therefore two inequalities imply two equations of type

(2), four possible orders for (c, b) and (c, a) resp., but only three final

configurations.

2.5. Stability fields and hot spots

It is oversimplified to consider that any pairwise aggregation leads to

a well separated set of gk
c-values. An example of well separated parallel, or-

thogonal gkc-values can be found in Brüggemann et al. (2006b) (here also

an example of non-orthogonal METEOR was given). In order to pave the

way of handling the case of many gkc-values, we introduce some further

concepts:

If m attributes are pairwise aggregated and those aggregations are disjoint

then the G-space has the dimension p.

p :¼
�

m=2 if m¼ 2 � n; n¼ 1; 2; 3; .
ðm� 1Þ=2 if m¼ 2 � nþ 1; n¼ 1; 2; 3; .

ð5Þ

The calculation of gkc values refers to pairs of objects x, y which are incom-

parable (see Eq. (2) in Section 2.4). Hence sets of pairs xjjqi,qjy play a basic

role. Then we call

ICk :¼ fðx; yÞjx; y˛C; xkqi ;qj
y;qi; qj belong to set kg ð6Þ

the set of incomparable objects given the pairwise aggregation k. As we men-

tioned above, we indexed k by 1, 2, ., p.

Any pair (x, y)˛ICk has exactly one gkc if Sk is held fixed (linearity of the

aggregation and conclusion 7). However one value of a crucial weight may

represent several pairs like (x, y), (x0, y0) (Fig. 4). The set of gkc-values in

any single g-space can be ordered and we call

HkðgðkÞÞ :¼ jfðx;yÞ˛ICk having the same gkc� valuegj ð7Þ

the ‘‘g(k)-spectrum’’. Hk is a function operating on the gkc-values of the kth g-

space.

In more technical terms: for the pairs (xjjy)˛C � C an equivalence relation

R(k) is introduced as follows:

ðxkyÞRðkÞðx0ky0Þ : 5gðkÞðx;yÞ ¼ gðkÞðx0; y0Þ; k� fixed˛f1;2;.;pg ð8Þ

Hence given the set {(xjjy)}3C � C, then this set is partitioned into k-equiv-

alence classes. Each equivalence class is characterized by one and only one

gkc-value. Correspondingly Hk( g(k)) counts the elements of any of the k-

equivalence classes and orders them for increasing values of gkc along the

g-axis.

Example: we take the data of Table 1, then the dimension of the g-space ¼
p ¼ 1. IC1 ¼ {(b, d ), (b, c), (a, c)}. In Table 2 the calculation is performed.

Hence formally we can draw a spectrum, as shown in Fig. 5.

Performing the aggregation means that we discuss the order relation as

a function of g1. Clearly g1 ¼ 0 is a projection onto q2, hence a linear order

results: a < b < c < d < e. As long as g1 is less than 0.625 there will be no

change. Passing this value a change occurs, which refers to the pair (b, c).

The next change in the order relation refers to 0.875, which is assigned to

the pair (b, d ), finally a change happens when g1 passes the value 0.917, which

is assigned to the pair (a, c). The resulting four linear orders are found in Fig. 5

too. Theoretically five linear orders are possible, however by checking Eq. (2)

only four linear orders are obtained. The configuration e > d > b > a > c
which is compatible with the partial order shown in Fig. 2 is not obtained

(for more details, see Section 4). In order to introduce the concept of stability

fields we define.

Definition 6. The G-space is generated by the space of all the weights com-

ing from different aggregations.

Definition 7: Let C be a non-empty object set and IB a set of attributes. The

weighted pairwise aggregation of attributes in IB implies that the order rela-

tionships of the objects in C change or not, depending on the weights g se-

lected. We call a ‘‘stability field’’ those regions in the G-space where the

Table 4

Primary information

Name and abbr. PV: production

volume as

score

LC50: Acute

fish toxicity

[mg/L]

Log

Kow

BD:

[% degradation/

day]

1-chloro-nitrobenzene

(CNB)

4 1.5 2.6 0.2

4-nitroaniline

(4NA)

2 35 1.4 0

4-nitrophenol (4NP) 1 7 1.9 0.1

Atrazin (ATR) 2 4.3 2.5 0.5

Chlormequat chloride

(CHL)

2 80 �2.2 1

Diazinon (DIA) 1 2.6 3.3 0

Dimethoate (DIM) 2 7.5 0.7 0

Ethofumesate (LIN

or ETH)

1 11 2.7 0.4

Glyphosphate (GLY) 2 52 0.002 0.3

Isoproturon (ISO) 2 3 2.5 30

Malathion (MAL) 3 0.04 2.7 100

Thiram (THI) 2 0.3 1.7 0

Table 5

After normalization, orientation and shifting of the data

Chem PV LC Log Kow BD

CNB 1 0.98 0.87 1

4NA 0.33 0.56 0.65 1

4NP 0 0.91 0.74 1

ATR 0.33 0.95 0.85 1

CHL 0.33 0 0 0.99

DIA 0 0.97 1 1

DIM 0.33 0.91 0.53 1

LIN 0 0.86 0.89 1

GLY 0.33 0.35 0.40 1

ISO 0.33 0.96 0.85 0.7

MAL 0.67 1 0.89 0

THI 0.33 1 0.71 1

Table 6

Pearson correlation matrix

PV LC Log Kow

LC 0.074

Log Kow 0.000 0.896

BD �0.364 �0.251 �0.258

CNB

4NA 4NPATR

CHL

DIA

DIM LIN

GLY

ISO

MAL
THI

Fig. 7. Hasse diagram (C, IB), C ¼ {ATR, .,}, IB ¼ {PV, LC50, log Kow,

BD}.
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changes of the weights of aggregation do not change the order relationships of

the crucial object-pairs in IC1, IC2, ., ICp.

Definition 8: Stability fields are separated by linear spaces of lower dimen-

sions. In a two-dimensional G-space the separating spaces are just lines. The

separating linear spaces and their intersections are called ‘‘hot spots’’.

In simple words: hot spots are the regions in the G-space where transition

from one configuration into another appear; stability fields are those regions in

the G-space where the configuration of the poset is invariant. In the next sec-

tions this is discussed in more detail.

2.6. Change of order relations at crucial g-subspaces

As it was shown in (4) the crucial weights depends on the D-values found

for all pairs of objects which are incomparable if the original IB is applied.

From the example of Table 3 we deduce that each boundary is to be dis-

cussed with respect to

� the pairs of objects belonging to this boundary;

� the reactions (in terms of Table 3) related to each of the (x, y)-pairs.

2.7. Stripes at hot spots as small regions in the G-space

Up to now we discussed some few and well separated gkc-values. If there

are N objects then the upper bound for jICkj is N*(N � 1)/2. Even if p ¼ 2 we

have to discuss many gkc-values in g1- and in g2-direction, corresponding to

ICk. Hence instead of having discrete lines in the G-space it may be more con-

venient to group the lines to stripes as it is shown in Fig. 6.

Therefore it is of primary importance to generalize the concept of the

g-spectrum: instead of a discrete distribution as formalized by Hk( g(k))

(Eq. (7)) one may discuss a quasi-continuous one. A cluster analysis applied

to all the gkc-values seems to be the appropriate statistical tool: let us imagine

that we consider a clustering for each g-space in the o-METEOR on a high

similarity level, then a cluster may contain some pairs ˛ICk and each of the

pairs is characterized by its gkc-value. Selecting a cluster an interval of

gkc-values can be found. Each interval defines a stripe. Instead of discrete

lines representing discrete gkc-values transition zones (consisting of a series

of lines close to each other) appear where a small variation of a weight will

change the order relations of many (x, y)-pairs. Between the stripes there

may be rectangular areas in the G-space where the position of originally in-

comparable objects does not change if weights are varied. Therefore these

areas (or hypercubes if p > 2) are called as before stability fields. Furthermore

the bundle of hot spots is no more a bundle of linear spaces of a low dimension

but may get as a whole a measure s 0 in the G-space. Nevertheless we call the

area defined by a bundle of gkc-values as a whole a ‘‘hot spot’’.

3. Results

3.1. The chemicals

In Table 4 the twelve chemicals are listed up, the attributes
are briefly described and the entries are shown. More informa-
tion about these chemicals, background information to the se-
lection criteria can be found in Lerche et al. (2002b).

3.2. Preprocessing of the data and aggregation

As discussed in Section 2 the data matrix (Table 4) needs
several preprocessing steps. The final resulting matrix is
shown in Table 5.

The Pearson correlation matrix is shown in Table 6; and we
start with those two attributes, which have the highest degree
of anti-correlation, that are BD and PV and combine the re-
maining other two attributes, namely LC50 and log Kow. As
the leading principle is to find out the highest degree of
anti-correlation which dictates the kind of aggregation, we
consider this as a top-down-procedure.

41 ¼ g1
�PVþ ð1� g1Þ�BD

42 ¼ g2
�LC50þ ð1� g2Þ�log Kow

In the first example we discuss two pairs of chemicals out
of Table 6.

1

1

g2

g1

(LIN,4NP)

(THI,MAL)

0.745

0.75

Fig. 8. Two-dimensional G-space, and stability fields and hot spots (grey circle).

H1 H2

g1 g

10-. 0.4 0.6 0.75

10

5

0.13 0.58 
0.03 0.81 0.92

0.74- 0.81-0.27-0.3

Fig. 9. g1-spectrum [PV, BD] and g2-spectrum [LC50, log Kow]. Ordinate axes are H1 (left side) and H2 (right side). Abscissa are g1 and g2.
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If p ¼ 2 or greater, then one has to discuss p different
weights in p 1-dimensional g-spaces. For example if p ¼ 2
a graphic as shown in Fig. 8 may result. For example, exem-
plifying the procedure we start with two incomparabilities,
namely 4NPjjLIN and THIjjMAL in the original Hasse dia-
gram (Fig. 7).

Regarding 4NPjjLIN we may calculate at least one crucial
weight, according to (3). If we aggregate as follows: PV and
BD on the one side (41) and LC50 and log Kow on the other
side (42) then we see that with respect to PV and BD there is
no incomparability: LIN < PV,BD 4NP. Then, the incompara-
bility is due to antagonistic attributes (Simon et al., 2004)
LC50 and log Kow. For that reason we calculate the crucial
weight of LC50 and log Kow for LIN and 4NP. We find
g2c ¼ 0.745. For THI and MAL we find: THIjjPV,BDMAL
but THI < LC50,log KowMAL. Therefore we associate with the
pair (THI, MAL) the crucial weight g1c (separating the
g1-space) and its value turns out to be g1c ¼ 0.75. A graphical
representation for the pairs (LIN, 4NP) and (THI, MAL) is
shown in Fig. 8.

Within the G-space [0,1] � [0,1] there are four fields, which
arise from the separating lines due to g1c ¼ const and
g2c ¼ const’. Within these four stability fields (see Section 4
below), the variation of the weights will not affect the order
relations between THI-MAL on the one side and LIN-4NP on
the other side. Hence we are speaking of a ‘‘structure’’ in the

G-space. If p > 2 then a similar consideration leads to the gen-
eralization of stability (hyper-) cubes. Crossing a boundary (i.e.
a line in p ¼ 2, or a hyper-plane in p > 2) changes the relation
for those pairs which belong to the corresponding crucial weight
(see (6) in Section 2.4). If the variation of the weights crosses
more than one crucial (hyper)plane of gkc-values then corre-
spondingly many pairs of chemicals are affected in their order
relations. Therefore crossing of (hyper-) planes are of special
interest and are called ‘‘hot spots’’ in the ‘‘g-space’’ as ex-
plained in Section 2.5.

3.3. g-spectra, stability fields and hot spots
for twelve chemicals

We calculate the two g-spectra and represent them as histo-
grams (see Fig. 9).

By a cluster analysis (complete linkage, squared Euclidian
distance) a series of partitionings can be obtained. The cut
level is selected so that an aggregation of non-trivial clusters
is avoided. The partitioning in case of g1c contained 7, 6,
22, 13 object pairs, in case of g2c 4, 4, 1, 4, 1 object pairs.
From any cluster the interval of its crucial g-values is deter-
mined. Hence the stability- and transition fields are found as
follows (Table 7).

The diagrammatic representation of the results of the clus-
ter analysis ( Q2Table 9 and Fig. 9) is shown in Fig. 10: the fields
between the stripes are the stability fields.

Fig. 10 shows us that there are 18 stability fields (blank
rectangular areas in Fig. 10) which can be characterized by
just one Hasse diagram and there are 4 hot spots (dark rectan-
gles in Fig. 10) which may also be merged to bigger hot spots
(dashed lines). It should be clear that each transition zone con-
tains a series of small stability fields, which are neglected in
the course of the generalization. Variation of weights (by keep-
ing the scheme of pairwise aggregation) will not change the
relative positions of incomparable chemicals within a stability
field (if the g-spectra allow defining such fields). If however
the variation of weights crosses transition zones (the series
of crucial gkc-values, grouped to stripes) the order relation
of many pairs changes. A perhaps useful picture is that of
a phase transition: varying the weights within a stability field
the configuration will be invariant, crossing hot spots will
change the configuration.

3.4. Typical Hasse diagrams

o-METEOR tends to reduce the problematic work of find-
ing all weights simultaneously by a step-by-step procedure.
Taking the data from the publication of Lerche et al. (2002a)
the Hasse diagram shown in Fig. 7 and all subsequent Hasse
diagrams are obtained. Here we show how after the introduc-
tion of the first two weights a set of possible posets will be ob-
tained, so that only 18 typical Hasse diagrams are to be
considered.

There are many incomparabilities which hamper a unique
decision, albeit one may begin with the maximal elements
{MAL, THI, CNB, DIA}. It is not meaningful to show every

Table 7

g1c and g2c e cluster

Pairs due to g1c-values Intervals g1c Pairs due to g2c-values Intervals g2c

7 0.68.0.75 4 0.74.0.81

6 0.47.0.60 4 0.89.0.92

22 1 1 0.58

13 0 4 0.27.0.30

1 0.13

g1

g2

0 1
0

1

"A" "B"

"C" "D"

Fig. 10. Transition zones and stability fields for twelve chemicals. A, B, C, D

are identifiers of stability fields (see Section 3.3).
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Hasse diagram. We only show the four most important ones;
the importance we derive e as shown above e from the vol-
umes of the (hyper-) cubes.

In stability field A (0.03 < g1c < 0.47) (0.30 < g2c < 0.58)
the Hasse diagram is shown in Fig. 11 (left side), in stability
field B in Fig. 11 (right side).

It is interesting to note that all three former hierarchies are
now related to each other and in case of stability field A: that
Malathion (MAL), which is isolated in (C, IB) is now compa-
rable with Diazinon (DIA). This Hasse diagram results with
a low weight for PV and a medium weight for LC50.

In the case of stability field B, where PV is considered as
very important and BD as less important, Malathion (MAL)
becomes a maximal element in the poset and is worse than
many other chemicals. Comparing the Hasse diagram of field
A with that of field B one observes many changes. This is con-
sistent with the fact that between both stability fields a rather
big transition zone is located, which implies that there are
many pairs of incomparable elements, changing their order re-
lations within the aggregation. Furthermore it should be noted
that there are order preserving maps from the poset, shown in
Fig. 7 to the posets shown in Fig. 11, but no order preserving
map between the two Hasse diagrams of the stability fields
A and B. This is consistent with the finding, summarized in
Table 9 and schematically drawn in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13 the
Hasse diagrams corresponding to the fields C and D
(Fig. 10) are shown.

Once again, passing the large transition zone (from A/C to
B/D) implies many changes, however the boundary which sep-
arates A from C and B from D is just one chemical pair. Hence
it is clear that the vertical transition will only exhibit one
change. Namely LINjjTHI is converted to THI > LIN and
vice versa. It is interesting to note how an aggregation affects
the position of the chemical MAL. In the original Hasse dia-
gram (Fig. 7) it is an isolated element, hence any aggregation
may change the position of MAL drastically (compare Brüg-
gemann et al., 2001). In stability field C the chemical MAL
is a minimal element, whereas in stability field D it is a maxi-
mal one. This finding also shows, how crucial a weighting can
be and how important it is, to analyze object sets by partial or-
der set theory!

4. Discussion and conclusion

In contrast to its kernel, the HDT, METEOR allows partici-
pation of stakeholders and provides the stepwise introduction of
weights. The expectation is that often just some few steps will
be helpful for the decision (here: which chemical is hazardous
to the environment). For example incomparable chemicals as
shown in Fig. 7 are now related to each other in a systematic,
i.e. order preserving way. The example shows an intermediate
state of o-METEOR, namely after introduction of only two
weights, whereas for a linear ranking three weights would be
needed (weights are normalized so that their sum equals 1).
The advantages associated with discrete approaches such as
the HDT, which provide high transparency throughout the
whole evaluation process is combined with the flexible use of
weights, which model the subjective preferences.

From the more mathematical/statistical and software tech-
nical point of view there are many questions open, which
are to be solved in the future:

1) What is the most efficient strategy for aggregation? Will
the bottom-up strategy always be rather inefficient,
whereas the top-down strategy resolves in its first steps
the most important conflicts? Here it may be useful to dis-
cuss the aggregation procedure in terms of conflict dia-
grams as introduced by Sørensen et al. (2005).
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Fig. 11. Hasse diagram in stability field A (left), stability field B (right).

poset (C, IBoriginal)

poset (C, (ϕ(1),ϕ(2),
field A) 

poset (C, (ϕ(1),ϕ(2),
field B) 

order
preserving
maps

Generally
not    order
preserving

Fig. 12. Relation between original poset and posets after aggregation using

different weights.
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2) As discussed in Section 2.4 the Eq. (2) alone leads only to
a lower bound of possible order theoretical extensions. In
order to obtain all extensions (not necessarily only the lin-
ear ones) each configuration must be expressed by a bundle
of inequalities describing the order relations. This how-
ever, on the one side in large posets is a computational
problem and on the other side not all linear extensions
will be obtained by just a linear combination of the attri-
butes. Therefore we think and suggest that equations of
type (2) (Section 2.4) are a good compromise.

3) Which relations can be found among the posets obtained
in intermediate steps of aggregation? Certainly there
must be a set of order preserving maps between the
original poset and the derived posets due to different ag-
gregations. However the degree of enrichment of compara-
bilities will be different, as could be seen in Fig. 7 in
comparison to the posets shown in Figs. 11 and 13. Hence
it is of interest to characterize aggregation schemes at least
in terms of similarity within the set of crucial weights.

4) How far the concept of stability fields (or ‘‘phases’’) and
phase transitions can be further applied? We have seen
that the broadness of transition zones corresponds to the
number of changes by which the poset will be affected.
Hence the stripes and their geometrical configurations
are of main interest.

5) If we do not know any weight. Which stability field should
be examined first? The volume (or in technical terms:
measure) of the stability hypercubes (here planes) may
give a useful advice. Here the largest stability field is field
A: (0.47 � 0.03) * (0.58 � 0.30 ¼ 0.132) followed by
field B: (1 � 0.75) * (0.58�0.30) ¼ 0.07. Therefore we
started in Section 3.3 with the largest stability field ‘‘A’’
by determining the Hasse diagrams and continue with
three stability fields of lower measures.

6) What’s about the generalization to p > 2. In this paper we
exemplified the ideas by p ¼ 2, many graphical schemes
are based on a two-dimensional representation. In real
life p will be by far greater than 2. If the o-METEOR ap-
proach is followed then p one-dimensional g-spaces are to
be calculated and characterized by their gkc-values. If

more general aggregations (including two- or higher di-
mensional g-spaces) are to be used, then the transition
zones have to be calculated and it is more difficult to pres-
ent them graphically.

7) Can we always expect stability fields? Yes and no! Clearly
we get with a finite set of objects (i.e. of chemicals) only dis-
crete sets of crucial weights. Hence one may find within two
adjacent crucial weights always a more or less large field of
invariant < or >-relations. However, if the crucial weights
in all dimensions are approximately homogenously filling
out the interval [0,1] in any g-space then any small change
of weights everywhere in the G-space will lead to a phase
transition. In that case one may perform a classification of
the original attributes into scores or define an aggregation
which does not pairwise combine the original attributes.
This however, leads to a theoretically more complex system,
which is still open for further research.

8) METEOR may be seen as one example of the g-posets. We
speak of g-posets, if the attributes by which a component-
wise order is defined, are dependent on a set of continuous
varying parameters. If for example a poset and its visual-
ization by Hasse diagrams is used to exhibit structure-fate
relations of chemicals in the environment (Brüggemann
et al., 2006a) then a natural question arises how the poset
depends on environmental parameters, if the characteriz-
ing attributes are fate descriptors. In METEOR and espe-
cially in o-METEOR the relations can be considered as
relatively simple because of the linearity of the 4-func-
tions with respect to the weights. In the case of struc-
tureefate relationships the descriptors in general will
non-linearly depend on parameters like water discharge,
organic carbon content etc. First attempts are under devel-
opment (Restrepo et al., 2007b). However the field of g-
posets needs the joint work of many scientists in the fu-
ture. We hope that in the series of workshops about par-
tially ordered sets in chemistry and environmental
sciences (initialized by the first author) this joint coopera-
tion can be enhanced.

9) o-METEOR is intended to serve as a decision support
tool for environmental sciences too. However, before
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Fig. 13. Left side: Hasse diagrams of stability field C; Right side: stability field D.
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we recommend its application as a decision support tool
we have to compare it with several other well-known
procedures, e.g. PROMETHEE. That means we have to
continue the work begun by Lerche et al. (2002a) where
HDT was compared with four other decision support
tools.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

a. Abbreviations (alphabetically sorted)

Abbreviation Explanation

AHP Analytic hierarchy process

Bottom-up-procedure Starting from very detailed information and aggregate those attributes, which belong to the same subcriterion

ELECTRE (French): Elimination et Choix Traduisant la Realité

Extremal case procedure The aggregation procedure in METEOR will be stopped if a) a greatest or least element is found or b) if two

elements of interest can be compared.

HD Hasse diagram

HDT Hasse diagram technique

HPVC High production volume chemicals

MAUT Multiattribute utility function theory

MCDA Multi-criteria decision aids

METEOR Method of evaluation by order theory

NAIADE Novel approach to imprecise assessment and decision environment

o-METEOR Like METEOR, however a specific aggregation scheme

poset(s) Partially ordered set(s)

PROMETHEE Preference ranking organisation method for enrichment evaluation

REACH Registration, evaluation, authorisation of chemicals

Top-down-procedure Aggregate that pair of attributes which is most anticorrelated, then the next pair of attributes, etc.

WHASSE Hasse for Windows

b. Symbols and concepts

Symbol Explanation Remarks

gc
k Crucial weight Eq. (4) (often simply written gkc)

Dx;y
i ¼qi(x) � qi( y)

Qx;y
ij ¼ Dx;y

i / Dx;y
j

4k Weighted sum of qi˛k
jj Sign to denote incomparability

BD Biodegradation

C Set of objects In Section 3: set of Chemicals

gi The weights They are representing in this study the

external knowledge

g-space g˛[0,1]p3IRp IRp set of p-tuples of real numbers. In o-

METEOR the g-spaces are one-dimensional

G-space Product of all g-spaces 3IRm

Hk( g(k)) Number of pairs of ICk, having the same gkc-value g-spectrum: Hk versus gi˛[0,1]

Hot spots Subspaces of the G-space where a change of weights changes the relative

positions of two incomparable objects

IB Set of attributes, characterizing objects in order to perform an evaluation

ICk Set of pairs of incomparable objects, due to set k Equation 6

LC50 The dose of a substance which is fatal to 50% of the test animals

log Kow log of n-octanol/water partitioning coefficient

m Number of attributes m ¼ card IB

N Number of objects N ¼ card C

p Dimension of the G-space

PV production volume

qi ith attribute The attributes qi represent in our study the

primary knowledge

qi(x) The value of the ith attribute for object x

qi(max) The maximum value of qi within a set of objects

qi(min) The minimum value of qi within a set of objects

(continued on next page)
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Given the set IB of m attributes the total number of possible
subsets of it is given by the cardinality of the power set of IB
(P(IB)), which corresponds to 2m. We write 2m-m-2 since we
do not consider the original attributes in IB either the empty
set either the subset containing all the attributes as simulta-
neously aggregated. If we suppose IB ¼ {q1, q2, q3} then the
possible number of subsets of those three attributes is 23 ¼ 8,
which are P(IB) ¼ {{q1}, {q2}, {q3}, {q1, q2}, {q1, q3}, {q2,
q3}, {q1, q2, q3}, B}. From P(IB) just {q1, q2}, {q1, q3}, and
{q2, q3} can be considered as aggregation of the attributes q1,
q2 and q3. Hence, their number is 23-3-2 ¼ 3. Note, however
that these three possible aggregations are not disjoint.

Appendix 3

Given the set IB of m attributes, a partition D of IB is a col-
lection of subsets of IB such that:

i
�

If S1;.;Sm3 IB; then X
m

k¼1
Sk ¼B

ii
�

IfS1;.;Sm 3 IB; then W
m

k¼1
Sk ¼ IB

Thus, if we IB ¼ {q1, q2, q3} we have the following partitions:
D1 ¼ {q1, q2, q3}, D2 ¼ {{q1}, {q2, q3}}, D3 ¼ {{q2}, {q1,
q3}}, D4 ¼ {{q3}, {q1, q2}} and D5 ¼ {{q1}, {q2}, {q3}}.

Appendix 4

The number of ways a set IB of m attributes can be parti-
tioned into k non-empty sets is S2(m, k), which is called a Stir-
ling number of the second kind.

S2ðm; kÞ ¼ ð1=k!Þ
Xk

i¼0

ð� 1Þi
�

k
i

�
ðk� iÞm:

If IB ¼ {q1, q2, q3} and we decide to aggregate its elements in
two classes, then S(3,2) ¼ 3 and the partitions are D2, D3 and
D4 form A2.

Appendix 5

The number of ways a set IB of m attributes can be partitioned
into non-empty subsets is called a Bell’s number (B(m)).
B(m) ¼Pm

k¼1 S2ðm; kÞ, being S2(m, k) defined in A4. If
IB ¼ {q1, q2, q3}, then B(3) ¼ 5 and the partitions appear in A2.
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Abstract

Ranking methods are of great importance for assessing the relative importance or potential 

impact of different objects, e.g. chemicals, screening methods, etc. When a ranking procedure 

is applied it is desired to obtain a total order of the ranked objects. With most methods, this is 

achieved through the mathematical combination of descriptors characterising the objects, 

often under the inclusion of descriptor priorities. However, such priority settings affect the 

final ranking and the contribution of each descriptor to the final result becomes obscure. In 

this paper, METEOR (Method of evaluation by order theory) is described, a ranking 

procedure which allows to explore the complete space of possible descriptor priorities in such 

a way that total orders are obtained. METEOR permits 1) to study the total order resulting 

from any descriptors’ prioritisation, 2) to determine the priorities necessary to obtain a 

particular total order, 3) to calculate the probability of having a particular total order, and 4) to 

calculate the similarity between different total orders. 
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METEOR is applied to 18 refrigerants used in the past, presently used, and some proposed 

substitutes, characterised by their ozone depletion potentials, global warming potentials and 

atmospheric lifetimes. The results show that pentafluorodimethyl ether, a proposed 

replacement for the problematic fully halogenated refrigerants, has a probability of 68 % of 

being an environmentally problematic substance of the selection of refrigerants considered in 

this paper. 

Introduction 

Ranking is the process of positioning elements of a set on an ordinal scale in relation to each 

other. There are different ranking methods1, developed for priority setting in decision making 

processes. Their applications cover areas such as the assessment of the performance of health 

systems2, the selection of biodiverse ecosystems for governmental protection3, and even the 

assessment of research institutions, scientists4,5, and publications6; the results can have direct 

impacts on governmental research budgets7. Ranking processes are important in document 

retrieval8,9 and are behind the search engines employed to gather relevant information from 

the World Wide Web8,10 such as the PageRank11 of Google12.

In chemistry, ranking is used for chemical information retrieval9,13; different algorithms and 

procedures have been developed to manage large chemical data sets. Another application is 

the interpretation of spectra14; thereby, for a given set of spectra the possible substances are 

ranked according to their degree of spectra fitting. Ranking is also used in lead-discovery 

programs in virtual screening procedures15,16, in order to rank molecules for running 

biological assays15; others are employed in lead-discovery processes for the selection of 

molecular descriptors for potential drugs16. In the latter cases, rankings are performed on 

pools of descriptors characterising the substances to select those which are ranked highest. 

Ranking procedures are also important for risk assessment studies in environmental 

sciences17-19.

In general, a ranking procedure can be summarised as shown in Figure 1; the first step 

consists in collecting the elements and forming the dataset; the second step is the selection of 

descriptors characterising the objects; in the third step the ranking performance is considered, 

which can be done in principle by two ways: Including additional information (priorities) as 

shown in Figure 1 or trying to deduce a linear order from the properties of the partially 
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ordered set alone. The second possibility is not followed in this paper but it is described in 

reference 20. As final step the ranking is interpreted and applied. Each of these steps includes 

different procedures and decisions, for example the importance of diverse sets of chemicals 

for lead-discovery procedures, the kind of descriptors characterising the molecules in respect 

to the aim of the ranking, the advantages and disadvantages of different algorithms, and the 

design of rules for interpretation of the results for application. 

Data set Descriptors Ranking Interpretation and 
application

Set of 
rankings

Descriptors
+

Priorities

1 2 3 4

Rankings’
similarity

Rankings’
probability

Rankings’
similarity

Rankings’
probability

Figure 1. Ranking procedure. The bold box represents the scope of the present research. 

Although there are several studies1,21 on the individual steps of a ranking procedure (Figure 1) 

and their influence on the final ranking, the relationship between steps 2 and 3 has not been 

studied in respect to descriptor prioritisation. This is crucial because normally it is necessary 

to assess the importance of each descriptor for the final ranking, for example assessing the 

weight of exposure relative to effect descriptors in an environmental study. In this paper, 

METEOR22-24, a mathematical method for assessing descriptor prioritisation and its effect on 

the ranking, is described. A methodology for calculating similarity among rankings obtained 

by different descriptor prioritisation is introduced. This allows to answer the following 

questions: How is the ranking affected when descriptor priorities change systematically? 

What is the probability of arriving at a certain ranking through descriptor prioritisation? 

The current paper is organised as follows: After ranking objects using partial order theory, the 

concept of step-by-step aggregation is introduced. Hence, order preserving maps among 

partial orders are obtained. Further application of the step-by-step aggregation leads to linear 

orders and a similarity analysis of them is performed. 
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Ranking objects 

A ranking method including the steps shown in Figure 1 should be flexible to permit 

“researcher participation”25. Also, one must cope with the fact that conflictive values may 

occur among the selected descriptors. This latter situation arises when some descriptors of an 

object have high values while others are low. “Researcher participation” means that subjective 

descriptor preferences are involved in the ranking. To avoid conflictive values, in some 

ranking procedures the aggregation of all descriptors is done at once26-28 to yield a total 

order29 (linear order) of the objects and to allow the identification of a single high-ranking 

object. Such aggregations may include descriptor priorities weights, representing the 

“researcher participation” in the process. Aggregation, however, entails descriptor 

compensation since a low value in one particular descriptor offsets large values in others. As 

each descriptor represents a particular aspect of the objects, compensation is regarded as 

comparison of “chalk and cheese”24. In such a situation, ranking interpretation becomes 

questionable as the descriptors’ influences are hidden because compensation takes place over 

all descriptors simultaneously, often referred to as “weighting camouflage” in the ranking 

process30. To evade this problem, the Hasse Diagram Technique (HDT)18,19,31-33 can be used 

to explore different aspects of the ranked set, such as ranking stability under addition and 

deletion of descriptors34 and their influence on the ranking17,31. In the following, a brief 

description is given. 

Hasse Diagram Technique (HDT) 

In the HDT, different descriptors q1, q2, ..., qi are simultaneously used to rank the objects a,

b,… of a set P. As a methodological condition, all descriptors need to be oriented17 in such a 

way that low descriptor values indicate low ranking and high values indicate high ranking. If 

an object x P is characterised by the descriptors q1(x), q2(x), ...., qi(x) and another object y

P by q1(y), q2(y), ...., qi(y), x and y are compared by contrasting their individual descriptors. 

If all descriptors of x are higher or equal to those of y (qi(x) > qi(y) for all i) or at least one 

descriptor is higher for x while all the others are equal (qj(x) > qj(y) for some j and qi(x) = qi(y)

for the rest of descriptors), x is ranked higher than y (x y). In this case, x and y are said to be 

comparable. If qi(y) = qi(x) for all i, then x and y have identical rank and become equivalent 

objects (x ~ y). When at least one property fulfils qj(x) < qj(y) while the others follow the 

relation qi(x) qi(y), x and y are called incomparable (x || y); thus, they are not ordered with 
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respect to each other. Normally, several objects are mutually incomparable, and P is not 

totally but partially ordered29 and is called a partially ordered set (poset)29. This can be 

represented as a directed acyclic graph whose vertices are the objects in P, and each edge 

represents the comparability among the linked objects; higher-ranked objects are given a 

higher vertical position29. Because the graph often contains edges for each pair of objects, it 

may contain trivial relations (i.e. if x y and y z then x y z) which can be simplified 

by drawing next neighbour edges only; such parsimonious graph is known as Hasse diagram 

(HD)33. Figure 2 depicts the HD of the set P = {a, b, c, d, e} resulting from descriptors 

gathered in the corresponding data matrix. 

HDT makes the ranking process transparent, besides other advantages17-19,31-33. On the other 

hand, the lack of descriptor weights is seen as an absence of researcher participation on the 

process and is usually regarded as disadvantage24, stressed by the fact that several high-ranked 

objects may coexist (e.g. b and d in Figure 2). This is caused by the absence of aggregating 

functions, with weights as parameters, which would allow to remove conflictive descriptor 

values. Because of this disadvantage, Brüggemann and coworkers22-24 developed METEOR 

(Method of evaluation by order theory) as an extended procedure which permits to solve the 

dilemma by obtaining a single high-ranked object, keeping the HDT transparency and 

allowing “researcher participation”. Contrary to other ranking methods such as 

PROMETHEE27, NAIADE35 or AHP36 where descriptor weighting-aggregation is carried out 

in one step, with METEOR it is performed in a step-by-step procedure permitting to discern 

the effects of descriptor weights and their compensations. Compensation is restricted to the 

descriptors which are actually aggregated in a subset, and the effect of all possible weights on 

the ranking can be systematically studied. METEOR permits to find total orders which arise 

from the original HDT and which are called linear extensions18,29. In the following, these total 

orders are briefly discussed. 

Linear extensions 

A partial order corresponds to a HD with incomparable objects; since the majority of ranking 

methods is directed towards total orders, it is important to relate the concept of linear 

extension to that of partial order. 
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A linear extension is a projection of a partial order into a total order, keeping the order 

relations of the partial order. In mathematical terms it is an order-preserving mapping of a 

partial order29. The incomparabilities of a HD must be changed to comparabilities to obtain a 

linear extension (Figure 2, upper right). The total set of linear extensions can be found by a 

combinatorial procedure where the incomparable objects are systematically given an order 

with respect to each other37.

For a set of linear extensions, the ranking frequency25 rmn can be calculated as the occurrence 

of object n at the rank m; additionally, rmn divided by the number of linear extensions yields 

the ranking probability25 pmn of having n at the rank m. Finally, nr , the average rank25 of n,

can be calculated as  

n mnm
r m p    (1) 

The parameters rmn, pmn and nr  are also shown in Figure 2 (bottom half)38. The nr  values can 

be used to draw a consensus ranking, the most probable ranking for the set of linear 

extensions considered (Figure 2, bottom right). Note that a linear consensus ranking is only 

obtained when only one nr  corresponds to each x P; for example b and d, related by an 

automorphism29, have the same value of nr  (4.5) and are therefore equivalent objects in the 

consensus ranking. Such equivalent rankings can be avoided by descriptor weighting and a 

linear order may be obtained, as is shown in the following. 
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Figure 2. A Hasse diagram of five elements based on three descriptors (Data matrix), their 

linear extensions, ranking probabilities of each element, and the consensus ranking. 

METEOR

Descriptors must be normalised to avoid dimensional conflicts when they are aggregated by 

using METEOR22-24. In the present work, the normalised i descriptor value of x, i.e. qi(x), can 

be calculated as follows39

'( ) min '( )
max ' min '

i i
i

i i

q x qq x
q q

    (2) 

where '( )iq x  is the value of descriptor i for x, and min 'iq  and max 'iq  are the minimum and 

maximum values. 

The step-by-step aggregation using positive monotonous functions (like the linear ones with 

positive weights) performed by METEOR may be carried out until all descriptors are 

aggregated in a weighted sum. The final ranking is always a linear extension of the original 
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HD, i.e. each aggregation keeps the comparabilities of the previous ranking. Hence, the effect 

of aggregation is to add new comparabilities to those already existing. 

This is exemplified by application to the data set shown in Figure 2. In general, 

incomparabilities in the original HD will be changed into comparabilities by descriptor 

aggregations; the stepwise aggregation performed for a subset of descriptors enriches the 

partial order by new comparabilities. One possibility is to group similar descriptors into an 

aggregated one, another is to aggregate descriptors with a high degree of conflictive potential 

which are normally anticorrelated40. In the example, the conflictive descriptors q2 and q3 are 

aggregated which are least correlated according to the Spearman’s rank correlation41  = 0.6. 

In the data matrix (Figure 2), the three incomparabilities a || c, b || d, and a || e are due to 

conflictive values between q2 and q3. If x || y, there is an aggregated property ( )x  for x and 

another ( )y  for y which can be defined as follows: 

2 3( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x g q x g q x     (3) 

2 3( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )y g q y g q y     (4) 

where g and (1 – g) are the selected weights (priorities) for q2 and q3, respectively; the sum of 

weights must be equal to 1. An important value of g is achieved when ( )x  = ( )y

indicating that the incomparability between x and y is turned into an equivalence x ~ y. This 

particular g value is called “crucial weight”40 for the pair {x, y} and is represented by gc as 

deduced from Eqs. 3 and 4: 

2 2

3 3

1
( ) ( )1
( ) ( )

cg q x q y
q x q y

    (5) 

with 3 3( ) ( ) 0q x q y . The gc values for the three incomparabilities a || c, b || d, and a || e

accounted by conflictive values between q2 and q3 are 0.357, 0.556 and 0.562, respectively. 

The change in the order relations between each of the three incomparable pairs can be seen in 

Figure 3a, where four new HDs are shown based upon q1 and  as descriptors. A weight 0 < 

g < 0.357 always yields the partial order S1, and if the weight is shifted to 0.357 < g < 0.556, 

S2 is obtained. Note that a < c in S1, which turns to be a || c when passing the crucial value gc
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= 0.357. In the same way, a value of 0.556 < g < 0.562 produces S3, and a value 0.562 < g < 1 

yields S4. The only change between S2 and S3 concerns the pair {b, d} while the transition 

from S3 to S4 changes the order relation of the pair {a, e}. It can be seen that the 

transformations S4  S3  S2  S1 are always order-preserving. It is important to note 

that each passage of the crucial value affects only the incomparable pair generating it while 

the other pairs keep their mutual relations. 
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Figure 3. Hasse diagram, a) its four stability fields Si produced by aggregation of q2 and q3,

and b) its ten stability fields Sj(Si) produced after a second (and in this example final) 

aggregation including q1. A, B, C, D and E are the linear extensions labels shown in Figure 2. 
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The distribution of gc values along the space g of weights is called the g-spectrum40, and each 

region in which different g values yield the same poset is called a “stability field”40. Hence, in 

the case shown in Figure 3a there are four stability fields (S1 to S4) in the g-space, each one 

characterised by only one poset. In consequence, an important advantage of METEOR is that 

the changes in the ranking are shown for a complete range of descriptor weights. 

Although it is interesting to plot the poset for each stability field, occasionally, when there are 

many incomparabilities, the various gc values become close to each other making it difficult 

to plot them. In such case it is recommended to cluster gc values and plot the posets between 

the clusters; such clusters are called “hot spots”40.

When giving different priorities to q2 and q3, none of the HDs (Figure 3a) yields a linear 

ranking. To obtain a linear order and simultaneously evaluate the effect of q1,  must be 

further aggregated with q1 yielding a new combined descriptor :

1( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x h x h q x     (6) 

1 2 3( ) (1 ) ( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x h q x hg q x h g q x   (7) 

where h and (1 - h) are the weights for  and q1, respectively. As described for g-weights,

there are also crucial values hc. This new aggregation yields new stability fields Sj(Si) along 

the h axis for each one of the Si stability fields of the first aggregation (Figure 3b). Because in 

this example three descriptors are considered, the second aggregation including all descriptors 

yields linear extensions from the original HD. Some of the stability fields in a particular h-

space hold the same linear extension of other stability fields from a different h-space; for 

example a < c < e < b < d appears in all four h-spaces (S1(S1), S1(S2), S1(S3) and S1(S4)), 

resulting from low weights of q1. The linear extensions B and C appear twice. In total, among 

the ten stability fields distributed along four h-spaces, there are five linear rankings from a 

total of six in Figure 2. The missing linear order F (Figure 2) cannot be obtained by any 

 aggregation, which means that there are no linear weighted-aggregation resulting in a 

linear order. In general, the sequence of aggregations and their results may be regarded as a 

prioritisation scheme (Figure 4). Since in this example only two aggregations were required to 

obtain the linear extensions, a 2-dimensional representation can be drawn (Figure 5). 
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In the prioritisation scheme (Figure 4), each path from {q1, q2, q3} to a particular linear 

extension shows a specific set of priorities yielding the selected linear extension. It can be 

seen that different paths can lead to the same linear extension. 

Weights representing property priorities can also be expressed in percentages. For example, 

the linear extension E is obtained according to Eq. 7 when priorities of q1 are lower than 8 % 

[(1 - h) < 0.08], priorities of q2 are greater than 52 % [hg > 0.52] and priorities of q3 are lower 

than 44 % [h (1 - g) < 0.44] in such a way that the sum of the three selected priorities is 100 

%, i.e. (1 - h) + hg + h (1 - g) = 1 (Eq. 7). The other stability fields are in the same way 

bounded by certain values of descriptor priorities. This result motivates to introduce a 

probability concept in the space of weights: Considering Figure 5 the linear extension A is the 

most probable of all five (Figure 5), its stability fields covering 60 % of all possible (g, h)

combinations; the second most probable is C with 17 %. E and D are the most improbable 

ones.

Total orders in environmental ranking of refrigerants 

In a recent work42 we have ranked 40 refrigerants used in the past, used presently, and some 

proposed substitutes; they were described by their ozone depletion potentials (ODP), global 

warming potentials (GWP), and atmospheric life times (ALT). The interest in such a study 

was to analyse the order relations of 13 different subsets: chlorofluorocarbons (CFC), 
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hydrofluorocarbons (HFC), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC), hydrocarbons (HC), 

di(fluoroalkyl)ethers (DFAE), alkyl-fluoroalkylethers (AFAE), chloromethanes (CM), and the 

single-compound subsets trifluoroiodomethane (FIM), octafluorocyclobutane (PFC), carbon 

dioxide (CO2), bromochlorodifluorobutane (BCF), dimethyl ether (DME) and ammonia 

(NH3). The HD showed many incomparabilities among refrigerants making it difficult to 

decide which refrigerant is the most problematic one; in fact, 8 maximal29 chemicals resulted. 

A decision on the least problematic substance was also not possible because two minimal29

refrigerants appeared. 

When applying METEOR to obtain linear orders among refrigerants, a set P (Table 1) of 

maximal chemicals of each subset was selected. The HD and Spearman’s rank correlation of 

these 18 refrigerants in P in respect to the three properties are depicted in Figure 6. P contains 

more than 13 substances because CFC, HCFC and AFAE have more than one maximal 

refrigerant (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Labels, chemical subsets, molecular formulae and non-propietory names of the 

refrigerants in P.

Label* Subset
Molecular

formula

Non-proprie-

tory name 

1 CFC CCl3F R11 

2 CFC CCl2F2 R12 

6 HCFC C2H3Cl2F R141b 

7 HCFC C2H3ClF2 R142b 

8 HFC CHF3 R23 

16 HC C3H8 R290 

21 CO2 CO2 R744 

22 BCF CBrClF2 R12B1 

23 PFC C4F8 RC318 

29 DFAE C2HF5O HFE-125 

32 CM CH3Cl R40 

33 CFC C2Cl3F3 R113 

35 CFC C2Cl2F4 R114 

36 FIM CF3I R13I1 

37 DME C2H6O - 

38 NH3 NH3 R717 

39 AFAE C2H3F3O HFE-143 

40 AFAE C3H3F5O HFE-245 
   *Labels correspond to those used in reference 42. 
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Figure 6. Hasse diagram of 18 maximal subset refrigerants and Spearman’s rank correlation 

among their properties. 

There are 65,362,464 linear extensions associated with this HD; in the following is shown 

how many and which are obtained under prioritisations of ALT, ODP and GWP. Initially, for 

a refrigerant x, ALT and ODP are aggregated in ( )x  because they are weakly anticorrelated 

properties for the 18 refrigerants studied (Figure 6). 

( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x g ALT x g ODP x     (8) 

There are 43 incomparable pairs due to conflictive values between ALT and ODP; their 

respective gc values are shown in Table 2. Because several of these values are close to each 

other, they were clustered using hierarchical cluster analysis with Hamming distance as 

similarity function and unweighted average linkage as grouping method. A level of similarity 

of 90 % among gc values was selected, and 11 clusters corresponding to hot spots (Hi) were 

detected resulting in 12 stability fields (Si) in this g-space (Table 2). A histogram showing the 

distribution of gc values at the hot spots is shown in Figure 7. The differences among these 

stability fields can be calculated through the W-index17,18, a dissimilarity function used to 

quantify the disagreement between two posets taking into account the order relationships 

among their objects. The W-values for all comparisons among the 12 stability fields are 

shown in Table 3, the g-spectrum and its corresponding stability fields in Figure 8. 
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Table 2. Pairs of refrigerants with conflictive values between ODP and ALT, and their 

corresponding clustering into hot spots Hi. 

Hot spot Pair gc Hot spot Pair gc

(8, 23) 8.5651E-5 (1, 8) 0.7360 

(23, 32) 0.0039 (32, 39) 0.7404 

(7, 23) 0.0127 (2, 8) 0.7516 

(6, 23) 0.0231 (8, 33) 0.7532 

H1

(8, 32) 0.0438 

H8

(2, 33) 0.7699 

(29, 32) 0.0712 (6, 7) 0.8005 

(21, 32) 0.0956 (32, 40) 0.8229 

(33, 35) 0.12733 

H9

(1, 29) 0.8395 

(7, 8) 0.1385 (29, 33) 0.8759 

(2, 23) 0.1423 (2, 29) 0.8878 

(23, 33) 0.1535 (1, 21) 0.8932 

(23, 35) 0.1553 (22, 35) 0.9022 

H2

(1, 23) 0.1659 

H10

(8, 22) 0.9251 

(7, 29) 0.2171 (21, 33) 0.9416 
H3

(6, 8) 0.2235 (22, 29) 0.9541 

(1, 35) 0.2696 (2, 21) 0.9626 

(7, 21) 0.2854 (21, 22) 0.9671 H4

(6, 29) 0.3260 (2, 22) 0.9679 

H5 (6, 21) 0.4048 (22, 33) 0.9727 

H6 (22, 23) 0.5009 (1, 22) 0.9870 

(1, 33) 0.6107 

H11

(7, 22) 0.9978 
H7

(1, 2) 0.6725  
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Figure 8. Stability fields (Si) and hot spots (Hi) on the g-spectrum produced by aggregation of 

ALT and ODP. Hasse diagrams of each Si calculated from GWP and .
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Table 3. Dissimilarities (W-values) among the Hasse diagrams of the stability fields (Si) in 

Figure 8. W-index values of adjacent Si’s are given in bold italics. 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 

S1 0            

S2 5 0           

S3 13 8 0          

S4 15 10 2 0         

S5 18 13 5 3 0        

S6 19 14 6 4 1 0       

S7 20 15 7 5 2 1 0      

S8 22 17 9 7 4 3 2 0     

S9 27 22 14 12 9 8 7 5 0    

S10 30 25 17 15 12 11 10 8 3 0   

S11 35 30 22 20 17 16 15 13 8 5 0

S12 43 38 30 28 25 24 23 21 16 13 8 0

As all 12 stability fields still hold incomparabilities due to conflictive values between  and 

the non-aggregated property GWP, a second step is necessary to break the remaining 

incomparabilities and to assess the effect of prioritising GWP together with ODP and ALT. 

The second aggregation was carried out through the following combination: 

( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x h x h GWP x     (9)  

( ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( )x hg ALT x h g ODP x h GWP x  (10) 

Hence, for each chemical x in the 12 stability fields in g, an aggregated function ( )x  was 

calculated. All incomparabilities yield corresponding hc values which were clustered using 

Hamming distance and unweighted average linkage. Clusters were formed by hc-values

holding 90 % or more similarity, thus becoming hot spots of the h-space. To each Si in the 

first aggregation corresponds a collection of hot spots H(Si) in the second aggregation. The h-

intervals of each H(Si) are shown in Table 4. A two-dimensional representation of the g and 

h-spaces is depicted in Figure 9a where 109 stability fields (white and coloured regions) are 

shown as well as the corresponding hot spots (black regions) separating them. Note that the 

stability fields arising from S1 are not visible in Figure 9 because the g-interval of S1 is too 

small in comparison to the other Si’s (Table 2). 
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Table 4. 97 Hot spots on the h-space displayed for each stability field Si from the first 

aggregation.

H(S1) H(S4) H(S7) H(S10) 

(0.0443, 0.0750) (0.0810, 0.1407) (0.0510, 0.0580) (0.0314, 0.0568) 

(0.2212, 0.2783) (0.2747, 0.3406) (0.0943, 0.1303) (0.2318, 0.3210) 

(0.3702, 0.4313) (0.4867, 0.5811) (0.3640, 0.3940) (0.5175, 0.5404) 

(0.4678, 0.4770) (0.6920, 0.7130) 0.4736 (0.5909, 0.6464) 

(0.6015, 0.6696) (0.7580, 0.8841) (0.6234, 0.6444) 0.6844 

(0.7609, 0.8198) (0.9338, 0.9965) (0.6860, 0.7217) 0.7653 

(0.9070, 0.9216)  (0.7761, 0.8528) (0.8494, 0.9332) 

(0.9531, 1)  (0.9021, 0.9313) (0.9602, 0.9939) 

  (0.9696, 0.9921)  

H(S2) H(S5) H(S8) H(S11) 

(0.0658, 0.1140) (0.0839, 0.0948) (0.0390, 0.0712) (0.0287, 0.0516) 

0.2317 0.1618 (0.1583, 0.1841) (0.2542, 0.3007) 

0.2907 0.3109 (0.3111, 0.3269) (0.4964, 0.5194) 

(0.3733, 0.4464) 0.3818 0.4979 (0.5703, 0.6103) 

(0.4838, 0.4926) (0.4654, 0.4834) (0.5664, 0.5887) (0.8396, 0.9051) 

(0.6204, 0.6793) (0.5367, 0.5965) (0.6376, 0.6718) (0.9388, 0.9868) 

(0.7100, 0.7372) (0.6849, 0.7978) (0.7343, 0.7864)  

(0.7751, 0.7892) (0.8525, 0.8683) (0.8105, 0.8924)  

(0.8339, 0.8719) (0.9189, 0.9948) (0.9450, 0.9958)  

(0.9131, 0.9992)    

H(S3) H(S6) H(S9) H(S12) 

(0.0759, 0.0769) (0.0647, 0.0703) (0.0346, 0.0628) (0.0266, 0.0479) 

(0.1517, 0.2049) (0.1042, 0.1218) (0.1901, 0.2376) (0.2415, 0.2550) 

0.2606 0.3442 (0.2883, 0.3034) 0.4051 

0.3244 (0.4126, 0.4302) (0.5395, 0.5816) (0.4794, 0.5025) 

(0.4666, 0.5330) (0.5805, 0.5877) (0.6121, 0.6851) (0.5536, 0.5906) 

(0.6243, 0.7028) (0.6326, 0.6896) (0.8007, 0.8760) 0.7266 

(0.7880, 0.8827) (0.7323, 0.7916) (0.9368, 0.9980) (0.8279, 0.8887) 

(0.9277, 0.9982) (0.8598, 0.8962)  (0.9316, 0.9917) 

 (0.9452, 0.9935)   
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Figure 9. Two-dimensional representation of g and h-spaces. a) Stability fields equally 

coloured hold the same linear extension; each white region contains a different linear 

extension. b) Stability fields equally coloured contain linear extensions whose similarity is 

equal or greater than 90 %. Symbols N and Y refer to two stability fields obtained from S1 

and Z to the stability field from S2 with highest h-values. c) Consensus ranking of each 
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cluster (coloured region in b); colours in c are those used in b. A to Z are the labels used to 

identify the 27 consensus rankings. 

As was shown in the METEOR example, different regions of the two-dimensional 

representation may hold identical linear orders. To trace similarities among these 109 linear 

orders, the W-index for each pair was calculated, resulting in 39 identical linear orders; 

equally coloured regions in Figure 9a represent identical orders (white regions hold different 

orders). Hence, the 109 stability fields were reduced to 70 different ones implying different 

linear rankings when prioritising ALT, ODP and GWP. They were grouped using cluster 

analysis where the similarity function is the W-index transformed into a similarity value43; the 

grouping method was the unweighted average linkage. After a selection of those clusters 

whose members share 90 % or more similarity, 27 linear extensions are obtained (Figure 9b). 

The average ranking nr  of each refrigerant n within each cluster of similar linear extensions 

was calculated using 

n S SS
r r p     (11) 

where S represents a stability field within the studied cluster, rS the ranking of n in S, and pS

the probability of having the linear extension associated to S when all the stability fields in the 

cluster are considered. Hence, pS = AS / AC, AS being the area of the stability field in the g-h

plot and AC the sum of areas of all stability fields in the studied cluster. The consensus 

rankings for the 27 stability field clusters were calculated using the nr  values (Figure 9c). The 

probabilities pC of having a particular consensus-ranking were also calculated, considering the 

area of each cluster of stability fields AC relative to the total area AT of all clusters, according 

to pC = AC / AT. These probabilities are given in percentages at the bottom of Figure 9c. AT

equals 39 %, meaning that 61 % of the g-h space is covered by hot spots. 

Discussion

On METEOR 

There are several ranking methods, for example Utility function26, PROMETHEE27 and 

Concordance analysis28; all of them include priorities in their procedures but none of them 

allows to study the whole set of priorities and their effects on the ranking. This is done by 
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METEOR, as was shown in the ranking of refrigerants; it allows to explore the space of 

priorities as a whole or to trace back the priorities needed to have a particular ranking. 

Another advantage of METEOR is the possibility of calculating the probability of having a 

particular linear order by descriptor prioritisation, which in the end saves time and resources 

since it avoids the “trial and error” selection of different descriptor priorities. METEOR yields 

concrete intervals of priorities for which the ranking is stable, a fact that through the usual 

ranking methods is only achievable after a large number of trials. 

The aggregation procedure described in this paper includes nested aggregations, as {{q2, q3}, 

q1} in the first example, or {{ALT, ODP}, GWP} in the refrigerant case. In these examples 

the spectrum of the first aggregation weights is related to the spectrum of the second 

aggregation weights. Hence, g determines which values h can take; if a further aggregation 

were necessary involving a weight k, then k would be related to g and h. Instead of nest-

aggregating four descriptors q1, q2, q3 and q4, it is also possible to pair-aggregate them, 

namely {q1, q2} and {q3, q4}40. Although a linear aggregation was performed in the current 

work, METEOR is not restricted to this kind of combinations; in fact other aggregation 

functions may be explored and the assessment of their results on the ranking may be carried 

out.

Prioritisation schemes allow to analyse which kind of priorities on different aggregations 

permit to find common rankings. In a similar manner, a two-dimensional plot combining 

results of two subsequent aggregations can be used to explore the similarities among stability 

fields. In this respect, the selection of different similarity levels allows to see how similarities 

evolve in respect to descriptor priorities. Thereby, a collection of stability field 

neighbourhoods can be constructed for each similarity level. Each of these neighbourhood 

systems represents a basis permitting to study topological relationships among different 

subsets of stability fields. This kind of topological approach, based on the notion of similarity, 

is called chemotopology39,44; its application to stability field neighbourhoods will be 

published in a forthcoming paper. 

Although the two-dimensional plot presenting the space of priorities is a versatile tool for 

analysing priority effects, it is restricted to the number of aggregations performed during the 

process. In fact, for a set P characterised by more than 4 descriptors and aggregated in the 

nested manner shown in this paper, a graphical representation of the priority space is not 
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possible. In such case the analysis must be carried out through prioritisation schemes, 

independent of the number of aggregations and always two-dimensional. 

Ranking of refrigerants 

Regarding environmental descriptors used in this research it should be noted that ODP and 

GWP are related to ALT45. It is also possible to perform regression analysis studies in order to 

obtain ODP = f (ALT), but this is out of scope of this manuscript. The current measure of 

ODP is based upon the comparison of the respective alternative refrigerant with 

trichlorofluoromethane which is decomposed in the stratosphere. Therefore, such ODP 

calculations are particularly appropriate for substances with similar reactivity, but they are 

also applied to substances which react in the lower atmosphere45. Similar considerations are 

valid for GWP calculations taking CO2 as reference45. In this manuscript, because of the 

comparative aim behind any ranking methodology, ODP and GWP values are referred to 

trichlorofluoromethane and CO2, respectively42.

First aggregation: {ALT, ODP}.

According to the histogram shown in Figure 7 and Table 3, the majority of order relation 

changes occur at low and high g-values, whereas few changes are observed for intermediate 

g-values. The hot spots gathering most gc-values are H2 and H11; obviously, the stability 

fields adjacent to each of them undergo many changes in order relations when compared. For 

example, S2 and S3, adjacent to H2, hold the maximum dissimilarity value if adjacent pairs of 

Si’s are considered; the same situation occurs for S11 and S12. In contrast, few order changes 

occur for adjacent Si’s separated by hot spots with only one gc-value, as is the case for S5 - S6 

and S6 - S7, separated by H5 and H6, respectively. These results show that low and high 

priorities of ALT or high and low priorities of ODP influence the ranking strongly. If the 

priorities of ALT and ODP are similar, relatively few changes entail. In general, aggregation 

of ALT and ODP prioritising ALT over ODP produces an increasing number of 

comparabilities among refrigerants (e.g. compare S1 with S12). 

All Si’s show that refrigerants 8 (trifluoromethane) and 29 (pentafluorodimethyl ether) are 

maximal substances. When considering the influence of GWP and all the weighted 

combinations of ALT and ODP, these substances are the most problematic ones. This is not 

surprising as HFCs are substances with relatively high values in these three properties42. The 

identification of 29, a di(fluoroalkyl) ether, as a maximal29 substance in all Si’s is remarkable 
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because these compounds have been proposed as replacements of CFCs, HCFCs and HFCs. 

In a recent publication42 was shown that 29, even when ranked without prioritising ALT, ODP 

and GWP, is a problematic refrigerant. The ALT and ODP aggregation carried out here shows 

that 29 is invariant to prioritisation which is caused by its property values; its ALT (165 

years) is one of the highest of the refrigerants studied42, and additionally its high GWP value 

(14,800 relative to CO2 with 100 years of time horizon) places 29 at the top of the ranking. At 

high priorities of ODP (low g-values) emphasizing its low ODP value (0 with respect to 

CCl3F), it is still placed high in the ranking due to its high non-aggregated GWP. Thus, its 

GWP stresses the importance of ALT for high g values, the main reason for the high ranking 

at low g-values. 

In all Si’s, 37 (dimethyl ether) and 38 (ammonia) are the minimal29 refrigerants because their 

ALTs, ODPs and GWPs values are low in respect to others (ALT(38) = 0.25, ALT(37) = 

0.015 years; ODP(38) = ODP(37) = 0 relative to CCl3F; GWP(38) = 0, GWP(37) = 1 relative 

to CO2 with 100 years time horizon). Note that the incomparability between 37 and 38 cannot 

be broken by any weighted aggregation of ODP and ALT followed by a non-weighted 

ranking with GWP. In fact, the incomparability arises because ALT(38) > ALT(37) and 

GWP(38) < GWP(37), awaiting the second aggregation step. 

Second aggregation: {{ALT, ODP}, GWP}.

In general, the stability fields Sj(Si) arising from each Si (first aggregation) are quite similar 

for low h-values, i.e. high GWP priorities. Hence, many of the incomparabilities in each Si 

are mapped into similar linear extensions for low h-values. In general, 37 is the least 

problematic substance for high GWP priorities, associated to high ALT and low ODP ones, 

corresponding to the consensus rankings G, H,… , O, P,… , Y, Z (Figure 9c), while 38 

reaches the lowest ranking for the consensus A, B, C, D, E, F, K, L, M and N, all of them 

related to intermediate priorities of GWP and any priority of ODP and ALT. While 8 

(trifluoromethane) and 29 (pentafluorodimethyl ether) are the most problematic substances in 

the first aggregation, after performing the second aggregation 22 

(bromochlorodifluoromethane) and 23 (octafluorocyclobutane) turn out to be the most 

problematic ones. Refrigerant 22 is maximal for low GWP priorities, high ODP and low ALT 

priorities; 23 is maximal for low GWP priorities associated to high ALT and low ODP 

priorities. Note that 22 and 23 are substances without hydrogen atoms and a high degree of 
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halogenation; 22 contains halogens which promote its ODP, i.e. 1 bromine and 1 chlorine 

atoms, besides 2 fluorine atoms. 

Figure 9c can be used to explore the ranking of particular substances; for example 29 

(pentafluorodimethyl ether) is the maximal element for A, B and C, corresponding to high 

GWP priorities associated to any priority of ALT and ODP. This emphasizes the problematic 

nature of this hydrofluoroether as regulatory and environmental agencies are today focusing 

their attention on green house gases46 after having stabilised the ozone depleting substances47.

Another fact stressing the problematic position of 29 is that A and C are the two stability field 

clusters with the highest probability of occurrence (Figure 9b, cumulative probability of 68 

%) which means that many priority combinations yield 29 as a problematic refrigerant. 

A versatile tool to predict the effect of prioritising ALT, ODP and GWP is presented (Figure 

9b). For example, if one is interested in a ranking with 10 % priority for ALT, 40 % for ODP 

and 50 % for GWP, simple algebraic manipulations of the weighting factors in Eq. 10 result 

in g = 0.2 and h = 0.5, corresponding to S3 in the first aggregation and to the consensus 

ranking E (Figure 9c), where 23 (octafluorocyclobutane) turns out to be the most problematic 

and ammonia the least problematic substances. If for example, a ranking is performed 

emphasizing ODP with the following priorities: ODP 75 %, GWP 20 % and ALT 5 %, then g

= 0.0625 and h = 0.8 are obtained. This corresponds to S2 in the first aggregation and to the 

consensus ranking L in the second. In this case 22 (bromochlorodifluoromethane) turns to be 

the most problematic and ammonia the least problematic refrigerants. 

Conclusions and outlook 

In the ranking of objects often the following questions arise: How does the rank look like if 

one prioritises certain object descriptors? Can one trace back the priorities needed to have a 

particular ranking? What is the probability of obtaining a certain ranking by prioritisation? 

METEOR and the method shown in this work to draw and analyse ranking similarities give 

answers to these questions. 

It was shown the aggregation of descriptors by linearly combining them (Eq. 3, 4, 6 and 7). In 

general, the aggregation function selected must provide a way to “dial” descriptor priorities 

and to assess their effect on the final ranking. This dialling can be done by using different 
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mathematical functions, not only linear functions; therefore it is important to explore their 

application. In the same manner, the method here described is not restricted to the use of 

hierarchical clustering, in fact any clustering method might be used. 

Although some other ranking methods like Utility function26, PROMETHEE27 and 

Concordance analysis28 do not permit to study the effect of a step-by-step descriptor 

aggregation, it is important to compare METEOR with these procedures in order to stress the 

advantages of METEOR. This study will be published in a forthcoming paper. 

The application of METEOR to the environmental ranking of 18 representatives of 

refrigerants used in the past, presently used, and some proposed substitutes showed that 

pentafluorodimethyl ether (29), a potential HCFC and HFC replacement, is the most 

problematic refrigerant for 68 % of the total descriptor prioritisations studied. This result 

warns us about the adverse environmental impact before the large scale production of this 

substance is commenced. 

Although environmental ranking is an important step towards the selection of acceptable 

refrigerants, an even more expansive ranking must be performed in order to include some 

other relevant aspects such as energy efficiency, toxicity, insulating ability, flammability, 

physical and chemical stability, solubility, costs, and other technical properties. In those cases, 

METEOR and the methods here developed can play an important role. 
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Abstract

Environmental ranking of refrigerants is of need in many instances, Here, the ranking is based 
upon ozone depletion potential (ODP), global warming potential (GWP), and atmospheric life 
time (ALT). The aim is to find the environmental hazard posed by 40 refrigerants including 
those used in the past, presently used, and some proposed substitutes. This is achieved by 
applying the Hasse Diagram Technique, a mathematical method which permits to assess order 
relationships of chemicals. The refrigerants are divided into 13 classes of which the most 
prominent ones are chlorofluorocarbons, hydrofluorocarbons, hydrochlorofluorocarbons,
hydrofluoroethers, and hydrocarbons. The dominance degree, a method for measuring order 
relationships among classes, is discussed and its application to the 13 classes of refrigerants is 
performed. The results show that some hydrofluoroethers are as problematic as the 
hydrofluorocarbons. The hydrocarbons and ammonia are the least problematic refrigerants 
regarding the three selected properties. 

Introduction 

Over the years several chemicals have been used as refrigerants and the change to new 
substances has been addressed avoiding the disadvantages of the previous ones (1). Currently, 
the adverse environmental properties of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrofluorocarbons 
(HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) has lead to regulate their production and 
consumption (2-4) and further research is needed in order to find environmental acceptable 
refrigerants (5).

The main drawback of CFCs and HCFCs is their potential to deplete the atmospheric ozone 
layer (6); HFCs are of concern as they contribute to global warming (4). Recognition of these 
problems has led to develop indicators for quantifying and comparing them, namely ODP (8)
(Ozone Depletion Potential) and GWP (9) (Global Warming Potential); these two indicators 
are closely related to the atmospheric lifetime (ALT) (7) of these substances. 

From an environmental point of view, an optimal refrigerant must have low values of ODP, 
GWP and ALT. However, the selection of a suitable alternative is not an easy task because 
there is no chemical embracing the lowest indicators at the same time. Therefore, the most 
appropriate substances in respect to ODP, GWP and ALT must be selected through the 
application of a methodology which compares the impact of the environmental indicators 
simultaneously and independently. This is reached by the ranking procedure based upon 
partial order theory, as is shown in this paper. 

Normally, refrigerants are classified into different families based on their molecular structure, 
for example CFCs, HCFCs, HFCs, hydrocarbons (HCs) and hydrofluoroethers (HFEs). 
Hence, for a given set of refrigerants it is possible to rank those different classes in such a 
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way that the classes are identified which are less problematic than others or which ones 
present overall more adverse environmental impacts than others. 

Materials and methods 

Ranking
In a ranking procedure different descriptors q1, q2, ..., qi are used to rank objects a, b,… that 
are gathered in a set G. For example, a set of chemicals G = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g} may be 
described as appears in the data matrix shown in Figure 1. A linear ranking is easily obtained 
if only one property qi is considered; for instance, the linear ranking A is obtained if q1 is 
uniquely analysed, whereas B results if only q2 is regarded (Figure 1). Because the descriptor 
q2 of a is equal to that of b [q2(a) = q2(b)] and the one of e is equal to that of g [q2(e) = q2(g)] 
each one of these pairs is considered as equivalent in the ranking B, i.e. a ~ b and e ~ g. If q1
and q2 are, for example, environmental properties whose values increase with the extent of 
adverse impact, ranking A shows that a is the “most hazardous” substance, whereas in the 
ranking B d is the most problematic. In real cases, the objects to rank are described by more 
than one descriptor, and all of them have to be considered simultaneously in the ranking 
process. Many ranking methods (11) perform a weighted combination of descriptors yielding 
a new superdescriptor; an example is the Utility Function (14) which calculates ( )x  for each 
object x, giving a weight gi to each qi descriptor; a simple version of ( )x  is the following: 

i i( ) ( )x g q x   (1) 

If equal priorities are assigned to q1 and q2, ( )x  values can be depicted in a linear order 
(Figure 1C) where objects with high ( )x  scores are located high in the ranking. Although 
the descriptors are simultaneously used, the mathematical form of ( )x  and its weights are 
still a source of subjectivities. A different ranking method avoiding these drawbacks is the 
Hasse diagram technique. 
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Figure 1. Data matrix of 7 chemicals described by q1 and q2. Rankings according to A) q1 and 
B) q2. C) Ranking due to a weighted combination of q1 and q2 (aggregation). D) Hasse 
diagram. 

Hasse Diagram Technique (HDT) 
In HDT (12, 13) two objects x and y characterised by descriptors q1(x), q2(x), ...., qi(x) and 
q1(y), q2(y), ...., qi(y), respectively, are compared by contrasting their individual descriptors in 
such a way that x is ranked higher than y (x  y) if all x descriptors are higher than those of y
(qi(x) > qi(y) for all i) or at least one descriptor is higher for x regarding y while all the others 
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are equal (qj(x) > qj(y) for some j and qi(x) = qi(y) for the rest of descriptors). In this case, x
and y are said to be comparable. If all descriptors for x are equal to those of y (qi(x) = qi(y) for 
all i), both substances are equivalent (12). It further follows that if x y and y z then x z.
In case at least one property qj fulfils qj(x) < qj(y) while the others meet the relation qi(x)
qi(y), x and y are called incomparable and they are not ordered with respect to each other (12). 
Two objects are in a “cover-relation” if they are comparable and if there is no third one in 
between. The results of the order relationships between the objects of a set G are graphically 
presented in a Hasse diagram (HD) which can be drawn and analysed with the software 
WHASSE (15) (available from R. B.). Figure 1D depicts the HD for the matrix shown in 
Figure 1. 

The richness of a HD lies in the lines connecting objects. An object with lines only in the 
downward direction indicates the highest rank or maximal object (16), for example a and d in 
Figure 1D. Objects with lines only in the upward direction are called minimal objects (16) and 
correspond to the lowest ranked objects, as b and g in Figure 1D. The absence of a line 
between two objects means that they are either incomparable or that there is a sequence of 
lines connecting them and keeping the same direction. For example, f and b are comparable (f

b), but no direct line is drawn between them because it is already contained in the path f c,
c b (13). According to the matrix shown in Figure 1, f and b are comparable because q1(b) < 
q1( f ) and q2(b) < q2( f ). The pair a and c is an example of incomparable chemicals because 
q1(a) > q1(c), but q2(a) < q2(c). In general, such pairs are recognised in a HD because there are 
no lines connecting them or they are connected by lines that do not follow the same direction, 
as is the case of b and g in Figure 1D. 

According to the HD (Figure 1D), a is more problematic than b. Any comparison of a with 
another chemical requires additional knowledge about importance of the used descriptors. For 
example, the results obtained using eq 1 (Figure 1C) show the same relation between a and b,
but also a > f, a > c and a > g, which is caused by the weighted aggregation of these method. 
With the HD it is also possible to state that d is more problematic than all the other 
compounds, except a, whereas the eq 1 result states that d is more problematic than all 
substances, including a. The presence of two maximal objects in Figure 1D, a and d, is an 
indication of how risky it is to perform a weighted aggregation of descriptors because 
particular weights may lead to rankings with either a or d as the most problematic substances. 

Avoidance of an aggregation function allows to prevent statistical overlap of descriptors, a 
fact often observed. Applying aggregation functions, descriptors must be statistically 
independent in order to avoid overdescription of certain features, in addition to the weights 
used in the aggregation. 

The dominance degree 
A set of substances G sometimes contains several “classes” of chemicals which can be found 
either by unsupervised classification methodologies such as cluster analysis or in a supervised 
manner. The questions arise whether it is possible to rank classes of compounds. This can be 
done with standard techniques of statistics (calculating medians, or means and perform a 
ranking based on them) but the order-theoretical approach of dominance degree (17) is 
preferable as it extends the parameter-free method of HDT to the ranking of classes. Two 
disjoint subsets Gn and Gm in G are formed of which Gn completely dominates Gm if for all x
in Gn and for all y in Gm it holds that y x. This condition “for all” implies that all objects in 
Gn are ranked higher than those in Gm. In practice, some objects of Gn may be incomparable 
with some of Gm, some objects in Gn may be ranked higher than some ones in Gm, while some 
others are ranked lower. Hence, it is necessary to quantify the number of objects in Gn ranked 
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higher in respect to those in Gm; this is called the dominance of Gn over Gm, measured as 
dominance degree. 

The dominance degree is defined as Dom(Gn, Gm) = NR / NT, where NR = |{(x, y), x Gn, y
Gm, and y x}| and NT = | Gn |*| Gm | ( | X |: cardinality of the set X ). Hence, Dom(Gn, Gm) is 
the fraction of total theoretical order relationships (NT) for which the objects of Gn are ranked 
higher than those in Gm. Dom(Gn, Gm) ranges from 0 to 1; Dom(Gn, Gm) = 1 means that all 
objects in Gn are ranked higher than those in Gm, i.e. subset Gn dominates subset Gm. When 
Dom(Gn, Gm) = 0, no object in Gn is ranked higher than an object in Gm. In this work, values 
of Dom(Gn, Gm) > 0.5 have been used for assessing the dominances between classes of 
refrigerants, meaning that more than half of the relations between Gn and Gm express a 
ranking where a compound in Gn is ranked higher than one in Gm.

To demonstrate the application of the dominance degree concept, the set G mentioned in 
Figure 1 is divided into three subsets, namely G1 = {a, b, c}, G2 = {d, e} and G3 = {f, g}
(Figure 2A). The resulting dominance degree values are: Dom(G1, G2) = 0 / (3 2) = Dom(G1,
G3) = 0 / (3 2) = Dom(G3, G2) = 0 / (2 2) = 0, Dom(G2, G1) = 4 / (2 3) = 0.67, Dom(G2,
G3) = 4 / (2 2) = 1, and Dom(G3, G1) = 2 / (2 3) = 0.33. In consequence, G1 and G3 do not 
dominate any subset because their values are lower than 0.5, while G2 dominates G1 and G3.
Dominance relationships are presented in the dominance diagram (Figure 2B) where a line is 
only drawn between subsets when Dom(Gn, Gm) > 0.5 and Gn is located higher than Gm. The 
results indicate that 67 % of the chemicals in G2 are more problematic than those in G1, and 
that all elements in G2 are more problematic than those in G3. The percentage of chemicals 
dominated by Gn (PDn) can be calculated by adding the number of chemicals in all subsets Gi
dominated by Gn, dividing the result by the number of substances that might be dominated, 
i.e. | G | – | Gn |: 

i| |
| | | |n

n

G
PD

G G
  (2) 

a

b
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e

f

g

G1 G2

G3
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G1 G2

G3

A B
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G3

0.67 1
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G3

0.67 1

0

100
PDn

Figure 2. A) Hasse diagram endowed with three subsets. B) Dominance diagram, the 
numbers next to the lines are dominance degree values and the subsets are distributed 
according to their percentage of dominated substances (PDn).

Classes of refrigerants and their properties 
In this work, a set G comprising 40 refrigerants (Table 1) is divided into 13 subsets: CFC, 
HFC, HCFC, hydrocarbons (HC), di(fluoroalkyl)ethers (DFAE), alkylfluoroalkylethers
(AFAE), chloromethanes (CM), and the single-compound subsets trifluoroiodomethane
(FIM), octafluorocyclobutane (PFC), carbon dioxide (CO2), bromochlorodifluorobutane 
(BCF), dimethyl ether (DME) and ammonia (NH3).
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ODP was originally defined (8) to represent the amount of ozone destroyed as a result of the 
emission of a gas. The numerical value is obtained by integrating over its entire atmospheric 
lifetime. Therefore, ODP is related to ALT (7); for example a chlorinated substance with a 
high ALT has a high probability of reacting with the stratospheric ozone. The compound R11 
is used as reference for the calculation of ODP because it completely reacts in the 
stratosphere. Hence, ODP is only particularly appropriate for substances reacting in the same 
manner as R11, without tropospheric OH reaction. Additionally, the fact that the relative 
effect of a compound’s emission on stratospheric ozone changes with time has lead to the 
definition of specific time horizons for ODP calculations (18).

GWP (9) is an index measuring the relative greenhouse efficiency of a gas in respect to 
carbon dioxide. GWP is also related to ALT in such a way that a chemical with high ALT and 
high infrared absorption holds high GWP. Considerations regarding the appropriateness of 
carbon dioxide as the reference substance have lead to propose new indices such as the 
Halocarbon Global Warming Potential (HGWP), considering R11 as reference substance (19).

Due to the comparative aim of the present paper, the refrigerants studied have to be described 
by indices, each one with a common reference substance. Therefore, chemicals studied are 
characterised by ODP relative to R11, GWP relative to CO2, and ALT. All values were 
collected from the literature (Table 1). In the following the application of the HDT to these 
refrigerants is discussed as well as the dominance relationships among the 13 classes. As 
HDT does not use any aggregating function to combine descriptors but considers them 
simultaneous and independently, the fact that ODP and GWP are related to ALT does not 
result in an overestimation of the latter. 

Table 1. Refrigerants included in this study, their labels, chemical subsets, molecular 
formulae, chemical and non-proprietory names, and their ODP, GWP, and ALT values. 

La
bel Subset Molecular

formula
Chemical 

name

Non-
proprietory

name

ODP
[relative to 

R11]

GWP
relative to 
CO2 [100 
yr time 

horizon] 

ALT
[yr]

1 CFC CCl3F
Trichloro-
fluoromethane R11 1a 4680a 45a

2 CFC CCl2F2
Dichlorodi-
fluoromethane R12 0.82a 10720a 100a

3 HCFC CHClF2
Chlorodifluoro-
methane R22 0.05a 1780a 12a

4 HCFC C2HCl2F3

2,2-Dichloro-
1,1,1-trifluoro-
ethane

R123 0.022a 76a 1.3a

5 HCFC C2HClF4

2-Chloro-
1,1,1,2-
tetrafluoro-
ethane

R124 0.022b 599a 5.8a

6 HCFC C2H3Cl2F
1,1-Dichloro-1-
fluoroethane R141b 0.12a 713a 9.3a

7 HCFC C2H3ClF2
1-Chloro-1,1-
difluoroethane R142b 0.065a 2270a 17.9a

8 HFC CHF3
Trifluoro-
methane R23 0.0004b 14310a 270a

9 HFC CH2F2 Difluoro- R32 0c 670a 4.9a
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methane

10 HFC C2HF5
Pentafluoro-
ethane R125 0.00003b 3450a 29a

11 HFC C2H2F4

1,1,1,2-
Tetrafluoro-
ethane

R134a 0.000015c 1410a 14a

12 HFC C2H3F3
1,1,1-
Trifluoroethane R143a 0c 4400a 52a

13 HFC C2H4F2
1,1-
Difluoroethane R152a 0d 122a 1.4a

14 HFC C3H3F5

1,1,1,3,3-
Pentafluoro-
propane

R245fa 0f 950e 7.2e

15 HFC C3H2F6

1,1,1,3,3,3-
Hexafluoro-
propane

R236fa 0f 9400e 220e

16 HC C3H8 n-Propane R290 0c 20c 0.041a

17 HC C4H10 n-Butane R600 0c 20c 0.018a

18 HC C4H10 Isobutane R600a 0d 20d 0.019a

19 HC C5H12 n-Pentane R601 0g 0h 0.01a

20 HC C3H6 Propene R1270 0c 3i 0.001a

21 CO2 CO2 Carbon dioxide R744 0d 1b 120j

22 BCF CBrClF2

Bromochloro-
difluoro-
methane

R12B1 5.1a 1300e 11e

23 PFC C4F8
Octafluoro-
cyclobutane RC318 0f 10000f 3200f

24 HFC C3HF7

1,1,1,2,3,3,3-
Heptafluoro-
propane

R227ea 0f 3500e 33e

25 AFAE C4H3F7O
Heptafluoro-
propyl methyl-
ether

HFE-7000 0a 450k 4.7k

26 AFAE C5H3F9O
Methyl-
nonafluoro-
butyl ether 

HFE-7100 0a 410k 5k

27 AFAE C6H5F9O
Ethyl-
nonafluoro-
butyl ether 

HFE-7200/
HFE-569mccc 0a 60k 0.77k

28 AFAE C9H5F15O

Ethyl-
pentadeca-
fluoro heptyl-
ether

HFE-7500 0a 100k 2.2k

29 DFAE C2HF5O
Pentafluoro-
dimethyl ether HFE-125 0a 14800k 165k

30 DFAE C2H2F4O
1,1,1',1'-
Tetrafluoro-
dimethyl ether 

HFE-134 0a 5760k 27.25k

31 CM CH2Cl2
Methylene-
chloride R30 0f 10a 0.38a

32 CM CH3Cl Methyl-
chloride R40 0.02a 16a 1.3a

33 CFC C2Cl3F3

1,1,2-
Trichloro-
1,2,2-trifluoro-

R113 0.9a 6000f 85a
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ethane

34 HCFC CHCl2F
Dichlorofluoro-
methane R21 0.01f 210e 2e

35 CFC C2Cl2F4

1,2-Dichloro-
1,1,2,2-
tetrafluoro-
ethane

R114 0.85f 9800e 300a

36 FIM CF3I
Trifluoroiodo-
methane R13I1 0f 1e 0.1f

37 DME C2H6O Dimethyl ether 0f 1a 0.015a

38 NH3 NH3 Ammonia R717 0c 0i 0.25a

39 AFAE C2H3F3O
Methyl-
trifluoromethyl 
ether

HFE-143 0a 656k 5.7k

40 AFAE C3H3F5O
Methyl-
pentafluoro-
ethyl ether 

HFE-245 0a 697k 4k

References: a 20, b 21, c 22, d 23, e 9, f 24, g 25, h 26, i 27, j 28, k 29.

Results and discussion 

In order to determine the diversity of the set divided into 13 classes, the Simpson diversity 
index D (30) has been calculated. The obtained value, D = 0.99, shows that the set is large-
diverse, which ensures no overpopulation of one class in comparison with others. The HD of 
the 13 subsets is shown in Figure 3 where substances at the top of the diagram are the most 
problematic ones, those at the bottom are the least problematic ones. 
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Figure 3. Hasse diagram of 40 refrigerants and its 13 classes shown as boxes. 

Eight maximal refrigerants with high impact in respect to ALT, ODP and GWP, and two 
minimal substances are shown. The maximal ones belong to DFAE, CFC, BCF, HFC and 
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PFC, the minimal ones to HC. Not all the members of these subsets are maximal substances, 
for example 1,1,1',1'-tetrafluoro-dimethyl ether, 30, is not a maximal one, although it is a 
DFAE, while 29 is a maximal substance. A similar situation is found for HFC, with the only 
maximal substance 8. In contrast,  all CFCs are maximal chemicals. In the same way, n-
pentane, 19, and propene, 20, are minimal substances but this does not apply to all 
hydrocarbons.

Dominance degrees among the 13 classes are calculated. These values appear in Table 2 as a 
square matrix. The dominance values in Table 2 correspond to Dom(Gn, Gm) where Gn is 
always a class labeling a column and Gm a class labeling a row. The matrix is not symmetrical 
due to the order properties on which it is based; therefore Dom(Gn, Gm) can be different to 
Dom(Gm, Gn).

Table 2. Dominance matrix of the 13 classes of refrigerants. 

CFC HFC PFC DFAE AFAE HCFC CM FIM HC CO2 BCF DME NH3
CFC NDa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HFC 0.78 ND 0.63 0.44 0.07 0.2 0 0 0 0 0.33 0 0
PFC 0 0 ND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DFAE 0.38 0.11 0.5 ND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AFAE 1 0.85 1 1 ND 0.73 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
HCFC 1 0 0 0 0 ND 0 0 0 0 0.67 0 0
CM 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.92 ND 0 0 0 1 0 0
FIM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ND 0 1 1 0 0
HC 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.4 0.2 ND 0.2 1 0.2 0.2
CO2 0.25 0.22 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 ND 0 0 0
BCF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ND 0 0
DME 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.6 1 1 ND 0
NH3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 ND
a The dominance degree for diagonal elements is not defined (ND). 

Potentially, there are 156 dominance relationships among the 13 classes (13 13 = 169 minus 
13 diagonal elements, Table 2), one third of which corresponds to Dom(Gn, Gm) > 0.5, and 
two thirds to Dom(Gn, Gm)  0.5. There are 27.6% of total dominances (Dom(Gn, Gm) = 1) 
and 55.8% of no dominances (Dom(Gn, Gm) = 0). The corresponding dominance diagram is 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Dominance diagram for the 13 classes of refrigerants (Dom(Gn, Gm) > 0.5); the 
numbers next to the lines are the dominance degree values and the classes are distributed 
according to their PDn (Eq. 2). 

Depending on the particular order relationships among the considered classes, a dominance 
diagram may or may not fulfil the transitivity axiom, i.e. if class A dominates class B and B
dominates class C then A dominates C (31). If the axiom is met, the dominance of A over C is 
graphically represented by the dominance of A over B and of B over C. In the present case of 
13 refrigerant classes, the transitivity axiom is fulfilled. 

According to Figure 4, CFC is the class that dominates most other substances. Each of the 
classes CFC, PFC and BCF dominate more than half of the refrigerants considered in respect 
to ODP, GWP and ALT. The second generation alternatives, HCFC and HFC, dominate less 
than half of the other substances, which means that they are environmentally better than CFC, 
PFC and BCF, substances that replace HCFC and HFC. Although problematic HCFCs will be 
replaced by HFC-blends in refrigeration equipment before 2010 (32), it is worthy to note that 
HCFC does not dominate HFC; therefore the environmental suitability of the latter as 
replacements is questionable. Particularly three blends, namely R410A, R407C and R404A, 
will replace chlorodifluoromethane (3 in Table 1 and Figure 4). R410 is a blend of 
difluoromethane, 9, and pentafluoroethane, 10; R407C a blend of 9, 10 and 1,1,1,2-
tetrafluoroethane, 11; and R404A a blend of 10, 11 and 1,1,1-trifluoroethane, 12. Only 9 is 
ranked lower than 3 whereas the other HFCs used in the blends are incomparable with 3
(Figure 3). 

The classes DFAE and AFAE, both hydrofluoroethers, appear at lower PDn values (Figure 4). 
DFAE dominates 37% of the other chemicals, which is a value neighboured to that one of 
HFC (45%) in the PDn axis. None of the classes of chemicals studied dominates DFAE, not 
even CFC accounting for the largest percentage of domination. Therefore, it is not possible to 
state that chemicals belonging to DFAE are less problematic than CFC, PFC or BCF, 
although these hydrofluoroethers were introduced as CFC replacements. On the other hand, 
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AFAE, the other group of hydrofluoroethers, is dominated by the most problematic 
refrigerants including the DFAE. This is possibly caused by the particular distribution of 
fluorine atoms along the molecules; DFAE compounds hold fluorine substituents in both alkyl 
groups, whereas AFAE compounds have fluorine substituents on only one of the alkyl groups. 
This seems to be an important structural aspect related to the environmental properties of 
hydrofluoroethers. This finding indicates a need to carry out studies in this direction; some 
preliminary structure-property relationships investigations have been done on their 
tropospheric lifetimes (33, 34).

There are six classes of refrigerants with PDn values (Figure 4) lower than 8%, which are CM, 
CO2, HC, FIM, DME and NH3. They constitute the environmentally most acceptable 
refrigerants. It is particularly important to note that CFC, HCFC, HFC, DFAE and AFAE 
dominate HC and NH3, two substances which earlier were considered as problematic and 
which motivated the development of CFC in the 1930s (35). Therefore, when comparing HC 
and NH3 with their replacements in respect to the three descriptors ODP, GWP and ALT, the 
former are better. However, in order to develop a more general ranking, other aspects must be 
considered, such as energy efficiency, toxicity and flammability, properties which are also 
important for practical applications. Qualitatively it can be foreseen that in respect to 
flammability, DME and HC are the most problematic, that in respect to energy efficiency 
carbon dioxide and HC are the least recommendable, and that particular attention must be 
paid to toxicity in case of ammonia. Nevertheless, their simultaneous analysis by applying a 
mathematical technique such as HDT is an additional, non subjective, instrument for finding 
the least problematic compounds. 

Information on the relative order among classes is based on the ranking of chemicals which in 
turn depends on the numerical values of the properties selected for their description. Small 
variations of these values may potentially affect the order relationships among them. In order 
to study this effect, each of the three environmental properties, continuous in concept, was 
classified and the effect on the dominance degree values was studied. The three properties 
were transformed into 37 scores by partitioning each property into 37 equidistant intervals. 
Differences between the original dominance degree values and those obtained after 
classification were calculated; the average variation of these differences was 0.11, indicating 
that the effect of classification on the dominance relationships is about 11 %, i.e. 89 % of the 
dominance relationships remained invariant towards property-classification. Thus, dominance 
relationships found in this research are robust (12) with respect to numerical noise. 

The main aim of this manuscript was to explore the order relationships among classes of 
chemicals; there are some other studies (12) that can be done based on HD, such as (a) 
stability analysis (36) of the diagram under addition or deletion of properties, (b) study of the 
most influential properties on the structure of the diagram (sensitivity analysis (12, 37)); (c) 
application of dimension analysis (16) to know if the same diagram can be obtained 
combining some non-redundant properties; and (d) step-by-step weighted aggregation of 
descriptors to obtain a linear ranking. Results on the application of these methodologies to the 
refrigerants will be published in forthcoming papers. 

Although we consider in this research some representative refrigerants, the method described 
can be applied to any number of substances. In fact, a HD compares objects’ descriptor values 
without regarding the number of objects. Therefore, such dominance degree calculations are 
not affected by the size of the classes. 
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